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Draft Recommendation on LHoly See: Protecting the rights ofl migrant, refugee,
asylum- [Belgium: and international vrotectionl seeking women 1(provisional title)
1. The Committee of Ministers, under the terms of Article 15.b of the Statute of the Council

of Europe,
2. Considering that the aim of the Coo neil of Eu rope is to achieve a greater unity between its
member States, inter alia, by promoting common standards and developing actions in the
field of homan rights;
3.

Recalling that gender equality is central to the protection of human rights, the functioning
of democracy and good governance, respect for the rule of law, and the promotion of
sustainable development and of well-being for all;

4.

Considering the profound changes in migration patterns and in the situation of migrant
refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls, the fact (hat the number of displaced
people has reached its highest ever in recent years and the significant developments in
gender equality- and migration and asylum-related concepts, policies and legal
instruments at all levels;

5.

Wishing therefore to review and update its Recommendation No. R(79) 10 to member
states on women migrants, henceforth replaced by the present instrument;

6.

Noting with appreciation the efforts and activities undertaken by States to accommodate
the needs of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls;I

7.

Bearing in mind the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms (ETS No. 5, 1950) and its I’rotocols, in the light of the relevant case law of the
European Court of Human Rights, the European Social Charter (ETS No.35, 1961, revised
in 1996, ETS No. 163), the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in
Human Beings (CETS No. 197, 2005), the Council of Europe Convention on the l’rotection
of Children against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse (CETh No. 201, 2007) and the
Council of Europe Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women
and Domestic Violence (CETS No. 210, Istanbul Convention, 2011);

8.

Recalling the United Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugee (1951); the
International Labour Organisation Convention 189 on Domestic Work (2011); the United
Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(‘CEDAW”, 1979) and its Optional t’rotocol ((999); as well as CEDAW General
Recommendation No 30 on women in conflict prevention, conflict and post-conflict
situations (2013); CEDAW General Recommendation No. 32 on the gender-related
dimensions of refugee status, asylum, nationality and statelessness of women (2014); and
CEDAW General Recommendation No. 35 on gender-based violence against women,
updating General Recommendation No. 19 (2017); CEDAW Recommendation No.38 on
trafficking in women and girls in the context of global migration (2020); the United
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Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) and its Optional l’rotocols (2000);
and the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006);

-

L4tiif1’NjitflLthe relevant measures contained in the UN Global Compact on Refugees
(2018) and in the UN Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration (2018),
aimed at promoting gender equality and empowering migrant, refugee and asylumseeking women and girls, and at ending all forms of seual and gender-based violence,
trafficking in persons, exploitation and sexual abuse, and harmful practices;)
-

-

-

10. Having regard to the United Nations High Commissioner br Retugees ‘Guidelines on
International Protection; Gender-Related l’ersecution within the context of Article IA(2)
of the 1951 Convention and/or its 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees”, of 7
Slav 2(8)2;
-

-

II. Taking account of the Council of Europe Gender Equality Strategy 2018-2023 and its
strategic objective to protect the rights of migrant. refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls;
12. Acting in accordance with the Council of Europe Action Plan on protecting vulnerable
persons in the context of migration and asylum in Europe (21)21-2025) notably its strategic
objective to identify and address vulnerabilities throughout asylum and migration
procedures;
13. Recognizing the multidimensional reality of the situations of migrant. refugee and
asylum-seeking women and girls and bearing in mind the importance of the overall
application and impact of the United Nations 203) Agenda for Sustainable Development
on them, in particular Sustainable Development Goal 5 (“Achieve gender equality and
empower all women and girls”); Sustainable Development Goal 10 (“Reduce inequality
within and among countries”), with the target to “facilitate orderly, safe, regular and
responsible migration and mobility of people. including through the implementation of

planned and well-managed migration policies”; and Sustainable Development Goal 16
(“Promote peaceful and inclusive scKieties for sustainable development, provide access to
justice for all and build eftective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels”);
14. Recalling the following Recommendations of the Committee of Ministers to member
States of the Council of Europe; Recommendation Rec(2002)5 on the protection of women
against violence; Recommendation CM/Rec(2010)ll) on the role of women and men in
conflicl prevention and resolution and in peace building, Recommendation
CM/Rec(20l5)1 on intercultural integration, Recommendation CM/Rec (2019)1 on
preventing and combating sexism las well as relevant resolutions and recommendations
of the Parliamentary Assembly, of the Congress of Regional and Local Authorities and of
the Conference of INGOs of the Council of Europe;]
15. Reaffirming that all human rights and fundamental freedoms are universal, indivisible,
interdependent and interrelated, and that their full enjoyment, without discrimination on
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any ground, by migrant refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls needs to be
guaranteed;
16. Noting with concern that migrant refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls may be
confronted with multiple and intersectional forms of discrimination in their country of
origin, during their journey and in their country of destination and stressing the need for
an inclusive and intersectional approach that takes into account the different situations
and personal characteristics of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls;

17. Recognising that whileexisting international human rights standards apply to all persons,
additional efforts should be made to assess the prevention and protection gaps that arise
from insufficient implementation, information about and monitoring of existing laws and
policies as regards migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls;
18. Recognising with grave concern, that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and
girls are vulnerable persons often exposed to serious forms of gender-based violence in
their countries of origin, during their journey, in transit and/or in destination countries,
which constitute a serious violation of their human rights, and that they face difficulties
and structural barriers in overcoming such violence;
19. Acknowledging the positive contribution that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking
women and girls bring to European societies and communities;
20. Aware of the gender-related barriers that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls face in terms of integration, participation, equal access to rights, services,
leadership and meaningful participation, and of the need to facilitate their integration and
full participation in the economic, social, civic, political and cultural life, [inJudin
providing yith’.;av to rigu lariegUon where apphcabk’;}
21. Recommends that the governments of member States:
1.

Take legislative or other measures to promote and apply the Guidelines included in the
Appendix of this Recommendation, aimed at ensuring that migrant, refugee and
asylum-seeking women and girls can effectively access and exercise their rights;

2.

Ensure that this Recommendation, including its Appendix, is translated and
disseminated (in accessible formats) among relevant authorities and stakeholders,
which are encouraged to take measures to implement it;

3. Monitor progress in the implementation of this Recommendation and regularly inform
the competent Council of Europe steering committee(s) and bodies of the measures
undertaken and the progress achieved in this field.
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Definitions

1.

For the purpose of this recommendation:
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backgrcnrnd, and otatele.’;s women and gino.
‘Migrant women’ or ‘women’ includes both women and girls under 18 years of age.
‘Asylum seeker’: a person who intcn& to mike, or -,vL’ has made, an application for
international protection.
‘International Protection’: Protection as a refugee under the 1951 Geneva Convention
Relating to the Status of Refugees as amended by its 1967 Protocol (hereafter “1951
Convention”) or any alternative form of international or European humanitarian,
subsidiary or temporary protection.
‘Refugee’: a person who meets the definition at Article 1(A)(2) of the 1951 Convention.

U.

1 Commented (FE3j: ‘often in search of a better life’ should
be deleted, In general this definition poses problems, There
is no internationally accepted definition of “migrant. Alno
the word ‘settle” might be problematic, A migrant “moves’
to another country or even within a country (see 1DM), So I
suggest rather to delete the definition as a whole,
In technical terms migrant Is used for statistical purposes
having in mind the UN Recommendations for the 2020
censuses of population and housing”, Page 136
Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE).
htlp//p,c.ntalitlik.at/weh de/staliitiken/menschen un
t.Ksvellschalt/bevnelkeru ng/bevoelkerungtsn rUME/hevoel
ker,,np oath migralionshintrrgrund/irdes.html

Horizontal issues
Commented [KC(41: OMI —Abt, V/5:

Member states should take into account the horizontal issues mentioned hereunder
for all measures put forward in this Appendix.

Suggestion to delete as it does not correspond with the
definition under Austrian law 12 Abs. 1 Z 14 Asylum law)

Non-discrimination, Intersectional issucs, elimination of stereotypes
2.

3,

Member States should ensure that alt applicable measures are secured without
discrimination on any ground, including those measures to protect the rights of
migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girl’ victims of gender-based
violence and trafficking in human beings.
Member States should apply an intersectional approach in all measures referred to in
this Appendb, notably bearing in mind the specific needs of women and girls wiLh
disabilities, girls, older women, pregnant and nursing women, women travelling alone
or with children, lesbian, bisexual and transgender women, women of ethnic or of
other minority background and survivors of gender-based violence, trafficking or
tor Lure.

I

5.

‘‘C’...,,.,.,51..’’3 .t,...LJ5

JI...’........_1L.. I..,.’

thcir right:: to acccss justicc, protcction, health and cducation.
Within both migrant and host countries and communities, member States should:
5.1 pay special attention to measures aimed at dismantling gender stereotypes and
other forms of stereotypes, including those based on migrant status, culture,
tradition and religion.

hereunder regrouped onder the terminology “migrant women”,
Firewalls are “measures to prevent state and private sector actors from effectively denying human
rights to irregularly present migrants and clearly prohibiting the sharing of the personal data of, or
other information about, persons suspected of irregular presence or work, with the immigration
authorities for purposes of immigration control and enforcement”, (F-CM Gci,,’r,,l Policy
Ri’,’,,snnacnd,itipn N 1 non safcgt,,,rdin irrcuul,,rlv rr,.’cnl iiir,inl from cliscrimi,i:,ti’,o adopted on
16 March 2016,)
—
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implement awareness-raising and education measures to promote gender
equali ty

Girls
6.

7.

8.

Member Stales should adopt a child rights-based approach to migrant, asylum-seeking
and refugee girls, which is age-sensitive and lakes account of the specific situations and
needs nf girls, including ensuring suitable and safe alternative care arrangements when
they are separated from their parents or caregiver.
Owing to migrant girls’ situation of heightened vulnerability to exploitation and abuse,
care arrangements should be aligned with those for non-migrant children, in mainstream
child protection services or institutions. Unaccompanied and separated children should
be assigned a guardian.
Member States should ensure continued access to essential sen’ices for young women
refugees as they reach adulthood, including support for their integration and social
participation, and support for their transition to adultlicx,d beyond the age of IS. The aim
is to avoid, where applicable, abrupt interruption of access to education, healthcare, social
and integration services in host communities.

Information, empowerment, awareness raising and promotion of human rights
9.

To empower migrant women and enable them to access their rights, they should be
provided with relevant, accessible and culturally sensitive intormation and advice in a
language that they understand, covering:
9.1 ‘Their fundamental human righLs and obligations as set out in the European
Convention on Human Rights and other relevant instruments, including whilst in
detention and reception facilities.
9.2
Reporting and complaint mechanisms, in case of abuse by State authorities or
private contractors acting on behalf of the State, including rights to civil remedies
and compensation.
9.3
Protection against all forms of violence, including domestic violence and
trafficking in human beings. This encompasses general and specific assistance (i.e.
legal processes, support structures and services, support from NGOs and legal aid
available to victims in their residing country).
9.4 Available social services and welfare, notably: health (including sexual and
reproductive health and wellbeing), access to education, language training,
housing and employment, participation in social, political, economic and cultural
life.
10 Member States should facilitate the access of migrant women to digital services and
connection including the Internet, in particular if services and information are available
solely or largely in digital format.
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Access to justice including legal aid
II. Migrant women should have access to national and international complaint mechanisms
and remedies to effectively exercise their rights and/or act upon violations of their rights!
including access to legal aid.
12. Member States should ensure that migrant women are adequately supported as
defendants, victims or witnesses throughout any criminal and civil procedures.
13. An intersectional and gender-sensitive approach should be taken when assessing migrant
women and girls’ credibility in judicial and administrative procedures, in particular when
decisions have an impact on their migration status,

Detention
14. In the event that administrative detention is used which should only be as a measure of
last resort separate safe zones should be provided for women and girls within detention
facilities.
IS. Age- ind gender-sensitive healthcare and hygiene services in detention facilities, as well
as appropriate activities during the time spent in detention, should be provided In migrant
women.
-

-

16. Member States should ensure that law enforcement measures in detention facilities are
age- and gender-sensitive, and that migrant women have access to a complaint system.
17. The presence of women among border, migration and other police or custody staff, as well
as among social workers and interpreters, should be promoted.

Artificial intelligence, automated decision-making, and data protection
IS. Member States should ensure that a human rights impact assessment, with a gender
equality perspective, is conducted before the introduction of artificial intelligence and
automated decision-making systems in the field of migration.
19. Any use of artificial intelligence and automated decision-making systems by the public
sector and its service providers/contractors, should not cause any discrimination, be
operated consistently with privacy principles, be transparent, and have clear governance
mechanisms, in the context of:
19.1 border and immigration control decision- making, including as to entry or return:
19.2 migration management, including the use of biometric information;
19.3 policing and security of migrant women, and ‘rvices related to protection or
prevention of crimes; and
19.4 the provision of services
including health, welfare, housing, employment,
language training and education to migrant women.
20. Migrant women should be given the opportunity to participate in discussions around the
development and deployment of new technologies affecting them.
21. Bearing in mind migrant women’s particular vulnerabilities, the deliberate or inadvertent
disclosure of their data wi thin the host community or through transfer to the country of
origin could place them at riskof serious human rights abuses. Relevant authorities should
therefore:
21.1 ensure the confidentiality and security of such data;
-

-

-
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21.2 agree not to transter any such data to the country at origin without the explicit
consent of the affected person/s.
Co-operation with civil society
22. Member States should actively support. including financially, .ind co-operate with
migrant women and women’s rights organisations which uphold the universal human
rights of migrant women, defend and empower them.
23. Mechanisms should be established to ensure that migrant women’s organisations are
consulted, in particular when devising migration, asylum and integration policies which
affect them.
Data collection, research and monitoring
24, Member States should support the collection of age- and sex-disaggregated data on
migration and asylum issues, ensuring comptiance with applicable data protection
requirements.
2. Research, monitoring and evaluation of migration, integration and asylum policies from
a gender equality perspective, in particular in relation to preventing any violation of
women’s fundamental rights, should be supported and adequately resourced at all levels.
26. The data collected and the results of research and evaluation of migration, integration and
asylum policies from a gender equality perspective should be used for the further
development and adjustment of public policies in these fields at all levels.

III.

Protection

27. Member States should protect migrant. refugee and asylum-seeking women from all
forms of violence against women. This encompasses domestic violence, sexual
harassment, sexual violence including rape. trafficking, forced marriage, crimes
committed in the name of so-called ‘honour’, forced abortion and sterilisation, female
genital mutilation, s€xual exploitation, economic, physical, and psychological vinlence.
28. A multi-agency approach, inclusive of migrant women’s organisations, should be adopted
as regards matters relating to their protection.
29. Competent authorities and statf should be trained and qualified to enable them to:
29.1 promptly identify, refer to relevant authorities and provide protection, treatment
and care for migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls who are
victims of trafficking and violence;
29.2 be aware of the difficulties that migrant women may face in disclosing events of
gender-based violence, due to insecure migration status, lack of knowledge of
legal rights and stigma and support them in this regard.
30. l’rofessional interpreters trained in gender-based violence and trafficking in human
beings should be available to assist migrant women seeking protection, whilst making
initial complaints, throughout the justice process and in seeking reparations.
31. Mechanisms should be in place in state- and privately-mn institutions, such as reception,
lraosit and detention centres, police stations, prisons, child-care institutions, schools and
hospitals, to enable incidents of sexual aod gender-based violence to be reported to and

___________________
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by staff or otticers, including access to age-and gender-sensitive telephone helplines and
procedures for referral to other appropriate agencies, and for medical and psychological
treatment.
32. Member States should ensure access for migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women to
shelters for women victims of violence, regardless of their migration status.
33. General and specialist support services, counselling, psychological support and health
cart’, including sexual and reproductive health care and specific post-rape care, also for
those accommodated in transit, reception and accommodation facilities, should be
provided to victims of violence and trafficking in human beings in their countries of
origin, in transit or in destination countries.
31. Risk assessment and risk management of violence against migrant women should be
conducted, taking specific account of their potential enhanced vulnerability owing to
insecure migration status and intersectional vulnerabilities.
35. Access to free legal advice and assistance, comprising legal aid, should be provided in
order to support migrant women victims of violence through criminal and civil
proceedings, including the pursuit of compensation claims and legal redress against the
perpetrators.

36. Member States should allow migrant women access to national compensation schemes.
rehabilitation assistance, measures or other programmes aimed at social assistance and
the integration of victims of violence against women or trafficking in human beings, on
the same conditions as nationals.
37. Member States should develop specific measures to address the sexual exploitation of
migrant women, in particular the demand for such exploitation, including punitive.
preventive and educational measures.
38. Member States should ensure that migrant women do not suffer any penalty, including
loss of migration status, as a consequence of their exploitation as victims of trafficking in
human beings or of forced marriage.
39. Measures should be taken to protect migrant women from hate speech and sexism.
40. Member States should ensure that culture, custom, religion, tradition or so-called ‘honour’
shall not be considered as ustification for any exploitation or acts of violence against
women or girls.
State of emergency and crisis management
31. In situations of public health crisis, humanitarian crisis and crisis related to climate
change, member states should take into account the increased risk of violence, including
domestic violence, poverty and homelessness for migrant women. Member Stales should
therefore adopt the following measures:
41.1 take into consideration the situation and needs of migrant women in crisis
management and recovery measures, including with respect to access to rights,
and notably the right to health;
41.2 ensure that measures taken during a crisis and ensuing state of emergency
conform with international obligations related to the human rights of migrant
women;
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41.3 ensure the participation of migrant women and relevant civil
organisations, in decision and policy-making in these situations.

IV.

society

Arrival

Pro-arrival information
42. Member States should ensure thai immigration procedures, including those before arrival
such as visa issuing procedures, are age- and gender-sensitive.
43. Information should be provided to migrant women about the conditions enabling the legal
entry and stay in a member Stale’s territory.
Transit and reception facilities
44. Relevant authorities should ensure that reception and screening arrangements are ageand gender-sensitive. The screening process should, in particular, facilitate the

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

identification of victims of human trafficking and gender-based violence at the earliest
possible opportunity and ensure that women’s protection claims are processed efficiently.
Reception and accommodation centres should be located in areas where women are safe
and can access relevant services, including health, social and legal assistance, schools and
shopping facilities.
The specific needs and safety concerns of victims of sexual violence, domestic violence,
human trafficking, torture, or other forms of physical and psychological violence and any
other relevant special needs for example pregnancy, disability or specific health needs
should be taken into account when determining residential placements and access to
services.
Staff should be trained in women’s human rights and gender equality-related issues, and
the presence of professional women social workers, interpreters, police officers and
guards should be ensured in these facilities.
Separate sleeping areas should be provided for single women with or without children
(up to age 18), as well as safe spaces and clean, separate, well-lit shower and toilet facilities
for women.
Women in transit and reception facilities should have access to a complaint system,
whereby complaints are investigated and referred to the police where relevant, including,
where appropriate, access to legal aid and ensuring regular visits by mobile courts and
court officers.
In cases where service-providers are contracted by a member state to deliver services and
accommodation to migrant women, procedures should be in place, including regular
monitoring visits by trained migration officials, to ensure compliance with the standards
of protection for victims of violence.

Asylum
51. Member States should adopt and implement gender-sensitive asylum laws, practices
and procedures.
52. Women should be able to access asylum and protection procedures at d!icoated lt’c,itions
utthe borders or in the territory of member Sta ti’s ++d.lsewliere.
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53. To ensure that gender-based violence against women is properly assessed within the
framework of the 1951 Convention member Slates should:
iii hi’ recognised as a form
53. I ensure that ,*44’forms of gender-based violence &+
of persecution within the meaning of Article IA(2) of the 1951 Convention;
53.2 ensure a gender-sensitive interpretation of the 195! Convention grounds for
asylum including 11w recognition of gender as a basis for the existence of a
particular social group it :!w n’lvazt r’ndl,tt,’n— are m,’t;
53.3 provide comprehensive gender-spacific guidelines heri’ ,n.iil:sb!’ for all
stages of the asylum process including reception and support services,
screening, determination of ‘safe’ countries, detention, status delermioalion,
adjudication and returns;
53.4 ensure border police, migration officials asylum officers, decision-makers and
interpreters receive training in respect of the guidelines mentioned at I53.3I•
34. Women asylum officers should be available to “-omen applicants.
35. Separate interviews for women and men from the same family should be made possible,
also in the absence of children, and their confidentiality should be guaranteed.
56. In processing and determining asylum claims, regard should be given to:
36,1 the applicant’s own personal circumstances; and to
36.2 relevant, gender-specific, country of origin information, notably access to justice,
including both the legal framework and its implementation; available social,
economic and other support; and any discrimination and/or patriarchal attitudes
women are likely to encounter.
57. Member States should ensure that women have access to complementary/subsidiary
protection, where necessary and if the women concerned fulfil the criteria for
com&t’mentarv/subsidiary protectior..

Cross-border measures
38. Member States h,’idJ iri participate h resettlement and relocation programmes and
implement legal pathways to ensure a safe transit for women and girls.
39. Specitic assistance and humanitarian resettlement programmes h ‘oLi
be funded for
women victims ot gender-basc’d violence.
60. Member States 44....1t1—cjin set up and implement effective cross-border protection
mechanisms for victims of gender-based violence.
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V.

Residence and Integration

Access to healthcare services, including sexual and reproductive heaithcare
61. Authorities should ensure that healthcare provision is age and gender sensitive.
62. Affordable, quality and gender-sensitive health services, encompassing mental, sexual
and reproductive healthcare, including during pregnancy, as well as hygiene products,
should be provided for migrant women on the same basis as for nationals, regardless of

their migration status.. Such access should not be dependent on obtaining the authorisation
of the migration authority or of a spouse, partner, parent or other relative, or guardian.
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63. Migrant girls should be provided with access to age-appropriate sexual and reproductive
health information and services.
61. Taking into account language and cultural barriers, member Stales should ensure that
women give prior, free and informed consent to any medical treatment.
Social services, social security and housing
65. In all decisions relating to the safety and welfare of migrant women, including decisions
taken by social services and in respect of social security, their needs should be the primary
consideration.
66. Member Slates should ensure that migrant women are given a treatment not less
favourable than that accorded to nationals regarding access to housing and rents.
Integration, social, cultural and political participation
67, Member States should ensure that any child born in their territory of a stateless woman
is entitled to have their birth registered and to be granted citizenship.
68. Owing to persisting stereotypes and existing inequalities in access to civic rights and
participation in political decision-making, which are even more serious for migrant
women, member States should take steps to ensure that migrant women who are entitled
to vote and stand for election in local, regional, national or European elections are aware
of their rights and encouraged to participate.
69. Recognising that the ability to communicate in the host country’s language is essential for
integration in all aspects, Member States should ensure language training to migrant
women and girls and therefore promote their empowerment and protection.
70. Authorities should encourage and support initiatives aimed at empowering migrant
women and girls within their families, in their communities and in society at large, by
developing their self-confidence and self-determination and by protecting women and
girls from negative social control. This could include participation in local, cultural,
women’s or other associations, sports clubs, youth clubs and others.
71. Public and private coaching, mentoring and other support programmes aimed at migrant
women should be set up and supported, and positive role models promoted.
72. The positive contribution made by migrant women to society should be highlighted arid
encouraged.
Education, vocational training and life-long learning
73. Authorities should take measures to reach those migrant girls who may have been
prevented from accessing education in their country of origin, ensuring the provision of
education or day care, preferably within mainstream educational structures.
74. Member States should take steps to facilitate the recognition and validation of migrant
women’s existing vocational and academic qualifications and work experience in practice,
including through initiatives such as the Council of Europe European Qualifications
Passport for Refugees.
75. literacy, language and digital skills courses should be provided to migrant women
corresponding to their needs and as soon as possible after their arrival in the host country.

1Formatted: ght
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76. Migrant women should be able to enjoy any further or higher education, vocational
training, retraining and rehabilitation facilities provided by the competent services and
available for national workers.
Employment
77. Member States ,hew4vl_iljL take specific and targeted measures to promote access to
employment for migrant women, including at an early stage in the migration process,
including safe and legal routes to employment pre-arrival.
78. Member States should consider removing barriers to work, where approprial,. after a
woman asylum-seeker has been present in the territory for a length of time.
79. Member States should implement the provisions of relevant national and international
standards directed at protecting migrant women carrying out domestic work from
discrimination and abuse.
80. In respect of at least those migrant women who are permitted to work under the national
law of member States, the latter should;
80.1. take measures to regulate and improve migrant women’s working conditions and
to eliminate all forms of exploitation and discrimination;
60.2. support and assist migrant women to access the labour market through selfemployment and entrepreneurship, by providing them with the same
opportunities for training, microcredit, start-up loans and business development
as for national workers, and support volunteering, internship and job placement
programmes;
80.3. in order to facilitate access to the labour market, take steps to ensure that migrant
workers have access to work/life balance measures including maternity, paternity
and parental leave, flexible working where possible, and ensure access to and
enjoyment of child-care facilities on an equal footing with national workers; and
80.4. ensure that women migrant workers who are made redundant and are compelled
to leave the country of employment or return to their country of origin felawi-ald!2
not uniusliliably lose their acquired rights.

Residence permits
81. Member States should ensure that migrant women and girls who are granted a residence
permit on the basis of a family relationship are entitled to the same social, economic and
labour-related rights and entitlements as the principal residence permit holder.
82. Migrant women should be made aware of any entitlement to a renewable independent
residence permit, for example due to their status as victim of human trafficking, victim of
gender-based violence, relationship breakdown, or other particularly difficult
circumstances.
83. Member States should ensure that migrant women are granted a residence permit if their
stay is necessary for criminal investigations or proceedings.
84. Member States should facilitate the possibility for victims of forced marriage brought into
another country for the purpose of the marriage and who, as a result, have lost their
residence status in the country where they habitually reside, to retain such status.

Commented jKPBJ: Member States should apply these
measures on a voluntary basis.

Commented IKP9J: Removing barriers to work after a
length of time might not always be appropriate, e.g. when an
asylum-seeker does not property cooperate with the
authorities and hinders progress of procedures.

—

Commented [KPI 01: A wording suggesting unrestricted
retention of all rights under every circumstances seems too
broad. Taken seriously, It would mean a disproportionate
preferential treatment compared to all other groups such as
nationals of the nember states, whose retention of rights Is
atso subiect to conditions laid down in law.
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85. Migrant women present in a country for a long time, including stateless women and girls
should be provided security of residence on an independent basis.

Family reunion
86. Recognising that family reunion can be both a secure pathway to safety for migrant
women, and a prolective factor in the host state, member Stales should safeguard the right
to family reunion for migrant women in accordance with obligations under the European
Convention on Human Rights and international law. In tins respect, member States
should:
66.1. adopt a wi-Je definition of ‘family’ that rofer to the ouch-sr tamilv, consistent with
the links and dependencies relied on by migrant women;
86.2. ensure that women and girls are aware of their right to family reunion and receive
access to legal advice and assistance to pursue that right, if they fulfil the criteria;
and
86.3. consider accepting or seeking the transfer of asylum claims to enable the family
reunion of migrant women and girls separated on their journeys,
Rimented [FEI 1]: This chapter contains many unclear

VI. Returns—

—

—
—

87. While returns should always be in safely and dignity and preferably voluntary,
involuntary returns must be in line with the principle of usln-rLfilllkment.
88. States should ensure that migrant, refugee and asylum seeking women who are in need
of protection, regardless of their status or residence, are not returned under any
circumstances to any country where their life would be at risk or where they might be
subjected to torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
89. Recognising the particular difficulties that victims of gender-based violence face in fully
disclosing the grounds for their international protection claim, member States should:
69.1. ensure a gender-sensitive process that protects women against the risk of
refiuidensent;
89.2. ensure that accelerated and non-suspensive procedures do not result in migrant
women being unable to put forward their claims for protection, resulting in
rñsi,lc’nse,it.

90. Member States should ensure the suspension of expulsion measures of migrant women
based on their dependant status on a spouse, partner or parent, in order to enable them to
have the possibility to apply for an independent residence permit.

notions and has to be revisited. At this stage AT has a
reservation concerning this point.
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Projet de recommandation sur [Saint-Siege: Protéger los drafts desi femmes
migrantes, réfugiées et demandeuses d’asile [Belgique: et do protectio
intemationalel (litre provisoire)
1. Lo Comild dos Ministros, en vortu do l’articlo 15.b du Statut du Consoil do lEuropo,
2.

Considérant quo lo but du Consoil do l’Europo ost do raIisor uno union plus ãtroite ontre
sos Etats mombros, notammont on promouvant dos normos communes ot on dáveluppont
dos aclions dons Ic domaino dos droits humains

3. Rappolani quo I’égalité entre los fommos ot los hommes ost ossontiollo pour assuror Ia
protection dos droits humains, Ic fonctionnomoni do Ia dmocratie ot Ia bonno
gouvernanco, lo rospoct do ‘that do droll ot Ia promolion dii bion-âtro do boles ci tous;
4. Considérant los profonds changomonts dons los formos do migration ot In situalion dos
fommos ot dos filles migrantos, réfugidos ot domandousos d’asilo, lo fail quo lo nombro do
porsonnos dóplacéos a attoint un nivoau record cos dorniàros annóos ot los óvolutions
significativos dans los concopts, poliliquos ot instrumonts juridiques lies a FCgalitd ontro los
fommos ot los hommos, ala migration ot l’asilo a tous los nivoaux;
5.

Souhailant do co fail rovoir ot mottro a jour so Rocommandation n° R(79)10 aux Etats
mombros concornant los fommos migrantos, dCsormais romplacCo par Ic present
instrument;

6. INotant avec appreciation los efforts et les activilCs entrepris par los Etats pour rCpondro
aux bosoms des femmes et des filles migrantes, rdfugidos ot domandousos d’asilo
7.

Ayant a I’osprit Ia Convention do sauvogardo dos Droits do l’Hommo ot dos Liborlds
fondamontalos (STE n° 5, 1950) ot sos l’rolocolos ol ñ Ia lumiCre do Ia jurisprudence
portinonto do Ia Cour ouropConno dos Droils do I’Hommo, Ia Charte socialo europConno
(STE n° 35, 1961, rCvisCoon 1996, STE n° 163), laConvontion du Consoil do l’Europo sur In
lullo conire Ia traito dos Ctros humains (STCE if 197, 2005), Ia Convention do Consoil do
l’Europo sur Ia protoction dos onfants contro l’oxploitation ot los abus soxuels (STCE if
201, 2007) ot Ia Convontion du Consoil do l’Europo sur Ia prthvontion ot Ia lutte contro In
violonco a l’Cgard dos fommos ot Ia violence domostiquo (STCE n° 210, Convontion
d’lslanbul, 2011);

8.

Rappolant In Convention des Nations unios relative au slalut dos rdfugiCs (1951); Ia
Cui.ven lion 189 do l’Organisation inlornationalo du travail sur lo iravail dCcont pour los
travaillousos ci travailleurs domestiquos (2011); Ia Convention dos Nations unios sur
l’Climination do toutes los formosdodiscrimination a l’Cgard dos fommesftEDEf’, 1979)
ot son protocolo facullalif (1999), ainsi quo Ia Rocommandation gCndralo n° 30 do Ia
CEDEF sur los fommes dans Ia prdvonlion dosconflits, los situations do conflit ot d’aprCs
conflit (2013), Ia Rocommandation gCnCralo nO32 do Ia CEDEF sur los dimensions
soxospCcifiquos du stalul do rdfugiC, do I’asilo, do Ia nationalilC et do l’apatridio des
2
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fommes (2014), Ia Recommandation générale n95 do Ia CEDEF sur a violence a Fdgard
des femmes londée sur Ic genre, qui met a jour Ia Recommandation gtn&aIe n’19 (2017)
et Ia Recommandation générale n 38 sur Ia traiio des femmos et des lilies dans lo coniexto
des migrations mondiales (2020); Ia Convention des Nations Unies sur los droits do
I’enfant (1989) 01 sos protocoles lacultatiLs (21)18)) ; et Ia Convention des Nations Lnies
relative au’ droits des personnes handicaes (2W6);

9.

Rappeiant los mosures pertinontes contenues dans Ic Facto mondial des Nations unies
pour los réfugids (2018) et dans Ic Pacte mondial des Nations unies pour des migrations
séres, ordonnees ci rógtilières (2018), visant a promouvoir i’ëgaiité entre los femmes et los
hommos ci I’auionomisation des fommes et des lilies migranies, rëftigiées et demandeuses
dasiLe eta mettre fin a tnutes los formes do violence sexuelle ci fonddc sur Ic genre, a Ia
traite des êtres humains, a l’exploitation et aux abus sexuels, ci aux pratiques néfasies

10. Vues los “Dirociives sur Ia protection iniernationale do l’Agence des Nations Unies pour
los rdfugids Persecution londCe sur Ic genre dans Ic contexte do l’ariicle IA(2) do Ia
Convention do 1951 ei/ou de son Protocole de 1967 relatif au statui des rClugids”, do 7 mai
2002;
it Tenant compie do Ia Siratdgio du Conseil do l’Europo pour l’Cgalitd entre los fommes ci ios
hommos 2018-2023 et do son objeciif stratdgique de protection dos droits des femmes et
dos lilies migranies. rClugiCos et demandousos d’asile
12. Agissant conlormCment au Plan d’action du Conseil do l’Europe sur Ia protection des
porsonnes vulndrabios dans Ic coniexto des migrations et do I’asile on Europe (2021-21)25)
ot noiamment, a son objoctif stratégiquo consistant a identifier los voindrabiliitCs ot a y
romddier tout no long dos procedures d’asile et do migration.
13. Reconnaissant Ia rCaliid muiti-dimensionnelle dos situations des femmes ot dos lilies
migrantes, rClugiCLs ci demandeusos d’asiio et gardani a l’esprit l’importanco dune misc
en rvuvro et dun impact gCnéraux do i’Agonda 203{) des Nations unios pour Ic
doveloppement durable, notamment I’objectil 5 do dCvoloppement durable (“Rthaliser
l’CgalitC dos soxeset I’autnnomisation do touios los fommos ci de boles los lilies”), l’objoctif
10 do dCvoloppemoni durable (“RCduire les indgalités dans los pays, et d’un pays a
l’autro”), avoc pour cible do “laciliter dos migrations et une mobilitC dos personnes
ordonnéos, süros. rogulieres et responsables. notamment par Ia misc en truvro do
politiques migratoiros pianifiCes et bien genies”, et lobjectif 16 do dCvoloppemoni durable
(“I’rnmouvoir I’avCnomoni do sociCtés pacifiquos ot inciusivos aux fins du développement
durable, assurer laccCs do tous a In justice et mettre on place. a toes les nivoaw, dos
institutions elficaces, rc-sponsablos et ouvertes a bus”)
14. Rappolant los recommandations suivanios du Comité des Niinistres aux Etats membres
du Conseil do lEurope: Recommandation Rec(2(X)2)5 sur in protection des lemmes centre
Ia violence; Rocnmmandation CM/Rec(2010)10 sur to rOle des lommes ci des hommes dans
Ia prevention ella resolution des conffits ella consolidation do Ia paix;Recommandation
CM/Rec(2015)1 sur I’intCgration interculturolle, Rocommandation CM/Roc(2019)1 sur Ia
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prevention ot Ia lutto contro Ic soxtsmo [ainsi quo los rCsolutions ci recommandations
portinonies do IAssembl& parlementaire, do CongrCs des pouvoirs locaux et rJgionaux
ot do Ia Conference des O1NG du Conseil do rEuropc;l
15, RCaffirmant quo bus los droits humains ot los libortds bondamontalos sont univorsols,
indivisiblos, iniordCpondants ot inbimoment lids, et qu’il osi nCcossairo do garanlir lour
ploino jouissanco sans aucuno discrimination, par los fommos ot los lilies migrantos,
rdfugidos ot domandousos d’asilo
16. Nobant avoc inquiCtudo quo los lommos ot los tubs migrantes, rdfugidos et domandousos
d’asilo peuvent dtro confrontdos a dos tormos multiples ot intersoctionnollos do
discrimination dans lout pays d’origino, no Coors do lout voyage ot dans lout pays do
doslination ot soulignani Ia n&ossitC dune approcho inclusivo 01 inlorsectionnollo qui
lionno compto dos difldrontos situations ci caractCristiquos porsnnellos des lommes ot des
lilies migranlos, rofugidos ol domandouses d’asilo;
17. Roconnaissant quo si los normos iniomationalos do proteclion des droiLs humains
s’appliquont a toutos los personnos, des efforts suppidmonlairos dovraient âtro ontropris
pour Cvaluer los ddficits on mati&ro do prdvontion et do protection rdsultant dos
insufuisancos dans Ia misc on u3uvre do cos normes, dans l’inlormation concomant ces
dornidros ot dans lo contrölo dos normos ot politiques oxistantos relatives aux fommes ci
aux filles migrantos, rdlugides ci domandousos d’asile;
1%. Roconnaissunt ovoc uno prolondo prdoccupaiion quo los fommos ot los fillos migrantos.
rdlugidos ot domandousos dasile sent dos porsonnes vuindrablos seuvont exposdos a des
lormos graves do violoncos tonddos sur Ic genre dans leur pays d’origine, nu cours do lour
voyago, en transit et/ou dans los pays do destination, cc qui constituo uno grave violation
do lours droiis humains, ot quoblos sont confroiitdes ñ des difficultds et dos borridros
structurollos pour surmontor cotbo violence;
19. Reconnaissant Ia contribution positive quo los fommos ci los fillies migrantes, rdfugidos ot
demandeuses d’asule apportont aux socidids et communautds en Europo,
20. Conscioni des obstacles lids au gonre auxquobs sont confront&’s los femmes ot los fillos
migrantos. rdftigides ci demandousos dasile on bermos d’intdgration, do participation,
d’dgalitd d’accds aux droits, aux sonicos, a Ia prise do ddcision et a une participabion
significativo, ci do (a ndcossibd do facilitor leur integration ot cur ploino participation ala
vie oconomiquo, sociale, civique. polibique ot culturollo, (notamment en offrant dos voics
do rdgularisation Ic cas &hdant;I
21. Rocommando aux gouvornoments dos Etats mombres:
1.

do prondro dos mosuros Idgislativos et autros pour promn000ir et appliquer los
hgnos diroctricos figurant a l’annoxo do Ia prdsonlo rocommandabion, visani a
garontir quo los lommos ob los fillos migrantes, rdfugides et demandousos dasibo
puissont olfociivomont accdder a lours droils ci los oxorror;
4
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do vLiIlor ace quo Ia prosonle rocommand olion, Y compris son onnoxo, suit traduito
ot diffus&’ (Lions dos formats accossiblos) auprés dos autorit& competontos ot des
parties pronanlos qul sont oncouragóos a prondro dos mosuros visani a so misc on
(ruvro;

3. do suivro los progres dons in misc on wuvro do Ia présonto rocommandation ot
dinformor rógulièromont ic(s) comilé(s) diroctour(s) ot los organos compétonts du
Consoil do lEuropo dos mosuros prisos ot dos progrés rénlisés dons cc domaino.
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Projet d’annexe
1.

Definitions

Aux fins do hi présonto rocommandation:
Migrant” porsonno qui quitto on pays 00 uno region pour sinstallor dans on autro,
souvont a Ia rochorcho dune vie moillouro, y compris los citoyonnos/citoyons dEtats
mombros do Consoil do lEuropo issu-o-s do I’immigration, ainsi quo los fommos ot los
fillos apatridos.
Femmes migrantes’ ou femmes” inclut los lommos ot los fillos do moms do IS ans.
Demandeuse/demandeur d’asile” porsonno qui a Finlontion do prCsontor 00 qui a
prCsontC uno domando do protection intornationalo.
Protection intemationale” Protoction on tant quo rCfugiC-o au titro do Ia Convention
do GonCvo do 1951 rolativo au statut dos rCfugiCs. tollo quo modifido par son protocolo do
1967 (ci-aprCs “Convontion do 1951)00 touto autro lormo do protoction intornationalo so
ooropConno, humanitairo, subsidiairo 0° tomporairo.
Réftigié-en porsonno rdpondant ñ Ia dCfinition do I’articlo 1(AH2) do Ia Convention do
1951.

11.
1.

Questions horizontales

Los Elats mombros dovraiont prondro on compto los quostions horizontalos montionnCos
ci-dossous pour toutos los mosuros proposCos dans In prdsonto annoxo.

Non-discrimination, intersectionnalité, elimination dos stdrCotypos
2.

3.

Los Etats mombros dovraiont voillor
co quo toutos los mosuros applicablos soiont
garantios sans discrimination aucuno, y compris collos visant a prntCgor los droits dos
fommos ot dos fillos migrantos, rCfugiCos ot domandousos d’asilo1 victimos do violoncos
fondCos sur lo gonro ol do Iraito dos êtros humains.
Los Etats mombros dovraiont appliquor uno approcho intorsoctionnollo a toutos los
mosuros visdos dans Ia prdsonto annoxo, on tonant complo notammont dos bosoms
spCcifiquos dos fommos ot dos 1 illos vivant avoc on handicap. dos ñlIos, dos lommos âgCos,
dos fommos oncointos ot allailantos, dos fommos voyagoant soulos ou avoc dos onfants,
dos fommos losbionnos, bisoxuollos ot transgonros, dos fommos issues do minoritCs
othniquos ou dautros minoritOs ot dos Nurvivanlos do a viol’nco fundCo sur lo gonro, do
Ia traito so do torturo.
I ro position ci amond omen t II ..3:c.h anger
violoncos l{,ndoos stir lo gonro

4.

do Ia vie once ton dto stir Jo gonro

..

par

‘

dos

CrCor dos “paro-fou” onlro lo slatut uridiquo dos fommos sans-papiors ot ours droits
d’accCs In justice, ala protection, a Ia santo ot a [Oducation.

a

Ci-aprOs groupdos sous Ia torminologio fommos migrantos
Los paros-foux sont dos “mosuros visant a empêchor los acteurs dos soctours public ot privO do dOnior
offoctivomont los droits do Ihommo aux migrants on situation irrdguliCro y intordisant clairomont lo
partago dos donnOos porsonnollos ou d’autros informations sur los personnos soupconnOos do prOsonco
ou do travail irrOguliors avec los autoritds dimmigration aux fins do contrOlo ot do rOprossion do
2
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Au scm dos pays et dos communautés daccuoil ot do migrant-o-s, los Etats mombros
dovraiont:
5.1
accordor uno attention particulièro aux mosuros visant a démantolor los
stereotypes do genre ot autros lormos do stéréotypos, notammont coin fondás sur
Ic statut do migrant-o, a culture, Ia tradition ot in religion
5.2
monor dos campagnos do sonsibilisation ot diducation aim do promouvoir
Eégalitó do genre.

Filles
Los Etats mombros dovraiont adopter uno approcho fondóo sur los droib do loniant a
i’ógard dos lillos migrantos, domandeuses dasilo ot rófugiéos, qui tionno compto do Vägo
ainsi quo do Ia situation ot dos bosoms spéciliquos dos fillos, y compris, garantir dos
solutions alternatives do priso on charge appropriâos ot sâros lorsqu’ollos sont sóparóos do
lours parents ou do la/dos porsonno(s) qui s’occupo(nt) dollos.
7. En raison do Ia vulnérabilitá accruo dos iillos migrantos a l’oxploitation ot aux abus, los
solutions do priso on chargo dovraiont âtro alignáos sur cellos dos oniants non migrants ot

6.

8.

dans los institutions ou sorvicos do protoction do lonianco dassiquos. Los oniants non
accompagnés ot séparés dovraient so voir attribuor un-o tutour/tutrico.
Los Etats membros dovraiont garantir un accàs continu aux sorvicos ossontiols pour los
jounos fommos réfugiáos lorsqu’ollos attoignont Page adulto, y compris un soution a lour
integration ol a lour participation socialo et en soution a lour transition vors l’âgo adulto
au-dolà do 18 ans. Lo but ost d’Cvitor, lo cas CchCant, one interruption bmtalo do I’accCs a
[education, aux soins do sante, aux sorvicos sociaux ot d’intCgration dans los
communautCs d’accuoiL
Proposition d’amondemont 11. 6: romplacer Ic termo ‘ jeunes femmos rCfugiCos “ par
jou nos fonimos in igrantos

Information, antonomisation, sensibilisation et promotion des drnhs humains
9.

Aim d’autonomisor los fommos ot fillos migrantos ot do our pormottro d’accCdor a ours
droits, ii conviont do lour fournir dos informalions ol dos consoils portinonts, accossiblos
ot culturollomont adaptCs, dans uno languo quollos compronnoni, couvrant:
9.1

lours droits humains londamontaux ot lours obligations tols quils sont CnoncCs
dans Ia Convontion ouropConno dos droits do l’hommo ot autros instmmonts
portinonts, y compris lorsqu’ollos so Irouvont dans dos contros do detention ot
d’accuoil

9.2

9.3

los m&anismos do signalomont ot do plainto on cas d’abus par dos autoritCs
publiquos ou dos ontroprisos privCos agissant au nom do PEtal, y compris los droits
aux rocours civils olà l’indomnisation
Ia proloclion contro toutos los formos do violonco, v compris In violence
domostiquo ci Ia traito dos Ctros huinains, Cola inclut l’assistanco gCnCralo ol
spCciuiquo (c’osi’à-diro concornant los procedures juridiquos, los structuros ot

[immigration”, (Hoc mmatiitati,n do politiono o,noi’al’ n 16 del FURl tir
on ‘dtoati,’n irr’guIiLr,’ contro In diccrim nation adoptto Ic 16 mars 2016).
—
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services do soution, Ic souiien des ONG ci laide juridique disponible pour es
victimos dans leor pays de residence).
Poorquot II y a—i-il one rOtCrenco a ois deii typos do v Jlences 7 5 agii-iI ile
references a Ia Convention ci’ Istanbul (violences Uc’nicstique) et :1 Ia Convention do Vai’5ovie
(Ititte contre In iraiie de dtres liurnains) 7

Q uetionneinent

9.4

les services snciaux ci allocations disponibles, notammeni concernant: In sante, (y
compris Ia sante sexuolle ci gCnásique ci Ic bion-êtrc), Facc&s
‘education, 3 Ia
formation linguistique. nu logemeni eta lemploc. In participation 3 In vie sociale,
politique, &onomiquo ci nilturelle.
10. Los Eiats mombros devraieni facilitor i’accCs des femmes migranles au’s services et
connoxions numCriques, v compris l’intemei, en particulier si los services ci informations
soni disponibles uniquement ou en grande panic sous formo numCrique.
Accès a Ia justice, y compris 3 laide juridique
II. Les fommes migrantes devraiont avoir accCs au’s m&anismes de plainte ci au’s recours
nationaux ci intornationaux, y compris 3 ‘aide juridique pour exercer effectivement leurs
dmits et/ou agir en cas do violaiion do ces droits.
[‘reposition d’arnendement II. II
ajouter Les femmes et filles en sCjour irn’gulior deeraicot avoir accs no’s meianisnies
de plainte, nolamment auprCs Jes instances do polk o, sans nisquer d’âtir signalees
lu prCs dos institu iicins ttatiqties del ivrani do, . c’rd res de pi itlor Ic torn tel re
-ajouter
Les femmes migrantes devraioni avoir actUs 3 aide iunidique eta In jtistice
en maiiCrc desCjour.
-

‘&

‘:

12, Los Eiats membres devraiont veillor 3 cc que k-s femmes migrantes bënCficient dun
soutien addquat en tant quaccusCos, victimos ou hmoins tout no long des prcxddurcs
pi5nales ci civiles,
i’ropc’sitislIl d’anieiideinoni II. 12;ajoutor ; In fio do In phrase qoel quo silit Icur stetut
migratoire, sans risguer pour autant one expulsion ou dCnonciation de cur statut
‘‘

13. Uno approche intersoctionnolle ci sensible au genre devrait Ctro adoplCc pour determiner
Ia crCdibilitc dos fommes ci des filles migrantos dans los procedures judiciaires ci
administralives, notammont lorsquo los decisions on un impact sun our siatut migratoiro.
Detention
14. En cas do rocours a Ia detention qui doit Ctre uno mesure do dornior recours des zones
süros separces dovraient Ctre prdvuos pour los fommes ci les lilies dans los centres do
d Cion ion.
-

-,

IS. Des services do saniC ot d’hvgiCne tenant compte des spCcificitCs liCes 3 I’àge ci au genre
ainsi quo des activiiCs appropniCes devraient Cire mis a disposition des femmes migrantes
dans los lieux do ddiention pendant Ia durCo do Ia ddiontion.
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16. Los Etats mombros dovraiont veillor a co quo los mosuros d’applicatinn do Ia mi dans los
lioux do detention tionnoni complo do I’âgo ot do genre,
17. La prCsonco do fommos dovrail êtro oncourag& parmi lo personnel do In police dos
frontiCros, do Ia migration ci dos autros sorvicos do police ou coux charges dos gardos a
vue, ainsi quo parmi los Iravaillours/travaillousos soclaux/socialos ot los intorprCtos.
Qti ostionnoniont Ia prom i èro vors ion do Ia rCsol ut ion con to nail cc Ito phra so ‘ N Ic lire ñ I a
disposition dos fommos migran los dos lignos d’assistanco ci dos contacts sonsiblos no genre
I’ourquoi avoir onlovC a rCfCronco
tin accCs
dos lignos d’assistnncos
Proposition ajoutor one montion sur l’accbs a dos informa lions stir los droits comprChonsiblos
ci dans In Ianguo do In porsonno dCtomio ainsi qu’un accCs

dos lignos d’assistanco.

Intelligence artificielle, prise do decision autornatisCc et protection des donnCes
IS. Los Etats mombros dovraiont assurer qo’uno evaluation do ‘impact sur los droits humains
incluant Ia perspoctivo d’CgalilC ontro los fommos ol los hommos soil rCahsée avanl
l’introduction do syslCmos tiCs l’intolligonco arliticiollo ot do syslCmos do priso do d&ision
automatisCo dans lo domaine do Ia migration.
19. L’utilisation do tintelligonce artificiollo ci do syslCmes aulomaLisCs do priso do ddcision
par lo soctour public ot sos prostalairos do services ci ontroprisos sous contrat no dovrait
entrainor aucuno discrimination, tro conforme aux principcs do protoction do Ia vie
pdv& transparonto etsaccompagnordo m&anismes dogouvernanco clairs, dans lecadro
do
19.1

Ia priso do d&ision on matiCro do contrOlo aux frontiCros ot do I’immigration, y
compns onco qui concome I’onlrCo ou Ic rotour;
19.2 Ia gostion dos migrations, y compris l’utilisalion d’informalions biomCtriquos
19.3 Ic maintion do l’ordro ella sCcuritC concornant los lommos migrantos ot los sorvicos
his 5 Ia protoclion ou S Ia prCvonlion dos crimes;
19.4 Ia fournituro do services aux fommos migranlos, notamment on maliCro do santC,
do proloction socialo, do logomont, d’omploi, do formation linguistiquo ci
d’ddocation.
20, Los fommos migrantes dovraiont avoir a possibilitC do participor aux discussions sur Ic
ddvoloppomont ot lo dCploiomont dos nouvollos lochnologios qui los alfoctont.
21. Complo tonu do Ia vulnCrabililU dos fommos migrantos, In divulgation ddlibCrCo ou
involonlairo do louts donndos au soin do In communnutC d’accuoil ou par transfort vors Ic
pays d’origine pourrait los oxposor a do gravos violations do louts droits humains. Los
autoritCs pertinontos dovraiont donc:
21.1 assuror Ia confidontialilC ot Ia socurild do cos donn&’s;
21.2 acceptor do no pas transfCror cos donn&s vors lo pays d’origino sans Ic
consontomont oxplicite do Ia ou dos pors0000s concornCos.
Cooperation avec Ia sociétC civil0
22, Los Etats mombros dovniont soutonir aclivomonl, y compris financiCromont ot coopéror
avoc los organisations do fommos migrantos ci los organisations do dCfonso dos droits dos
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femmes qui défendoni los droiis humains universols dos fommos migranios, qui los
soutienneni ci travaillont a our auionomisalion,
23. Des mdcanisrnos dovraiont etro mis en place pour garanhir quo los organisations do
fommos migranlos soionl consulteos, en pariiculier mrs do l’élaboration dos poliiiquos en
maiièro do migration, dasilo ci d’intágration qui us concernont.

Collecte do données, recherche ci suivi
24. Los Elats mombros dovraionl s.,utonir Ia collocto do donnUcs vonlilécs par age ci par sexe
sur los questions do migration ci d’asilo, on voillant au respect des oxigencos applicables
on mati&ro do protection dos donnoes.
23. La rochorche, Jo suivi ci J’óvaluation des pohtiquos do migraflon, d’iniégration ci d’asile
dans one porspociivo d’âgaliió do genre devrait are soutenue ci doho do ressourcos
adéquaios.
26. Los donndcs coIled/es 01 los r/soiiats do Ia rochorcho ci do I/valuation dos politiques do
migration, d’inidgraiion ci dasilo dans uno porsciivo do genre dovraioni are utihsés a
tous los oivoaux pour Ic d/voloppcment ci lajusiemoni dos politiquos publiquos dans cos
domainos.

III.

Protection

27. Los thats mombros dovraioni prot/gor los fommes migranies réfugi/es ci demandousos
d’asilo contro toutes los formos do violence a l’égard des fommes. Cola inclut Ia violence
domestique, Ic bar/element sexuel, Ia violence sexuello y comprLs Ic viol, Ia iraile, los
manages forces, los crimes commis au oem du prCtendu honneur , l’avoniemeni ci Ia
stCrilisation forces, los muiilaiions gCnitales fémthines, l’exploiiaiion sexuolle, Ia violence
economique, physique et psychologique.
Question
L’amondomoni quo a Bolgique avail otim is dans lo adro du prCambtilc a dispiru do
cello vorsion. QuolIL’s sont los raisons
l’ruposition damoi,dcinont III. 27
Los Fiats rnombn’, dovraioni prot/ger los iemn,os migrootos, r/fugi/es ci domaodou,os
dasilo ci,ntro tt’oios IL’S t’ormos do violence ,i logiird des lonimis, rocoirnaissan i quo cellos
ci soni stljoitis liii continti urn do violOiWLs qu i Icur oq sp/citiquo. Cc continuum inclu t
t lit, log iLl ins, in slit u ti’ noel L’s.
los viE I onces Joni oct!q ui’s, ecoflom iqi IL-s. pIn siLl U Cs.
iolon ccs so xuelles v cinlpris Jo viol mais
/galoinoni In irailo des /trcs humains. es mariagos i’orcos, los crimes comnhis at’ nom do
pretoodu
honnour “, l’avoriornoni ci In stCnilisation forc/s, los mutilalions g/nitiles
f/rnin,nos, a iraiie des ëiros Iluinains, lexplc’iiaiion soxuollo it los c:vbor viuleoco.s a
Ca racicro so xuol.

administra ii tos;le hart-clement sexuel, It’s

28. Uno approche muliiagoncos incluani los organisahons do femmes migranios devrait /tro
misc en tvuvro on cc qtli concerno los questions rolaiivos a our prolecilon.
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Quesnon Qu’o,IIL’ndoj’vous par line approcho multi-agonce

29. Los autoritás ci lo personnel compótent devraient tro lormés ci quaIifhs pour lour
pormoitro:
29.1 d’idenlifior rapidement los femmos ot los lilies migrantos, rólugiáes ot
domandeusos dasilo qui sont viclimos do traito ci do violence;
29.2 ütre conscionts dos difficultés quo los fommes migranles peuvont roncontrer pour
révãlor dos faits do violoncos fondáes sur Ic genre, on raison do our statut
migratoire précairo. dune móconnaissanco do lours droits Iógaux ot do Ia
stigmatisation, ot los soutonir a cot égard.
30. Des interprètos profossionnel-lo-s formã-o-s a la/atix violoncos tondóos sur Ic genre ci a Ia
Iraito dos êtros humains dovraiont âtre disponiblos pour suuionir los femmos migrantos
qui chorchont a so protéger. tors du &pôt do plainto initial, tout au tong do ia proci1duro
judiciaire et lors dos domandes do reparation.
31. Dos m&anismos devraioni Ciro mison place dans los instiluiions publiquosot pnvdes, lois
quo los postos do police. los prisons, los &oles ci los hôpiiaux, pour pormettro Ic
signalomont dos incidonis do violenco soxuollo ot fond& sur Ic genre par lo porsonnel ci
los agont-e-s, y compris I’acces a lignos tClCphoniquos do soutien sonsibles a l’âgo et au
gonro et dos procedures d’orioniation vers d’autres organismos approprids ci organismos
do soins mddicaux ot psvchologiques.
32. Los Etais mombros dovraient garantir I’accos dos fommos migrantos aux refugos pour los
femmes viclimos do violence, quel quo soil leur siaitfl migralmro.
I’roposi ion d’amendoinen t 111.32 mod ifior los lernies goran hr l’actCs.’ par garanli
on acces offoctit
33. Dos sorvicos do soulien gCnCraux et sp&ialisCs, des consoils, on soution psychologique ot
dos soins do sanld, y compris des soins do sante soxuello ci gdnCsiquo ot dos soins
sp&ifiquos apths on viol devraiont Ctro mis a disposition des victimos do violence ci de
traits dos êtres humains dans lour pays d’origino, do transit ou do destination, y compris
pour los porsonnos hdborgthes dans dos contros de transil, d’accuoil ot d’hCborgomont.
34. L’Cvaiuation ci Ia gostion dos risques do violence a I’Cgard des fommos migrantos
devraient Ctro offocluCos on tenant spCcifiquoment compie de leer vulnCrabilitC accruo
Cvontuollo, du fail do leur statut migratoiro prCcairo et do lours vulnCrabilitCs
in lersection no I los.
33. L’accCs a I’aide otà uno assistance juridiquo graluite devrait Ctre garanli, aIm do soutonir
los femmes migronios victimc’s de violonco lors dos procedures pénalos ot civilos, y’
compris Ia poursuite des domandos d’indomnisalion ot do rCparalion lCgale conire los
auteur-o-s.
Propsi tion damon I omen I lB. 3S pro posi hon d’ diii u t “ ci act esib Ic d ai s Ia Ia ngue do I a
bónCticiaire .. api’és’. grab i Ic
36, Los Etais membros dovraiont pormeltre aux fommos migrantos d’accCder aux regimes
.‘

a l’aide ala rCadaptalion. aux mosures ou autres programmos
a l’assistanco sociale ot a l’intCgration des victimos do violence envors IL’S femmos

nationaux d’indemnisahon,

visant
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ou do traile dos aires humains, thins los memos conditions quo los ressortissant-e-s
n a Lion flux/na lion ales.
37. Los Etals mombres devraient Claborer des mesures spdcifiques pour loiter centre
l’exploitation soxuelle des fommos migranles, en particulier Ia demande do cette
exploitation, y compris des mesures punitives, pràvenlives et educatives.
38. Los EIals mombros devraionl veillor cc quo los fommes migrantos no subissent aucune
sanction, y compris Ia perle do leur taltit do migratoire du fail do our exploitation en tant
quo victimes do a traite des Cires humains ou do manages forces.
Iipn..+liirn..lameodenienl_N h4S—:—l4eetphir_’rvcu npri

Li p:rtc
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39. Dos mesuros dovraiont Ctro prises pour protCgor los fommes migrantos centre 1o discours
do haino et lo sexismo.
40. Los Etats mombres dovraiont veiller ace quo Ia culture, Ia coutume, (a religion, Ia tradition
ou Ic prCtendu “I’honnour” no sniont pas considerdo commo one justification pour ioute
exploitation Cu tout ado do violence a Fdgard dos tommos Cu dos lilIes.

Etat d’urgence et gestion des crises
4L Dans los situalions do crises do sante publique do crises humanitairos et do crises liCes au
changement climatiquo, los Etats mombros devraient prendro en compte lo risque acorn
do violence, compris do vitilenso d ssnsostiquo. do pasivrotéo I do saiis-abnismo pour los
femmes migrantes ot adoptor los mosuros suivantos
41.1 prondre on consideration Ia situation ot los bosoms des femmos migrantos dans Ia
gostion dos crises ot los mesuros do rolanco, y compris en cc qui concorne l’accCs
aux droits, nntammont Ic droit ala saniC;
11.2 veiller ace quo los mesures phses pendant line cnise ot pendant ECtat d’urgonco qui
s’ensuit soiont conformes aux obligations internationalos relatives aux droits
humains des femmes migrantes;
41.3 assurer Ia participation dos femmes migrantos ci des organisations do Ia sociCiC
civile concemCes a Ia prise do d&ision 01 l’dlaboration dos pohtiques dans cos
situ a I ions.
Ameodomoni :111.41
ajou t dun
s au lorme .. hoes
ssi’ niqties cite IC ricq 00 accrn do
aji ut du risque do’ ph utai,s ii wuoll
violence, y oompn do ii’lenco d s’mest:quo, do pitt vrolU ci do ans-abrisine
-

‘.

—

-

IV.

Arrivée

Infomiations préalables a l’rnivée
42. Los Etats mombros devraieni voiller a co quo los procdduros d’immigration, y compris
avant (‘arrivCc, notamment los procedures do dClivranco des visas, sniont sonsibles a l’âge
ot au genre.
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Demoode dexplication quenlendez-vous par ‘sensible a lâge et au genren ? Des
infornia tons su r I es di fldren ILls proced o nIs ci L, I des e t ad a p tdes en foncti n d u genre et d e I ago
dii public doslinataire 7 Quontendo,.vous par . des procddu res d ‘immigration prdalablo i
larrivdo, dtant sensibles a l’ñge ci an genre st-ce possible d’apporter des exemples pour
non s p0 rrnettre ci avo ir u a’ neil I euro corn prdhens ion
‘

43. Dos informations devraient âtre fournies aux femmes migrantes concernant los conditions
permottant I’entrde et Ic sejour ldgaux sur Ic territoire dun Etat membre.
Installations do transit et daccuell
44. Los auioritds compelentes devraient veiller ace que les mndalitds daccueil et do filtrage
tiennent compto des spdcificitds lides a Page ot an genre. Le processus do filtrage devraii,
en particulier, facililer [identification des victimes do traile et do violence tindee sur Ic
genre Ic plus tot possible ci assurer quo los demandes do protection des fommes soient
traitdes avec diligence.
I’roposi tion damendenient IV. 44
Proposition dajout des bones ci vulndrabililds
Meltre . violence londde sur Ic genre “au pluriel
.c

-

-

‘

>

aprds los mots des spOcificitds
.
violences fondOos sur Ic genre

45. Los centres daccuell et d’hdbergement devraioni Otre situds dans des zones ou los femmes
sont en sdcuritd et peuvent accdder flux services approprids, notamment flux services do
sank!, [assistance sociale ot juridique, flux dcoles ot flux commerces.
46. Les bosoms particuliers et los preoccupations lides a Ia sdcuritC des victimos de violence
sexuollo, do violence domestique, do traito dos âtres humains, do torture ou d autres
formes do violence physique ot psucholngique ci tout autro bosom pertinent par exemple
en cas do grossosso, do handicap ou do bosoms do sante spdcifiques dovraiont tre prison
compte lors do Ia determination des placements ci de [accds flux services.
Proposition d amendemen t IV 46: rnottre los termes violence ‘ an pin riol : violonces
soxuelles, violences dornostiqoes d’aotres formos do violeoces physiquos et psvchologiquos.
47. Lo personnel devrait âtre formC flux droits humains des femmos et flux questions lides a
l’dgalitd entre los femmos et los hommes, et Ia prdsence do [femmosj travailleusos sociales,
interprdies, officidres de police et gardiennes professionnolles devrait assurdo dans cos
dtablissemenls.
Questionnemeot

pourquoi employer los lermes

droits homains des fommes” et pas

simplement droi ts lu mains
Proposition d’arnendoment IV 47
-

-

Ajouter

ainsi quaox spdeificitds des violences basdes sur Ic genre et des bosoms
fig
u
ils
des bonn es o t 611 es mig ran tos a p rds legal i td en tru los torn mes o t es
Pci
hommes.
ajouter los termes” tant quo possible” aprds lo mol

assurdo

.

[...]

et gardiennes

protessionnelles devrai I asstl rue iai,t gut’ possible dans ces t:’tablissomon ts.
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48. Des espaces do coochago séparés pour los femmos seules awe ou sans enfants (jusqu’à 18
ans) ainsi quo des ospaces sürs et dos sallos do bain ot des tuilotios prupros, séparéos ci
bion éclairées dovraiont âtre disponibles pour los femmos,
Proposition damondomont IV 48: Ajauter en debut de phrase q Prdvoir Un accueil sensible au
genre en Ce qui concerne infrastructure avec des espaces de couchaes separCs (1
49, Los fommes qui so trouveni dans dos conires do transit ci d’accueil devraient avoir accés a
un svsiéme do plainie dans lo cadre duquol los plainles fun! I’objol dune enquüte olson!
lransmisos ala police lo cas &hCant. compris. s’il y a lieu, accés a laide juridique; des
visiles rCgulieres par dos oificior,’-s do justice et des iribunaux mobiles devraieni
également âtre assuréts.
50. Dans los cas oü dos prestataires do sen-ices sont engages par un Elat membre pour foumir
des services et un logoment aux lemmos migranios. des procedures devraient étre mists
on place,
compris dos visiles do conlrôlo regulieros par des tonclionnaires de
Mm migration forméso- s, afin do garaotir lo rospoc t dos normes do protot lion dos sk limes
do viol on e.
Demando dexplication de cotie fin do pliraso. (VI .31)1
Asile
51. Los Etats mombres devraiont adopter ot meliro on amvro dos lois, des pratiques et des
procedures d’asilo sonsiblos au genre.
52. Los fommos dovraient avoir acres aux prCdures d’asile ot do protection aux frontiCres et
aillours.
Domando d’explicaticin do cotie phrase. (VI. 52). Fst-to on lion awe Ia pi&sibili to d’obteoi r u n
visa hurnanilairo par oxemplo

53. Pour assurer quo la/los violence- fondCts sur Ic genre soil bion priso en compto dans Ia
cadre do Ia Convention do 1951, Its Etais mombros dovraient
53.1 wilIer ace quo toutos los tormos do violento fondCc sur Ic genre soient reconnues
comme one lormo do pirsécution au Sons do ‘article IA, paragraphe 2, do Ia
Convention do 1951
I’ropt’si lion d ainendomen t VI. 53 Mo tire violonco ft ndoe so r Ic gen rem plu riol. Idem
‘

pour los prochains L’mplois dos iermcs <‘ violence fondCe sur Ic genre
53,2 garantir une interpretation sensible au genre des “molils” d’asilo do In Convention
do 1951, y compris Ia reconnaissance do gonro commo base di’ l’exislenco dun
groupo social parliculior
53.3 foumir dos lignes diroctrices relatives au genre completes poor loules los Clapes
de Ia procedure d’asile, y compris es sorvicos d’accuoil et do soulien, Ic filtrage, In
determination des pays “sUrs”, Ia detention, Ia determination du sialut, Ia decision
ci los retours
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53.1 ‘eilIer a ce quo In police des frontiares, ie personnel on charge do limmigration,
do lasile, es responsablos ci los interpràies roçoivent une formation concornant
los lignos directrices montionnées au paragraphe 15331
Des agonies d’asile devraiont être a Ia disposition des demandeusos.
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55

Des entrotiens sthpards pour los fommes et los hommes dune mümo famille en absence
donfanis dovraiont ôire possiblos eta confidontialiit do ces enirelions assurice.
56 Lors du traiiement ci do Ia determination dos demandes d’asile, 1 convient do ienir
compte des ClCments suivants:
56.1 Ia situation personnelle do Ia prsonno faisant Ia domando; ci
56.2 les informations portinenies et soxospeciriquos stir lo pays d’origine, notamment
sur Iaccès a Ia justice, y compris Ic cadre juridique et sa miso en ruvre, sur es
aides socialos, economiques ot autres disponiblos. et sur toute discrimination ei/ou
attitude patriarcole quo los femmes sont suscepiiblos do rencontrer.
57 Los Etats membros devraiont voiller a cc quo es fommos aiont accCs a une protection
complCmentaire/subsidiairo si nCcossairo.
Mesures Lransfrontalières
58 Los Etais membros dovraioni participor a dos programmes do rCinstallation ot do
relocalisation, ti motiro on place des voies lCgalos pour assurer un transit sür pour los
fommes et los lilIes.
Proposition d’amondement IV SS ajout du torme

.‘

rontorcor

‘.

“

et roolnrcor Ia misc on place

do toios legalos
59

so

Dos programmes specifiquos d’assistanco ot do rCinstallation humanitairo pour les
fommos victimos do violences londees sur lo genre devraiont Otre finances.
Los Etats mombros dovraiont moitro en place ot appliquor des m&anismes do proioction
iransfrontaliors olficaces pour los victimos do violonces fondCes sur Ic gonro.

V.

Residence et integration

Accès aux set-vices do sums do sante,

y

compris los soins do sante soxuolle et

gCnCsique
61
62

Los auioritds devraiont assurer do Ia prise on compte do ‘ago ci du genre lors do Ia
foumituro des soins do sante.
Dos services do saniC abordablos, de qualitC ot sonsibles no genre dovraient âire fournis
atix fommes migrantos quol quo soit lour statut migraioiro, sur Ia mâme base quo pour los
rossortissani-o-s nationaux/nationales; cola inclut los soins do sante menlale, do sante
soxuelle ot gCnCsiquo, y compris pendant Ia grossosso ainsi quo los produits d’hvgiCne.
Cot accCs no doit pas Ctre subordonnd a I’obtention dune autorisation de l’aulorilC
migratoire, dun conjoint, partenaire, autro parent ou tuteur/tutrice.
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Los lilies migrantes dovraient avoir acres a dos informations ot dos services do sante
sexuolle ci gCnCsiquo adaptCs a leur ago.
En tenant compto des barriCros linguistiquos ci culturolles, los Etais mombres dovraioni
voilior cc quo los fommos ci los cones fillos donnent lour consontomont prCalablo, libro
ci eclaire

a tout traitomont mCdical.

Services sociaux, sCcurité sociale ci logement
65 Dans toutos los decisions relatives a Ia sdcuritd ci au bion-Ctro dos fommos migrantos, y
compris los decisions prisos par los services sociaux ci on matiCro do sCcuritC socialo, lours
bosoms dovraiont Ctro Ia promiCro Consideration.
66 Los Etats mombros dovraioni assurer quo los fommos migrantos bCndficiont dun
iraitemont non moms favorable quo colui accorde aux rossortissant-o-s
nationaux/nationalos en Co qui concorno lacces au logomont ot Los ioyors.
Integration, participation sociale, culiurelle ci politique
67
68

69

70

71

Los Etais mombros dovraiont voillor àco quo tout onfant nd dune fommo apatrido sur Tour
torritoiro au Jo droul do faire onrogistror sa naissanco ci do so voir accordor Ia ciioyonnotC.
Du fail dos stereotypes porsistants ot dos inCgalitCs oxistantos on matiCro d’accCs aux
droits civiquos ci do participation a Ia priso do dCcision politiquo, qui sont encore plus
marques pour Los fommos migrantos, Los Stats mombros dovraient prondro dos mosuros
pour quo los fommos migrantos qui ont lo droit do voter ot do so prCsonter aux Cioclions
locales, rdgionalos, nationalos ou ouropConnos connaissont Tours droits ot soiont
oncouragCos a pariicipor
Roconnaissant quo Ia capacitd a communiquer dans Ta languo du pays d’accuoii ost
ossontiollo a lintCgration sous tous sos aspects, Los Etats mombres devraiont assurer uno
formation linguistiquo aux fommos ci aux lilies migrantos ot ainsi, promouvoir Jour
autonomisation et Jour protection.
Los autoritCs devraioni encouragor ci soutonir los initiatives visant a ronforcor
I’auionomio dos femmos ot des lilIes migrantes au soin do leur familie, do lour
communautd ci do Ta sociCtd dans son onsomblo, on dCvoloppani Tour conlianco on olies
ci Tour autoddtormination ci on prolCgoant los fommos ci Los lilIes contre un contrôio social
ntgatif. Cola pourrait incluro Ia participation a dos associations locales, culturollos, do
fommos ou autres, a dos clubs sportifs, a des clubs do jounos ot autros.
Dos programmos publics ot privCs do coaching, do montorat ci d’autros formos do soution
visant los femmos ci los fillos migrantes devraieni Ctro soutonus ot mis en cvuvro ot

I’uiilisation do modClos positifs promuo.
72 La contribution posiiivo dos fommos migrantes

a Ia sociCtd dovrait Ctrc miso on Cvidenco

ot oncouragCo.
Education, lormahon professionnelle et apprentissage tout an long de Ia vie
Los auioritCs dovraiont prondro dos mosuros pour attoindro Los fillos migrantos qui oni Pu

73

a l’Cducation dans lour pays d’origino, on fournissant dos
services d’Cducation ou do crCchos, do prCfCronco dans los structures Cducativos
gCndralos.
üiro ompechdos d’accCdor
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Los Elals mombros dovraionl prondro dos mosuros pour facilitor Ia roconnaissanco ot Ia

validation dos qualifications profossionnollos ot univorsitairos ainsi quo do loxpérionco
profossionnollo oxislantos dos fommos migrantos dans Ia pratiquo, notammont on
s’inspirant du Passoport ouropéon do qualifications pour los rdfugiá-o-s du Consoil do
lEuropo.
75 Dos cours dalphabétisation, do languo ot do compéloncos numériquos dovraiont Gtro
foumis aux fommos migranlos, adaptés a lours bosoms ot lo plus tot possiblo après our
arrivéo dans lo pays d’accuoil.
76 Los fommos migrantos dovraionl bdnáficior do toutos los possibilités d’áducation
supdriouro ou complémontairo, do formation profossionnollo, do rocyclago ot do
róadaptalion offorlos par los sorvicos compétonts ot disponiblos pour los rossortissant-o-s
na tionau x/na tiona los.

Ernploi
77 Los Etats mombros dovraiont prondro dos mosuros spécifiquos ot ciblóos pour promouvoir
l’accès a l’omploi dos fommos migrantos 0 un stado pr&oco du procossus do migration, y
compris dos voios daccés 0 I’omploi sOros ot làgalos avant l’arrivOo.
78 Los Etats mombros dovraiont onvisagor do supprimor los obstaclos au travail aprOs qu’uno
fommo domandouso d’asilo a étá présonto sur son torritoiro pondant un cortain tomps.
l’roposition damondomont V 78: changor lo lormo a ólO présonto par>.( ait

ôto présonto

79 Los Etats mombros dovraiont mottro on a!uvro los dispositions dos normos nationalos ot
intornationalos portinontos visant 0 protégor los fommos migrantos travaillousos
domostiquos do Ia discrimination ot dos abus.
80 Concornant los fommos migrantos qui sont autorisóos 0 travaillor on vortu do Ia lógislation
nationalos dos Flats mombros, coux-ci dovraiont:
80.1 prondro dos mosuros pour réglomonlor ot amélioror los conditions do travail dos
fommos migrantos ot pour dliminor toutos los formos doxploitation ot do
discrimination
80.2 soutonir ot aidor los fommos migranlos 0 accOdor au marché du travail par lo biais
du travail indépondant ot do lontropronariat on our offrant los mâmos possibilitás
do formation, do microcrédit, do prâts do démarrago ot do dévoloppomont
dontropriso qu’aux travaillours/travaillousos nationaux/nationalos ot soutonir los
programmos do volontariat, do stagos ot do placomont;
80.3 aIm do facilitor laccès au marchd du travail, prondro dos mosuros pour garantir
quo los travaillousos ot travaillours migrant/os aiont accés aux mosuros do
conciliation do Ia vie profossionnollo ot do Ia vio privóo, y compris lo congé do
matornité, do patomitá ot parontal, lo travail floxiblo lorsquo cola ost possiblo ot
garantir l’accès ot a jouissanco dos sorvicos do gardo donfants stir Un piod
d’ógalitá avoc los travaillours/travaillousos nationaux/nationalos;
l’roposi tion damondomont V 80.3 : mottro lo lormo
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voillor a Co quo los travaillousos migrantos liconcidos ot cuntraintos do quilter lo
pays domploi ou do rotoumor dans lour pays dorigino ronsorvont tous lours
droits acquis.

Permis de séjour
Los Etats mombros dovraiont voillor co quo los fommos ot los jounos lilIes migrantos qui
obtionnont un permis do séjour sur Ia base dun lion familial bënëficient dos mâmos droits
sxiaux, economiquos ot du travail quo lo titulairo principal du pormis do sdjour
82 Los fommos migrantos dovraiont ãtro informos do lour droit a un pormis do sjour
indthpondant ronouvolablo, par osomplo on raison do our statul do victimo do Ia traito dos
&lros humains, do victimo do violoncos fonddos sur Jo gonro, do rupture dune rolalion ou
d’outros circonslancos particulièromont dilficilos.
83 Los Etats mombros devraiont voillor ace quo los fommos migrantes obtionnont un pormis
do séjour si lour séjour ost nOcossairo pour los bosoms d’onquätos on do procedures
pCnalos.
84 Los Elats mombros dovraiont facilitor Ia possibililC pour los victimos do manage force
amonCos dans un autro pays pour los bosoms du mariago ot qui do cc faiL, tint pordu lour
statut do rdsidonto dans Ic pays oü ollos rCsidont habituollomont, a consorvor Co stalut.
85 Los fommos migranlos, y compris los fommos apatridos prCsontos dans un pays dopuis
longlomps dovraiont bdnCficior do In sCcuritC do rCsidonco sur uno baso inddpondanto.
81

Regroupement familial
Roconnaissant quo lo rogroupomonl familial pout Gtro a Ia lois uno voio sOro vors Ia
sécuritC pour los fommos migrantos ot un factour do protection dans lo pays d’accuoil, los
Etats mombros dovraiont garantir lo droit flu rogroupomont familial pour los fommos
migranlos confurmCmont aux obligations dCcoulant do Ia Convoittion ouropConno dos
droits do Ihommo ot du droit inlornational. Dans cotto optiquo. los Etats mombros
dovraiont:
66.1 adopter uno definition (argo do (a “famillo” qui tionno compto dos liens ot dos
dCpondancos sur losquoLs sappuiont los fommes migranlos;
66.2 voillor a Co quo los fommos ot los jounos fillos soionl mnformécs do our droit au
rogroupemont familial ot aiont accCsi dos consoils eta uno assistance juridiquo
pour faire valour cc droit
86.3 onvisagor daccoptor ou do domandor lo transforl dos domandos dasilo pour
pormoltro lo rogroupomont familial dos fommos ot dos fillos migrantos sthparécs au
cours do lour voyago.

86

Proposition d’ jiout ti uii point V. 56.4 Lors dun vécti do vmoloocus domostiques, Facilitor
lobtentic,n dun ójt’t’r indCpondant pour los femmos qui viont dos situations do violentos
domotiqtioso u do viole’ice ftindéo ,u r Jo genre ot qui depend raion t encore do d rot I do séjour
do lour mon ou pore.
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Retours

87

Si los rotours doivont loujours so faire dans Ia s&urità ci In dignilé, et do práfdronco sur
une base vojontaire, los rotours involontairos doivonl tro conformos au principo do non
rofouloment.
88 Los Etats devraiont veillor a cc quo los fommos migrantos, ráfugiãos ot domandousos
d’asilo qul onE bosom do protection, no soiont en aucun cas ronvoy/os dans on pays ott
leur vie serait monactie ou oü dIes pourraiont âtre soumises a Ia torture ou 5 dos poinos
ou traitements inhumnins Ott dtigradants, quols quo soiont leur statuE ou lour lieu do
residence.
89 Roconnaissant los difficulttis particulitiros quo roncontroni los victimos do violonces
fondCos sur Ic gonro pour divulguor ploinemoni los motifs do lour domando do protection
intornationale, los Etats dovraiont:
89.1 garantir un prtwesstls sensible au genre qui proltigo los fommos centre lo Hsjue do
rotoulomont ci
89.2 voillor 5cc quo los proctiduros acctiltirties ot non suspensives n’omp&hont pas los
fommos migrantes do faire valoir lours demandes do protoction, cc qui onirainorait
un rofoulomont.
90 Los Etats membres dcvraiont assurer a suspension des mosures d’expulsmon des femmes
migrantos en raison do leur statuE do porsonne a charge don conloint, partonairo ou dun
parent. pour our donner Ia possibilitC do demander un permis do stiour inddpendant.
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Draft Recommendation on IHoly See: Protectine the rights uS migrant, refugee,
asylum- [Belgium: and international protectioni seeking women [Qrvvisionsii title)
1. The Committee of Ministers, under the terms of Article 15.b of the Statute of the Council
ot Europe,
2.

Considering that the aim of the Council of Eu rope is to achieve a greater unity between Is
member States, inter alia, by promoting common standards and developing actioft, in the
field of human righb;

3.

Recalling that gender equality is central to the protection of human righis the funclioning
of democracy and good governance, respect for the nile of law, and the promotion of
sustainable development and of well-being for all;

4.

Considering the profound changes in migration patterns and in the situation of migrant
refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls. the fact that the number of displaced
people has reached iLs highest ever in recent years and the significant developments in
gender equality- and migration and asylum-related concepts. policies and legal
instruments at all levels;

5.

Wishing therefore to review and update its Recommendation No. R(79)lt) to member
states on women migrants, henceforth replaced by the present instrument;

6.

Noting with appreciation the efforts and activities undertaken by States to accommodate
the needs of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls;I

7.

Bearing in mind the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms (03 No. 5, 1950) and its l’rotocols. in the light of the relevant case law of the
European Court of Human RighLs. the European Swial Charter(Ef5 No. 35,1961, revised
in 1996, ETS No. 163), the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in
Human Beings (CETS So. 197, 2(XTh), the Council of Europe Convention on the Protection
of Children against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse (CETh No. 201, 2(X)7) and the
Council of Europe Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women
and Domestic Violence (CETS So. 210, Istanbul Convention, 2011);

8.

Recalling the United Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugee (195fl; the
International Labour Organisation Convention 189 on Domestic Work (2011); the United
Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(“CEDAW’, 1979) and its Optional Protocol (1999); as well as CEDAW General
Recommendation No 30 on women in conflict prevention, conflict and post-conflict
situations (2013); CEDAW General Recommendation No. 32 on the gender-related
dimensions of refugee status, asylum, nationality and statelessness of women (2014); and
CEDAW General Recommendation No. 35 on gender-based violence against women,
updating General Recommendation No, 19 (2017); CEDAW Recommendation No.38 on
trafficking in women and girls in the context of global migration (2020); the United
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Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) and its Optional Protocols (2000);
and the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006);
9. [Recalling the relevant measures contained in the UN Global Compact on Refugees (2016)
and in the UN Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration (2018), aimed at
promoting gender equality and empowering migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls, and at ending all forms of sexual and gender-based violence, trafficking in
persons, exploitation and sexual abuse, and harmful practices ;j
10. Having regard to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees ‘Guidelines on
International Protection: Gender-Related Persecution within the context of Article IA(2)
of the 1951 Convention and/or its 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees’, of 7
May 2002;
11. Taking account of the Council of Europe Gender Equality Strategy 2018-2023 and its
strategic objective to protect the rights of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls;
12. Acting in accordance with the Council of ELtrope Action Plan on protecting vulnerable
persons in the context of migration and asylum in Europe (2021-2025) notably its strategic
objective to identify and address vulnerabilities throughout asylum and migration
procedures;
13. Recognizing the multidimensional reality of the situations of migrant, refugee and
asylum-seeking women and girls and bearing in mind the importance of the overall
application and impact of the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
on them, in particular Sustainable Development Goal 5 (‘Achieve gender equality and
empower all women and girls”); Sustainable Development Goal It) (“Reduce inequality
within and among countries”), with the target to “facilitate orderly, safe, regular and
responsible migration and mobility of people, including through the implementation of
planned and well-managed migration policies”; and Sustainable Development Goal 16
(“Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to
justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels”);
14. Recalling the following Recommendations of the Committee of Ministers to member
States of the Council of Europe: Recommendation Rec(2002)5 on the protection of women
against violence; Recommendation CM/Rec(20l0)10 on the role of women and men in
conflict prevention and resolution and in peace building, Recommendation
CM/Rec(2015) I on intercultural integration, Recommendation CM/Rec (2019)1 on
preventing and combating sexism jas well as relevant resolutions and recommendations
of the I’arliamentary Assembly, of the Congress of Regional and Local Authorities and of
the Conference of INGOs of the Council of Europe;]
15. Reaffirming that all human rights and fundamental freedoms are universal, indivisible,
interdependent and interrelated, and that their full enjoyment, without discrimination on
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any ground, by migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls needs to be
guaranteed;
16. Noting with concern that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls may be
confronted with multiple and intersectional forms of discrimination in their country of
origin, during their journey and in their country of destination and stressing the need for
an inclusive and intersectional approach that takes into account the different situations
and personal characteristics of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls;
17. Recognising that while existing international human rights standards apply to all persons,
additional efforts should be made to assess the prevention and protection gaps that arise
from insufficient implementation, information about and monitoring of existing law-s and
policies as regards migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls;
18. Recognising with grave concern, that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and
girls are vulnerable persons often exposed to serious forms of gender-based violence in
their countries of origin, during their journey, in transit and/or in destination countries,
which constitute a serious violation of their human rights, and that they face difficulties
and structural barriers in overcoming such violence;
19. Acknowledging the positive contribution that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking

women and girls bring to European societies and communities;
20. Aware of the gender-related barriers that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls face in terms of integration, participation, equal access to rights, services,
leadership and meaningful participation, and of the need to facilitate their integration and
full participation in the economic, social, civic, political and cultural life, lincluding
providing pathways to regularization where applicable;I
21. Recommends that the governments of member States:
1.

Take legislative or other measures to promote and apply the Guidelines included in the
Appendix of this Recommendation, aimed at ensuring that migrant, refugee and
asylum-seeking women and girls can effectively access and exercise their rights;

2.

Ensure that this Recommendation, including its Appendix, is translated and
disseminated (in accessible formats) among relevant authorities and stakeholders,
which are encouraged to take measures to implement it;

3, Monitor progress in the implementation of this Recommendation and regularly inform
the competent Council of Europe steering committee(s) and bodies of the measures
undertaken and the progress achieved in this field,
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Draft Appendix
I.

Definitions

For the purpose of this recommendation:
‘Migrant’: a person who leaves one country or region to settle in another, often in search
of a better life, including citizens of Council of Europe member Slates with a migrant
background, and stateless women and girls.
‘Migrant women’ or ‘women’ includes both women and girls under 18 years of age.
‘Asylum seeker’: a person who intends to make, or who has made, an application for
international protection.
‘International Protection’: Protection as a refugee under the 1951 Geoeva Convention
Relating to the Status of Refugees as amended by its 1967 Protocol (hereafter “1951
Convention”) or any alternative form of international or European humanitarian,
subsidiary or temporary protection.
‘Refugee’: a person who meets the definition at Article 1(A)(2) of the 1951 Convention.

II.
1.

Horizontal issues
Member states should take into account the horizontal issues mentioned hereunder
for all measures put forward in this Appendix.

Non-discrimination, Intersectional issues, elimination of stereotypes
Member States should ensure that all applicable measures are secured without
discrimination on any ground, including those measures to protect the rights of
migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girl’ victims of gender-based
violence and trafficking in human beings.
Member States should apply an intersectional approach in all measures referred to in
3.
2.

this Appendix, notably bearing in mind the specific needs of women and girls with
disabilities, girls, older women, pregnant and nursing women, women travelling alone
or with children, lesbian, bisexuai and transgender women, women of ethnic or of
other minority background and survivors of gender-based violence, trafficking or
4.
5.

torture.
“Firewalls” should be created between the legal status of undocumented women and
their rights to access justice, protection, health and education.
Within both migrant and host countries and communities, member States should:
5.1 pay special attention to measures aimed at dismantling gender stereotypes and
other forms of stereotypes, including those based on migrant status, culture,
tradition and religion.

Hereunder regrouped under the terminology ‘migrant women”,
Firewalls are “measures to prevent state and private sector actors from effectively denying human
rights to irregularly present migrants and clearly prohibiting the sharing of the personal data of, or
other information about, persons suspected of irregular presence or work, with the immigration
authorities for purposes of immigration control and enforcement”, (FC RI (c’ncr,l [‘c’li,v
,mnic’,,datinn N 16 on ,afcoo,,rdine irrt’et,larlv rrt:cnt niierant’c fr,,,n disc ri,ninati,ti adopted on
16 March 21)16.)
—

r
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—
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implemenl awareness-raising and education measures to promote gender
equality.

Girls
Member Stales should adopt a child rights-based approach to migrant, asylum-seeking
and refugee girls, which is age-sensitive and lakes account of the specific situations and
needs of girls, including ensuring suitable and safe alternative care arrangements when
they are separated from their parents or caregiver.
7. Owing to migrant girts’ situation of heightened vulnerability to exploitation and abuse,
care arrangements should be aligned with those for non-migrant children, in mainstream
child protecLion services or institutions. Unaccompanied and separated children should
be assigned a guardian.
8. Member States should ensure continued access to essential services fnr young women
refugees as they reach adulthood, including support for their integration and social
participation. and support for their transition to adulthood beyond the age of 18. The aim
is to avoid, where applicable, abrupt interruption of access to education, healthcare, social
and integration services in host communities.
6.

Information, empowerment, awareness raising and promotion of human rights
To empower migrant women and enable them to access their rights, they should be
provided with relevant, accessible and culturally sensitive information and advice in a
language that they understand, covering:
9.1 Their fundamental human rights and obligations as set out in the European
Convention on Human Rights and other relevant instruments, including whilst in
detention and reception facilities.
Reporting and complaint mechanisms, in case of abuse by State authorities or
9.2
private contractors acting on behalf of the State, including rights to civil remedies
and compensation.
9.3
Protection against all forms of violence, incloding domestic violence and
trafficking in human beings. This encompasses general and specific assistance (i.e.
legal processes, support structures and services, support from KGOs and legal aid
available to victims in their residing country).
Available social services and welfare, notably: health (including sexual and
9.1
reproductive health and wellbeing), access to education, language training,
housing and employment, participation in social, political, economic and cultural
life.
IC Member States should facilitate the access of migrant women to digital services and
connection including the Internet, in particular if services and information are available
solely or largel in digital format.

9.
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Access to justice including legal aid
II. Migrant women should have access to national and international complaint mechanisms
and remedies to etlectively exercise their rights and/or act upon violations of their rights,
including access to legal aid.
12. Member States should ensure that migrant women are adequately supported as
defendants victims or witnesses throughout any criminal and civil procedures.
13. An intersectional and gender-sensitive approach should be taken when assessing migrant
women and girls credibility in judicial and administrative procedures, in particular when
decisions have an impact on their migration status.
Detention

14. In the event that administrative detention is used which should only be as a measure of
last resort separate safe zones should be provided for women and girls within delention
facilities.
IS. Age- and gender-sensitive healthcare and hygiene services in detention facilities, as vell
as appropriate activities during the time spent in detention, should be provided to migrant
women.
16. Member States should ensure that law enforcement measures in detention facilities are
age- and gender-sensitive, and that migrant women have access to a cnmplaint system.
17. The presence of women among border, migration and other police or custody staff, as well
as among social workers and interpreters. should be promoted.
-

-

Artificial intelligence, automated decision-making, and data protection

18. Member States should ensure that a human rights impact assessment, with a gender
equality perspective, is conducted before the introduction of artificial intelligence and
automated decision-making systems in the field of migration.
19. Any use of artificial intelligence and automated decision-making systems by the public
sector and its sen-ice providers/contractors, should not cause any discrimination, be
operated consistently with privacy principles, be transparent and have clear governance
mechanisms, in the context of:
19.1 borderand immigrationcontrol decision- making, including as to entn’or return:
19,2 migration management, including the use of biometric information;
19.3 policing and security of migrant women, and services related to protection or
prevention of crimes; and
19.4

the provision of services
including health, welfare, housing, employment,
language training and education to migrant women.
20. Migrant women should be given the opportunity to participate in discussions around the
development and deployment of new technologies affecting them,
21. Bearing in mind migrant women’s particular vulnerabilities, the deliberate or inadvertent
disclosure of their data within the host community or through transfer to the country of
origin could place them at risk of serious human rights abuses. Relevant authorities should
therefore:
21.1 ensure the confidentiality and security of such data;
-

-
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21.2 agree not to transfer any such data to the country of origin without the explicit
consent of the affected person/s.
Co-operation with civil society
22. Member States should actively support, including financially, and co-operate with
migrant women and women’s rights organisations which uphold the universal human
rights of migrant women, defend and empower them.
23. Mechanisms should be established to ensure that migrant women’s organisations are
consulted, in particular when devising migration, asylum and integration policies which
affect them.
Data collection, research and monitoring
24. Member States should support the collection of age- and sex-disaggregated data on
migration and asylum issues, ensuring compliance with applicable data protection
requirements.
25. Research, monitoring and evaluation of migration, integration and asylum policies from
a gender equality perspective, in particular in relation to preventing any violation of
women’s fundamental rights, should be supported and adequately resourced at all levels.
26. lie data collected and the results of research and evaluation of migration, integration and
asylum policies from a gender equality perspective should be used for the further
development and adjustment of public policies in these fields at all levels.

III.

Protection

27. Member States should protect migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women from all
forms of violence against women. This encompasses domestic violence, sexual
harassment, sexual violence including rape, trafficking, forced marriage, crimes
committed in the name of so-called ‘honoLir’, forced abortion and sterilisation, female
genital mutilation, sexual exploitation, economic, physical, and psychological violence.
28. A multi-agency approach, inclusive of migrant women’s organisations, should be adopted
as regards matters relating to their protection.
29. Competent authorities and staff should be trained and qualified to enable them to:
29.1 promptly identify, refer to relevant authorities and provide protection, treatment
and care for migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls who are
victims of trafficking and violence;
29.2 be aware of the difficulties that migrant women may face in disclosing events of
gender-based violence, due to insecure migration status, lack of knowledge of
legal rights and stigma and support them in this regard.
30. Professional interpreters trained im gender-based violence and trafficking in human
beings should be available to assist migrant women seeking protection, whilst making
initial complaints, throughout the justice process and in seeking reparations.
31. Mechanisms should be in place in state- and privately-mn institutions, such as reception,
transit and detention centres, police stations, prisons, child-care institutions, schools and
hospitals, to enable incidents of sexual and gender-based violence to be reported to and

-

—

[&rnrnented_tMBZJ: Harassment and
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32.
33.

31.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.
40.

by staff or officers, including access to age- and gender-sensitive telephone helplines and
procedures for referral to other appropriate agencies, and for medical and psychological
treatment.
Member States should ensure access for migrant. refugee and asylum-seeking women to
shelters for women victims of violence, regardless of their migration status.
General and specialist support services, counselling, psychological support and health
care, including sexual and reproductive health care and specific post-rape care, also for
those accommodated in transit, reception and accommodation facilities, should be
provided to victims of violence and trafficking in human beings in their countries of
origin, in transit or in destination countries.
Risk assessment and risk management of violence against migrant women should be
conducted, taking specific account of their potential enhanced vulnerability owing to
insecure migration status and intersectional vulnerabilities.
Access to free legal advice and assistance, comprising legal aid, should be provided in
order to support migrant women victims of violence through criminal and civil
proceedings, including the pursuit of compensation claims and legal redress against the
perpetrators.
Member States should allow migrant women access to national compensation schemes,
rehabilitation assistance, measures or other programmes aimed at social assistance and
the integration of victims of violence against women or trafficking in human beings, on
the same conditions as nationals.
Member States should develop specific measures to address the sexual exploitation of
migrant women, in particular the demand for such exploitation, including punitive,
preventive and educational measures.
Member States should ensure that migrant women do not suffer any penalty, including
loss of migration status, as a consequence of their exploitation as victims of trafticking in
human beings or of forced marriage,
Measures should be taken to protect migrant women from hate speech and sexism.
Member States should ensure that culture, custom, religion, tradition or sn-called ‘honour’
shall not be considered as justification for any exploitation or acts of violence against
women or girls.

State of emergency and crisis management
11. In situations of public health crisis, humanitarian crisis and crisis related In climate
change. member states should take into account the increased risk of violence, including
domestic violence, poverty and homelessness for migrant women. Member States should
therefore adopt the following measures:
11.1 take into consideration the situation and needs of migrant women in crisis
management and recovery measures, including with respect to access to rights.
and notably the right to health;
11.2 ensure that measures taken during a crisis and ensuing state of emergency
conform with inlernational obligations related to the human rights of migrant
women;
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41.3 ensure the participation of migrant women and relevant
organisations, in decision and policy-making in these situations.

IV.

civil society

Arrival

Pre-an’ival information
32. Member States should ensure that immigration procedures, including those before arrival
such as visa issuing procedures, are age- and gender-sensitive.
43. Information should be provided to migrant women about the conditions enabling the legal
entry and stay in a member State’s terriiorv.
Transit and reception facilities
14. Relevant authorities should ensure that reception and screening arrangements are ageand gender-sensitive. The screening process should, in particular. facilitate the
identification of victims of human trafficking and gender-based violence at the earliest
possible opportunity and ensure that women’s protection claims are processed efficiently.
15. Reception and accommodation centres should be located in areas where women are safe
and can access relevant services, including health, social and legal assistance, schools and
shopping facilities.
46. The specific needs and safety concerns of victims of sexual violence, domestic violence,
human trafficking, torture, or other forms of physical and psychological violence and any
other relevant special needs for example pregnancy, disability or specific health needs
should be taken into account when determining residential placements and access to
services.
47. Statf should be trained in women’s human rights and gender equality-related issues, and
the presence of professional women social workers, interpreters, police officers and
guards should be ensured in these facilities.
IS. Separate sleeping areas should be provided for single women with or without children
(up to age IS), as well as safe spaces and clean, separate, well-lit shower and toilet facilities
for women.
49. Women in transit and reception facilities should have access to a complaint system.
whereby complaints are investigated and referred to the police where relevant, including,
where appropriate, access to legal aid and ensuring regular visits by mobile courts and
court officers.
50. In cases where service-providers are contracted by a member state to deliver services and
accommodation to migrant women, procedures should be in place, including regular
monitoring visits by trained migration officials, to ensure compliance with the standards
of protection for victims of violence.
Asylum
51. Member States should adopt and implement gender-sensitive asylum laws, practices
and procedures.
52. Women should be able to access asylum and protection procedures at the borders and
elsewhere.

II
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53. To ensure thai gender-based violence against women is properly assessed within the
framework of ihe 1951 Convention member States should:
53.1 ensure that all forms of gender-based violence are recognised as a form of
persecution within the meaning of Article [A(2) of the 1951 Convention;

54.
53.
56.

57.

53.2 ensure a gender-sensitive interpretation of the 1951 Convention ‘grounds’ for
asylum including the recognition of gender as a basis for the existence of a
particular social group;
53.3 provide comprehensive gender-specific guidelines for all stages of the asylum
process including reception and support sen-ices, screening, determination of
safe countries, detention, status determination, idudication and returns;
53.1 ensure border police, migration officials, asylum officers, decision-makers and
interpreters receive training in respect ot the guidelines mentioned at
Women asylum olficers should be available to women applicants.
Separate interviews for women and men from the same family should be made possible.
also in the abs’nceof children, and their confidentiality should be guaranteed.
In processing and determining asylum claim.s, regard should be given to:
56.1 the applicant’s own personal circumstances; and to
56.2 relevant, gender-specific, country of origin information, notably access to justice,
including both the legal framework and its implementation; available social,
economic and other support; and any discrimination and/or patriarchal attitudes
women are likely to encounter.
Ktember States should ensure that women have access to complementary/subsidiary
protection, where necessary.

Cross-border measures
58. Member States should participate in resettlement and relocation programmes and
implement legal pathways to ensure a safe transit for women and girls.
59. Specific assistance and humanitarian resettlement programmes should be funded for
women victims of gender-based violence.
60. Member Stales should set up and implement effective cross-border protection
mechanisms for victims of gender-based violence.

V.

Residence and Integration

Access to healthcare services, including sexual and reproductive healthcare
6?. Authorilies should ensure that healthcare provision is age and gender sensitive.
62. Affordable, quality and gender-sensilive health services, encompassing mental, sexual
and reproductive healthcare, including during pregnancy, as well as hygiene products.
should be provided for migrant women on the same basis as for nationals, regardless of
their migration status. Such access should not be dependent on obtaining the authorisation
of the migration authority or of a spouse. partner, parent or other relative, or guardian.
63. Migrant girls should be provided with access to age-appropriate sexual and reproductive
health information and ‘n’ices.
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61. Taking into account language and cultural barriers, member States should ensure that
women give prior, free and informed consent to any medical treatment.
Social services, soda] security and housing
65. In all decisions relating lo the safely and welfare of migrant women, including decisions
taken by social services and in respect of social security, Iheir needs should be the primary
consideration.
66. Member States should ensure that migrant women are given a treatment not less
favourable than that accorded to nationals regardiog access to housing and rents.
Integration, social, cultural and political participation
67. Member Stales should ensure that any child born in their territory of a stateless woman

is entitled to have their birth registered and to be granted citizenship.
68. Owing to persisting stereotypes and existing inequalities in access to civic rights and

participation in political decision-makin which are even more serious for migrant
women, member Slates should lake steps to ensure that migrant women who are entitled
to vote and stand for election in local, re,zional, national or European elections are aware

of their rights and encouraged to participate.
69. Recognising that the ability to communicate in the host country’s language is essential for
integration in all aspects, Member Stales should ensure language training to migrant
women and girls and therefore promote their empowerment and protection.
70. Authorities should encourage and support initiatives aimed at empowering migrant
women and girls within their tamilies, in their communities and in society at large, by
developing their self-confidence and self-determination and by protecting women and

girls from negative social control. This could include participation in local, cultural,
women’s or other associations, sports clubs, youth clubs and others.
71. Public and private coaching, mentoriog and other support programmes aimed at migrant

women should be set up and supported, and positive role models promoted.
72. The positive contribution made by migrant women to society should be highlighted and

encouraged.
Education, vocational training and life-long learning
73. Authorities should take measures to reach those migrant girls who may have been

prevented from accessing education in their country of origin, ensuring the provision of
education or day care, preferably within mainstream educational structures.
71. Ktember Stales should take steps to facilitate the recognition and validation of migrant
women’s existing vocational and academic qualifications and work experience in practice.
including through initiatives such as the Council of Europe European Qualifications
Passport for Refugees.
75. Literacy. language and digital skills courses should be provided to migrant women
corresponding to their needs and as soon as possible after their arrival in the host country.
76. Migrant women should be able to enjoy any further or higher education, vocational

training, retraining and rehabilitation facilities provided by the competent services and
available for national vorkers.
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Employment
77. Member States should take specific and targeted measures to promote access to
employment for migrant women, including at an early stage in the migration process,
including safe and legal routes to employment pro-arrival.
78.Slember States should consider removing barriers to work alter a woman asylum-seeker
has been present in the territory for a length of time.
79.Slember States should implement the provisions of relevant national and international
standards directed at protecting migrant women carrying out domestic ‘cork irom
discrimination and abuse.
80. In respect of at least those migrant women who are permitted to work under the national
law of member States, the latter should:
80.1. take measures to regulate and improve migrant “omen’s working conditions and
to eliminate all forms of exploitation and discrimination;
80.2. support and assist migrant women to access the labour market through selfemployment and entrepreneurship, by providing them with the same
opportunties for training, microcredit, start-up loans and business development
as for national workers, and support volunteering, internship and job placement
programmes;
80.3. in order to facilitate access to the labour market, take steps to ensure that migrant
workers have access to work/life balance measures including maternity, paternity
and parental leave, flexible working where possible, and ensure access to and
enjoyment ot child-care facilities on an equal footing with national workers; and
80.1. ensure that women migrant workers who are made redundant and are compelled
to leave the country of employment or return to their coun tn of origin retain all
their acquired rights.

Residence permits
SI. Member States should ensure that migrant women and girls who aft, granted a residence
permil on the basis of a family relationship are entitled to the same social, economic and
labour-related rights and entitlements as the principal residence permit holder.
82. Migrant women should be made aware of any entitlement to a renewable independent
residence permit, for example due to their status as victim of human trafficking, victim of
gender-based violence, relationship breakdown, or other particularly difficult
circumstances.
83. Member States should ensure that migrant women are granted a residence permit if their
stay is necessan’ br criminal investigations or proceedings.
84. Member States should facilitate the possibility forvictims of forced marriage brought into
another country for the purpose of the marriage and who, as a result, have lost their
residence status in the country where they habitually reside, to retain such status.
85. Migrant women present in a country for a long time, including stateless women and girls
should be provided security of residence on an independent basis.
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Family reunion
86. Recognising that family reunion can be both a secure pathway to safety for migrant
women and a protective factor in the host state, member Slates should safeguard the right
to family reunion for migrant women in accordance with obligations under the European
Convention on Human Rights and international law. In this respect, member Stales

should:
86.1. adopt a wide definition of ‘family, consistent with the links and dependencies
relied on by migrant women;
86.2. ensure that women and girls are aware of their right to family reunion and receive
access to legal advice and assistance to pursue that right; and
86.3. consider accepting or seeking the transfer of asylum claims to enable the family
reunion of migrant women and girls separated on their journeys.

VI. Returns
87. While returns should always be in safety and dignity and preferably voluntary,
involuntary returns must be in line with the principle of ,uin—refiiuk’oient.
88. States should ensure that migrant, refugee and asylum seeking women who are in need
of protection, regardless of their status or residence, are not returned under any
circumstances to any country where their life would be at risk or where they might be
subjected to torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
89. Recognising the particular difficulties that victims of gender-based violence face in fully
disclosing the grounds for their international protection claim, member States should:
89.1. ensure a gender-sensitive process that protects women against the risk of
rcñn,leow,it;
89.2. ensure that accelerated and non-suspensive procedures do not result in migrant
women being unable to put forward their claims for protection, resulting in
refliniemeni.

90. Member States should ensure the suspension of expulsion measures of migrant women
based on their dependant status on a spouse, partner or parent, in order to enable them to
have the possibility to apply for an independent residence permit.
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Draft Recommendation on [Holy See: Protecting the rihts of] migrant, refugee,
asylum— [Belgium: and international protection] seeking women N;rovisionisl title)
I. The Committee of Ministers, under the terms of Article 15.b of the Statute of the Council
of Europe,
2. Considering that the aim of the Council of Europe is to achieve a greater unity between its
member States, inter alia, by promoting common standards and developing actions in the
field of 1w man rights;
3.

Recalling that gender equality is central to the protection of human rights, the functioning
of democracy and good governance, respect for the rule of law, and the promotion of
sustainable development and of well-being for all;

4.

Considering the profound changes in migration patterns and in the situation of migrant,
refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls, the fact that the number of displaced
people has reached its highest ever in recent years and the significant developments in
gender equality- and migration and asylum-related concepts, policies and legal
instruments at all levels;

5.

Wishing therefore to review and update its Recommendation No. R(79)10 to member
states on women migrants, henceforth replaced by the present instrument;

6.

Noting with appreciation the efforts and activities undertaken by States to accommodate
the needs of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls;l

7.

Bearing in mind the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms (ETS No. 5, 1950) and its Protocols, in the light of the relevant case law of the
European Court of Human Rights, the European Social Charter (ETS No.35, 1961, revised
in 1996, ETS No. 163), the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in
Human Beings (CETS No. 197, 2t105), the Council of Europe Convention on the [‘rotection
of Children against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse (CETS No. 201, 2007) and the
Council of Europe Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women
and Domestic Violence (CETS No.210, Istanbul Convention, 2t111);

8.

Recalling the United Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugee (1951); the
International t.abour Organisation Convention 189 on Domestic Work (201 U; the United
Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(“CEDAW”, 1979) and its Optional Protocol ([999); as well as CEDAW General
Recommendation No 30 on women in conflict prevention, conflict and post-conflict
situations (2013); CEDAW General Recommendation No. 32 on the gender-related
dimensions of refugee status, asylum, nationality and statelessness of women (2t114); and
CEDAW General Recommendation No. 35 on gender-based violence against women,
updating General Recommendation No. 19 (2017); CEDAW Recommendation No.38 on
trafficking in women and girls in the context of global migration (2t120); the United

—
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Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) and its Optional Protocols (2000);
and the United Nations Convenlion on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006);

9. [Recalling the relevant measures contained in the UN Global Compact on Refugees (2018)
and in the UN Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration (201), aimed at
promoting gender equality and empowering migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls, and at ending all forms of sexual and gender-based violence, trafficking in
persons, exploitation and sexual abuse, and harmful practices
ID. Having regard to the United Notions High Commissioner tor Refugees “Guidelines on
International Protection: Gender-Related Persecution within the context ot Article lAfl)
of the 1951 Convention and/or its t%7 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees”, of 7
Slay 2002;
II, Taking account of the Council of Europe Gender Equality Strategy 2018-2023 and its
strategic objective to protect the rights of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls;
12, Acting in accordance with the Council of Europe Action Plan on protecting vulnerable
persons in the context of migration and asylum in Europe (2021-2025) notably its strategic
objective to identify and address vu Inerabilities throughout asylum and migra tit’n
procedures;
13. Recognizing the multidimensional reality of the situations of migrant. refugee and
asylum-seeking women and girls and bearing in mind the importance of the overall
application and impact of the United Nations 20W Agenda for Sustainable Development
on them, in particular Sustainable Development Goal 5 (‘Achieve gender equality and
empower all women and girls”); Sustainable Development Goal 10 (“Reduce inequality
within and among countries”), with the target to “facilitate orderly, safe, regular and
responsible migration and mobitih’ of people. including through the implementation of
planned and well-managed migration policies’; and Sustainable Development Goal 16
(‘Promote peacetul and inclusive sxieties for sustainable de’elopment, provide access to
justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels”);
14. Recalling the following Recommendations of the Committee of Ministers to member
States of the Council of Europe: Recommendation Rec(2002)5 on the protection of women
against violence; Recommendation CM/Rec(20I0)10 on the role of women and men in
conflict prevention and resolution and in peace building, Recommendation
CM/Rec(2t) 15)1 on intercultural integration, Recommendation CM/Rec (21)19)1 on
preventing and combating sexism [as well as relevant resolutions and recommendations
of the Parliamentary Assembly, of the Congress of Regional and I,ocal Authorities and of
the Conference of lNCOs of the Council of Europe;]
15, Reaffirming that all human rights and fundamental freedoms are universal, indivisible,
interdependent and interrelated, and that their full enjoyment, without discrimination on

____________________________________
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any ground, by migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls needs to be
guaranteed;
16. Noting with concern that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls may be
confronted with multiple and intersectional forms of discrimination in their country of
origin, during (heir journey and in (heir country of destination and stressing (he need for
an inclusive and intersectional approach that takes into account (lie different situations
and personal characteristics of migrant refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls;
17. Recognising (ha( while existing international human rights standards apply to all persons,
additional efforts should be made to assess the prevention and protection gaps that arise
from insufficient implementation, information about and monitoring of existing laws and
policies as regards migrant refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls;
IS. Recognising with grave concern, (hat migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and
girls are vulnerable persons often exposed to serious forms of gender-based violence in
thur countrlc% of origin during thur journcy In tnnsit and/or In dtstirntion countru_%
which may constitute a serious violation of their human rights, and that they face
difficulties and structural barriers in overcoming such violence;
19. Acknowledging the positive contribution that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking
women and girls bring to European societies and communities;
20. Aware of the gender-related barriers tha( migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls face in terms of integration, participation, equal access to rights, services,
leadership and meaningful participation, and of the need to facilitate their integration and
full participation in the economic, social, civic, political and cultural life, lincluding
providing pathways to regularization where applicable;I
21. Recommends that the governments of member States:
1,

Take legislative or other measures to promote arid apply the Guidelines included in the
Appendix of this Recommendation, aimed at ensuring that migrant, refugee and
asylum-seeking women and girls can effectively access and exercise their rights;

2.

Ensure that this Recommendation, including its Appendix, is tranniated and
disseminated (in accessible formats), rod tr,sTlN Ii t’d i r,’l,’ sot, among relevant
authorities and stakeholders, which are encouraged to take measures to implement it;

3.

Monitor progress in the implementation of this Recommendation and regularly inform
(lie competent Council of Europe steering committee(s) and bodies of the measures
undertaken and the progress achieved in this field.

—

—

—

——
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Draft Appendix
1.

Definitions

For the purpose of this recommendation:
‘Migrant’: a person who leaves one country or region to settle in another, often in search
of a better life, including citizens of Council of Europe member States with a migrant
background, and stateless women and girls.
Migrant women’ or ‘women’ includes both women and girls under 18 years of age.
‘Asylum seeker’: a person who intends to make, or who has made, an application for
international protection.
‘International Protection’: Protection as a refugee under the 1951 Geneva Convention
Relating to the Status of Refugees as amended by its 1967 Protocol (hereafter 1951
Convention’) or any alternative form of internatiooal or European humanitarian,
subsidiary or temporary protection.
‘Refugee’: a person who meets the definition at Article 1(AH2) of the 1951 Convention.

11.

0Ctd (Mfll: This definition is too broad, as many
of the rights described onty apply to nigrants reg,itered by
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Horizontal issues
Member states should take into account the horizontal issues mentioned hereunder
for all measures put torward in this Appendix.

Non-discrimination, Intersectional issues, elimination of stereotypes
Member States should ensure that all applicable measures are secured without
discrimioation on jny ground, including those measures to protect the rights of
migrant. refugee and asylum-seeking women and girl’ victims of gender-based
violence and trafficking in human beings.
3.
Member States shoutd apply an intersectional approach in all measures referred to in
this Appendix, notably bearing in mind the specific needs of women and girls with
disabilities.,girls, older women, pregnant and nursing women, women travelling alone
or with children, lesbian, bisexual and transgender women, women of ethnic or of
other minority background and survivors of gender-based violence, trafficking or
torture.
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Within both migrant and host countries and communities, member States should:
lji_pay special attention to measures aimed at dismantling gender stereotypes and
other forms of stereotypes, including those based on migrant status, culture,
tradition and religion.
2.
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2JZ_Jmplement awareness-raising and education measures to promote gender

equality.
Girls
6. Member Stales should adopt a child rights-based approach to migrant, asylum-seeking
and refugee girls, which is age-sensitive and lakes account of the specific situations and
needs of girls, including ensuring suitable and safe alternative care arrangements when
they are separated from their parents or caregiver.
7. Owing to migrant girls’ situation of heightened vulnerability to exploitation and abuse,
care arrangements should be aligned with those for non-migrant children, in mainstream
child protection services or institutions. Unaccompanied and separated children should
be assigned a guardian.
8. Member States should ensure continued access to essential services for young women
refugees as they reach adulthood, including support for their integration and social
participation, and support for their transition to adulthood beyond the age of 18. ‘The aim
is to avoid, where applicable, abrupt interruption of access to education, healthcare, social
and integration services in host communities.

Information, empowerment, awareness raising and promotion of human rights
9. To empower migrant women and enable them to access their rights, they should be
provided with relevant, accessible and culturally sensitive information and advice in a
language that they understand, covering:
9.1 Their fundamental human rights ini4I14ia4it4nas set out in the European
Convention on Human Rights and other relevant instruments, including whilst in
detention and reception facilities.
9.2 Reporting and complaint mechanisms, in case of abuse by State authorities or
private contractors acting on behalf of the State, including rights to civil remedies
and compensation.
9.3 Protection against all forms of violence, including domestic violence and
trafficking in human beings. This encompasses general and specific assistance (i.e.
legal processes, support structures and services, support from NCOs and legal aid
available to victims in their residing country).
9.4 Available social services and welfare, notably: health (including sexual and
reproductive health and wellbeing), access to education, language training,
housing and employment, participation in social, political, economic and cultural
lift’.

10 Member States should facilitate the access of migrant women to digital services and
connection including the Internet, in particular if services and information are available
solely or largely in digital format.
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Access to justice including legal aid
11. Migrant women should have access to national and international complaint mechanisms
and remedies to effectively exercise their rights and/or act upon violations of their rights,
including access to legal aid.
12. Member States should ensure that migrant women are adequately supported as
defendants, victims or witnesses throughout any criminal and civil procedures.
13. An intersectional and gender-sensitive approach should be taken when assessing migrant
women and girls’ credibility in judicial and administrative procedures, in particular when
decisions have an impact on their migration status.
Detention
14. In the event that administrative detention is used which should only be as a measure of
last resort separate safe zones should be provided for women and girls within detention
facilities.
15. Age- and gender-sensitive healthcare and hygiene services in detention facilities, as well
as appropriate activities during the time spent in detention, should be provided to migrant
women.
16. Member States should ensure that law enforcement measures in detention facilities are
age- and gender-sensitive, and that migrant women have access to a complaint system.
17. The presence of women among border, migration and other police or custody staff, as well
as among social workers and interpreters, should be promoted.
.

Artificial intelligence, automated decision-making, and data protection
18. Member States should ensure that a human rights impact assessment, with a gender
equality perspective, is conducted before the introduction of artificial intelligence and
automated decision-making systems in the field of migration.
19. Any use of artificial intelligence and automated decision-making systems by the public
sector and its service providers/contractors, should not cause any discrimination, be
operated consistently with privacy principles, be transparent. and have clear governance
mechanisms, in the context of:
19.1 border and immigration control decision- making, including as to entry or return;
19.2 migration management, including the use of biometric information;
19.3 policing and security of migrant women, and services related to protection or
prevention of crimes; and
19.4 the provision of services including health, welfare, housing, employment,
language training and education to migrant women.
20. Migrant women should be given the opportunity to participate in discussions around the
development and deployment of new technologies affecting them.
21. Bearing in mind migrant women’s particular vulnerabilities, the deliberate or inadvertent
disclosure of their data within the host community or through transfer to the country of
origin could place them at risk of serious human rights abuses. Relevant authorities should
therefore:
21.1 ensure the confidentiality and security of such data;
-
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21.2 agree not to transfer any such data to the countn’ of origin without the explicit
consent of the affected person/s.
Co—operation with civil society
22. Member States should actively support, including financially, and co-operate with
migrant women and women’s rights organisations which uphold the universal human
rights of migrant women, defend and empower them.
23. Mechanisms should be established to ensure that migrant “omen’s organisations are
consulted, in particular when devising migration, asylum and integration policies which
affect them.
Data collection, research and monitoring
24, Member States should support the collection of age- and sex-disaggregated data on
migration and asylum issues, ensuring compliance with applicable data protection
requirements.
25. Research, monitoring and evaluation of migration, integration and asylum policies from
a gender equality perspective, in particular in relation to preventing any violation of
women’s fundamental rights, should be supported and adequately resourced at all levels.
26. The data collected and the results of research and evaluation of migration, integration and
asylum policies from a gender equality perspective should be used for the further
development and adjustment of public policies in these fields at all levels,

III.

Protection

27. Member Slates should protect migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women from all
forms of violence against women. This encompasses domestic violence, sexual
harassment, sexual violence including rape, trafficking. forced marriage, crimes
committed in the name of so-called ‘honour’, forced abortion and sterilisation, female
genital mutilation, sexual exploitation, twm4physkal, andpsychological violence. —
28. A mLIlli-agencv approach, inclusive of migrant women’s organisations, should be adopted
as regards matters relating to their protection.
29. Competent authorities and staff should be trained and qualified to enable them to:
29,1 prom ptl” identify, refer to relevant authorities and provide protection, treatment
and care for migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls who are
victims of trafficking and violence;
29.2 be aware of the difficulties that migrant women may (ace in disclosing events of
gender-based violence, due to insecure migration status, lack of knowledge of
legal rights and stigma and support them in this regard.
30. Professional interpreters trained in gender-based violence and trafficking in human
beings should be available to assist migrant women seeking protection, whilst making
initial complaints, throughout the justice precess and in ‘‘eking reparations.
31. Mechanisms should be in place in state- and privately-run institutions, such as reception,
transit and detention centres, police stations, prisons, child-care institutions, schools and
hospitals, to enable incidents of sexual and gender-based violence to be reported to and
-

Rmented IMTh: tisurcleartouswhatthismeansin
the ccntext cr the state’s obtigations. We propose e.the,
entpon or detet,on.
-
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32.
33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.
40.

by staff or officers, including access to age- and gender-sensitive telephone helplines and
procedures for referral to other appropriate agencies, and for medical and psychological
treatment.
Member States should ensure access for ma14hmf-refugee and asylum-seeking women to
shelters for women victims of violence, regardless of their migration status.
General and specialist support services, counselling, psychological support and health
care, including sexual and reproductive health care and specific post-rape care, also for
those accommodated in transit, reception and accommodation facilities, should be
provided to victims of violence and trafficking in human beings in their countries of
origin, in transit or in destination countries,
Risk assessment and risk management of violence against migrant women should be
conducted, taking specific account of their potential enhanced vulnerability owing to
insecure migration status and intersectional vulnerabilities.
Access to free legal advice and assistance, comprising legal aid, should be provided in
order to support migrant women victims of violence through criminal and civil
proceedings, including the pursuit of compensation claims and legal redress against the
perpetrators.
Member Stales should allow migrant women access to national compensation schemes,
rehabilitation assistance, measures or oilier programmes aimed at social assistance and
the integration or reint,,urition of victims of violence against women or trafficking in
human beings,- on the same conditions as nationals.
Member States should develop specific measures to address the sexual exploitation of
migrant women, in particular the demand for such exploitation, including punitive,
preventive and educational measures.
Member States should ensure that migrant women do not suffer any penalty, including
loss of migration status, as a consequence of their exploitation as victims of trafficking in
human beings or of forced marriage.
Measures should be taken to protect migrant women from hate speech and sexism.
Member States should ensure that culture, custom, religion, tradition or so-called honour’
shall not be considered as justification for any exploitation or acts of violence against
women or girls.

State of emergency and crisis management
41. In situations of public health crisis, humanitarian crisis and crisis related to climate
change, member states should take into account the increased risk of violence, including
domestic violence, poverty and homelessness for migrant women. Member States should
therefore adopt the following measures:
11.1 take into consideration the situation and needs of migrant women in crisis
management and recovery measures, including with respect to access to rights,
and notably the right to health;
41.2 ensure that measures taken during a crisis and ensuing state of emergency
conform with international obligations related to the human rights of migrant
women;

fcommented tMT8I: If the recommendation implies

-—

providing the mentioned groups with an access to shelters
without being known to the authorities —we cannot support
jhis as for undocunented migrants.

—
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Migrants with no right to stay In the
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41.3 ensure the participation of migrant women and relevant
organisations, in decision and policy-making in these situations.

IV.

civil society

Arrival

Pre-arrivat infoymation
42. Member Slates should ensure thai immigration procedu ft’s
I in I Is:.
I ‘Iv an va
—tft44-,i si
i tHf
are age- and gender-sensitive ssHri nI’ aol.
43. Information should be provided to migrant women about the conditions enabling the legal
entry and stay in a member Stales terHton-,
-.

Transit and reception facilities
44. Relevant authorities should ensure that reception and screening arrangements are ageand gender-sensitive. The screening process should, in particular, facilitate the
identification of victims of human trafficking and gender-based violence at the earliest
possible opportunity and ensure that women’s protection claims are processed efficiently.
45. Reception and accommodation centres should be located in areas where women are safe
and can access relevant services, including health, social and legal assistance
L-scluxls
46. The specific needs and safety concerns of victims of sexual violence, domestic violence,
human trafficking, torture, or other forms of physical and psychological violence and any
other relevant special needs for example pregnancy, disability or specific health needs
should be taken into account when determining residential placements and access to
services.
47. Statf should be Irained in women’s human rights and gender equality-related issues, and
the presence of professional women social workers, interpreters, police officers and
guards should be ensured in these facilities.
48. Separate sleeping areas should be provided for single women with or without children
(up to age 18), as well as safe spaces and clean, separate, well-lit shower and toilet facilities
for women.
49. Women in transit and reception facilities should have access to a complaint system,
whereby complaints are investigated and referred to the police where relevant, including,
where appropriate, access to legal aid and ensuring regular visits by mobile courts and
court officers.
50. In cases where service-providers are contracted by a member state to deliver services and
accommodation to migrant women, procedures should be in place, including regular
monitoring visits by trained migration officials, to ensure compliance with the standards
of protection for victims of violence.
Asylum

51. Member States should adopt and implement gender-sensitive asylum I.” practices
and procedures ‘vi sort’ riley:, n t.
52. Women should be able to access asylum and protection procedures at the borders and
elsewhere,
-

-
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53. To ensure that gender-based violence against women is properly assessed within the
framework of the 1951 Convenlion member States should:
531 ensure that Ill f,wnv, of gender-based violence Lm’-m.sJ1jirecognised asa form
of persecution within the meaning of Article 1A(2) of the 1951 Convention;
53.2 ensure a gender-sensitive interpretation of the 1951 Convention grounds for
asylum including the recognition of gender as a basis for the existence of a
particular social group;
53.3 provide comprehensive gender-specific guidelines for all stages of the asylum
process including reception and support services, screening, determination of
safe countries, detention, status determination, adjudication and returns;
53.4 ensure border police, migration officials, asylum officers, decision-makers and
interpreters receive training in respect of the guidelines mentioned at [53.3).
54. Women asylum officers should be available to women applicants.
55. Separate interviews for women and men from the same family should be made possible,
also in the absence of children, and their confidentiality should be guaranteed.
56. In processing and determining asylum claims, regard should be given to:
56.1 the applicant’s own personal circumstances; and to
56.2 relevant, gender-specific, country of origin information, notably access to justice,
including both the legal framework and its implementation; available social,
economic and other support; and any discrimination and/or patriarchal attitudes
women are likely to eocounter.
57. Member States should ensure that women have access to complementary/subsidiary
protection, where necessary.

Commented [MT1 ii: Gender-based violence will only be
recognised as a form of persecution of the authorities In
country are unwilling or unable to protect the woman/girl
from the prosecution. We suggest deletion or rephrasing as

Cross-border measures
58. Member States should participate in resettlement and relocation programmes and
implement legal pathways to ensure a safe transit for women and girls.
5—Specific assistance and humanitarian resettlement programmes should be kmded
cnsidercd for women victims of gender-based violence.
o{1°. Member States should set up and implement effective cross-border protection
mechanisms for victims of gender-based violence.

V.

Residence and 1negration

Access to healthcare services, including sexual and reproductive healthcare
i4:i_Authorities should ensure that healthcare provision is age and gender sensitive,
h2-M. Affordable, quality and gender-sensitive health servicesetwømkiRg-nItaIrneuol
aet¼t*tsr-446+s+t+w-healthcare, including during pregnancy, as well as hygiene products,
should be provided for migrant women
tht.’irny,tii-aIw. Such access should not be dependent on obtaining the authorisation
of IIlt’—mrdtI’a,aothtsnpv-,sr-v4 a spouse, partner, parent or other relative, or guardian.
Migrant girls should be provided with access to age-appropriate sexual and
reproductive health information and services.

[Commented lMrl2]: We cannot support a
recommendation to provide equal access to healthcare for
all wonen regardless of migration status. If migrant women
is redefined above to not include undocumented migrants
(migrants not registered by the Immigrallon authorities), we
can support the stntence as rephrased if not, we propose
deletion of the entire phrase.
-
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(ko3. Taking into account language and cultural barriers, member States should ensure that
women give prior, tree and informed consent to any medical treatment.
Social services, social security and housing
o5l[n all decisions relating to the safety and welfare of migrant women, including
decisions taken by social services and in respect of social security. their needs should be
the priman’ consideration.
M,n±.,r S lntr h,r old
that zsirti t tvl’lral arJ 4v:na Ire 2 tm.m I
I
I

....,,.,

ki.’i,

.‘arJing

Integration, social, cultural and political pafficipation
‘.t.\lember Slates should ensure that any staici,cc child born in their territon’ of a
stateless woman is entitled to have their birth registered and to be granled cilizenship.
h rn .nppht_ititi:s fur int:,-nshir nov bt’ n.nd’’’qnl’i t
Flit lis knI ,i,id h,,l’rlir,,l
r,’—isln’I’ki’ ,,o it’ tsrrin,,r l,,r ;i 1-rrod nut i’\ss’sstiisn toe v,’.sr— iri,iiictti,,t,lv pn’edincjijs’
h’d,in0 ,,i h,
‘“.‘_Owing to persisling slereotypes and existing inequalities in access to civic rights and
participation in political decision-making, which are even more serious for migrant
women, member Slates should lake steps to ensure that migrant women who are entitled
to vote and stand for election in local, regional, national or European elections are aware
of their rights and encouraged to participate.
rxu7.Recognising that the ability to communicate in the host countn-’s language is essential
for integration in all aspects, Member Stales should ensure language training to migrant
women and girls and therefore promote their empowerment and protection.
e,’k Acntlsorjties should encourage and support initiatives aimed at empowering migrant
women and girls within their families, in their communities and in society at large, by
developing their self-confidence and self-determination and by protecting women and
girls from negative social control. ‘This could include participation in local, cultural,
women’s or other associations, sports clubs, youth clubs and others,
-k% Public and private coaching, mentoring and other support programmes aimed at
migrant women should be set up and supported. and positive role models promoted.
;al.me positive contribution made by migrant women to society should be highlighted
and encouraged.

Commented lMTl4l: We canr,ot suppofta
recommendation to pro’eide equal access to housing
regaroless of migration status.

Commented IMT1SI: Thin is only relevant for migrant
women with a legal stay.
—

Commented lMTl6l: Thin in only relevant for nignnt
women with a lega: stay.

Commented 1M717]:Thinrecammendatcsnisvery
broadly shraned, however, takir.g into consideration the
context ltntegration. social, cultural and political
participation) such support programmes Me only relevant

for migrants with a legal stay.

Education, vocational training and life-long learning
7J.7j_,Authorities should take measures to reach those migrant girls who may have been
prevented from accessing education in their country of origin, ensuring the provision of
education or day care, preferably within mainstream educational structures.
-4-:’MemborStalesshould takesteps to facilitate the recognition and validation of migrant
women’s ixisting vocational and academic qualifications and work experience in practice,
including through initiatives such as the Council of Europe European Qualifications
Passport for Refugees.
;‘cLiteracy, language and digital skills courses should be provided to migrant women
corresponding to their needs and as soon as possible after their arrival in the host country.

rcommented IMTIS): Thin access depends on migration
tratun.
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Migrant women should be able to enjoy any further or higher education, vocational
training, retraining and rehabilitation facilities provided by the competent services and
available for national workers.

- —

[Mflh]: This access depends on migration

..

--

Employment
.Member States should lake specific and targeted measures to promote access to
employment for migrant women, including at an early stage in the migration process,
including safe and legal routes to employment pre-arrival.
SJo Alter a woman asvlu m -seeker has been wccen I in the lerri ton’ br a lemz th of time.
Member States should consider removing barriers to workiler a y-oinan a.ylu
l*ts+1eeo—prcrent io 4ie-4ei4tør: for a Lngth of timc.
,77, Member Stales should implement the provisions of relevant national and international
standards directed at protecting migrant women carrying out domestic work from
discrimination and abuse.
sus1n respect of at least those migrant women who are permitted to work under the
national law of member States, the latter should:
I.
take measures to regulate and improve migrant women’s working
conditions and to eliminate all forms of exploitation and discrimination;
$fl.2752
support and assist migrant women to access the labour market through
self-employment and entrepreneurship, by providing them with the same
opportunities for training, microcredit, start-up loans and business development
as for national workers, and support volunteering, internship and job placement
programmes;
order to facilitate access to the labour market, take steps to ensure
that migrant workers have access to work/life balance measures including
maternity, paternity and parental leave, flexible working where possible, and
ensure access to and enjoyment of child-care facilities on an equal footing with
national workers; and
4,—h7S. 4.
ensure that women migrant workers who are made redundant and are
compelled to leave the country of employment or return to their country of origin
retain all their acquired rights.

Residence permits
T

Member States should ensure that migrant women and girls who are granted a
residence permit on the basis of a family relationship are entitled to the same social,
economic and labour-related rights and entitlements as the principal residence permit
holder.
jj. jvligrant women should be made aware of any entitlement to a renewable independent
‘.

residence permit, for example due to their status as victim of human trafficking, victim of
gender-based violence, relationship breakdown, or other particularly difficult
circumstances.
jMember States should ensure that migrant women are granted a residence permit if
their stay is necessary for criminal investigations or proceedings.

-
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$4

Member States should facilitate the possibility for victims of forced marriage brought
into another country for the purpose of the marriage and who, as a result, have lost their
residence status in the country where they habitually reside, to retain such status.
85. Migrant women prcrent in a country for a long time,4i.€kstl1ag-steltlet*s’emeend1ii1s
shot4dpceede€tlftes4tne*-aw4n.lepernIent-bas+s

Family reunifjtion

C

-

-—

-.

Commented [Mfl3j: undocumented migrants (migrants
not registered by the immigration authorities) will not be
granted security of residence solely because she has been in
the country ror a tong time. We suggest the phrase deleted
urilss migrant women is redefined above.

S&_Recognising that family reunification can be both a secure pathway to safety for
migrant women, and a protective factor in the host state, member States should safeguard
the right to family reunifjstion for migrant women in accordance with obligations under
the European Convention on Human Rights and international law. In this respect,
member States should:
$‘4.R.I.
adopt a wide definition of ‘family’, consistent with the links and
dependencies relied on by migrant women;
ensure that women and girls are aware of their right to family
reunihi lion and receive access to legal advice and assistance to pursue that right;
and
Xir3i,__consider accepting or seeking the transfer of asylum claims to enable
the family reunion of migrant women and girls separated on their journeys.

VI. Returns
S7ol. While vohmhtry returns sh,t+tt4-arv the preferred
and dignityv*t4p+*+t*i4*
*m4,4, involuntary returns must be in line with
the principle of not —nfl’ ileiueo I.
States should ensure that migrant, relugoc md asylum seeking women who are in
need of protection, eear4ky+vth*%1au:, or rosidvie,are not returned mdeTw
v4i*unm’eto av+icountry where their life would be at risk or where they might be
subjected to torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
£OHiRecognising the particular difficulties that victims of gender-based violence face in
fully disclosing the grounds for their international protection claim, member States
should:
448i’. I.
ensure a gender-sensitive process that protects women against the risk
of njhukmen t;
that accelerated and non-suspensive procedures do not result in
migrant women being unable to put forward their claims for protection, resulting
in reñ iuk,iwnI.
uotOT. Member States should ensure the suspension of expulsion measures of migrant
women based on their dependant status on a spouse, partner or parent, in order to enable
them to have the possibility to apply for an independent residence permit.

Commented [Mfl4J: It is unclear what exact situation
this recommendation concerns we need a precision.
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I. The Committee of Ministers, under the terms of Article 15.b of the Statute of the Council
of Europe,
2.

Considering that the aim sf the Council of Eu rope is to achieve a greater unity between its
member Slates, inter alia, by promoting common standards and developing action, iii Ihe
field of human rights;
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3.

Recalling that genderc1ualitv is central to the protection of human righls, the functioning
of democracy and good governance, respect for the nile of law, and the promotion of
sustainable development and of “eli-being for all;

4.

Considering the profound changes in migration patterns and in the situation of migrant
refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls, the fact that the number of displaced
people his reached its highest ever in recent years and the significant developments in
gender equality- and migration and asylum-related concepts. policies and legal
instruments at all levels;

5.

Wishing therefore to review and update its Recommendation No. R(79) 10 to member
states on women migrants, henceforth replaced by the present instrument:

6.

(Noting with appreciation the efforts and activities undertaken by States to accommodate
the needs of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girLs;I

7.

Bearing in mind the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms (ETS No. 5. 1950) and its Protocols, in the light of the relevant case law of the
European Courtof Human Rights. the European Swial Charter(ETS No. 35, 1961, revised
in [9%, ETh No. 163), the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in
Human Beings (CETS No. 197, 2t5). the Council of Europe Convention on the Protection
ot Children against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse (CS’S No. 20!, 2(1t17) and the
Council of Europe Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women
and Domestic Violence (CETh No. 210, Istanbul Convention, 2011);

8.

Recalling the United Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugee (1951); the
International bbour Organisation Convention 189 on Domestic Work (20! U; the United
Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(“CEDAW”, 1979) and its Optional Protocol (1999); as well as CEDAW General
Recommendation No 30 on women in conflict prevention, conflict and post-conflict
situations (20)3); CEDAW General Recommendation No. 32 on the gender-related
dimensions of refugee status, asylum, nationality and statelessness of women (2014); and
CEDAW General Recommendation No. 35 on gender-based violence against women,
updating General Recommendation No. 19 (2017); CEDAW Recommendation No.3% on
trafficking in women and girls in the context of global migration (2020); Ihe United
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Notions Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) and its Optional Protocols (2000);
and the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006);
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9. [Recalling the relevant measures contained in the UN Global Compact on Refugees (2018)
and in the UN Global Compacl for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration (2018), aimed at
promoting gender equality and empowering migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls, and at ending all forms of sexual and gender-based violence, trafficking in
persons, exploitation and sexual abuse, and harmful practices;]
10, Having regard In the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees “Guidelines on
International Protection: Gender-Related Persecution within the cnntexl of Article I A(2)
of the 1951 Convention and/or its 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Retugees”, of 7
Slav 2rn12;
II. Taking account of the Council of Europe Gender Equality Strategy 2018-2023 and its
strategic ob1ecti’e to protect the rights of migrant. retugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls;
12. Acting in accordance with the Council of Europe Action Plan on protecting vulnerable
persons in the context of migration and asylum in Europe (2021-2023) notably its strategic
objective to identify and address vulnerabi Ii ties throughout asylum and migration
procedures;
13, Recognizing the multidimensional reality of the situations of migrant, refugee and
asylum-seeking women and girls and bearing in mind the importance of the overall
application and impact of the United Nations 21)30 Agenda for Sustainable Development
on them, in particular Sustainable Development Goal 3 (‘Achieve gender equality and
empower all women and girls”); Sustainable Development Goal 10 (“Reduce inequality
within and among countries”), with the target to “facilitate orderly, safe, regular and
responsible migration and mobility of people, including through the implementation of
planned and well-managed migration policies”; and Sustainable Development Goal 16
(“Promote peaceful and inclusive secieties for sustainable development, provide access to
justice for all and build effective, .iccot,ntable and inclusive institutions at all levels”);
14, Recalling the following Recommendations of the Committee of Ministers to member
States of the Council of Europe: Recommendation Rec(2002)5 on the protection of women
against violence; Recommendation CSlfRec(2010)1{) on the role of “omen and men in
conflict prevention and resolution and in peace building, Recommendation
CSl/Rec(20l5)l on intercultural integration, Recommendation CNI/l<ec (2019)1 on
preventing and combating sexism las well as relevant resolutions and recommendations
of the Parliamentary Assembly, of the Congress of Regional and Lucal Authorities and of
the Conterence of INGOs of the Council of Eurupe;l
15, Reaffirming that all human rights and fundamental freedoms are universal, indivisible,
interdependent and interrelated, and that their full enjoyment, without discrimination on

‘i
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any ground by migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls needs
guaranteed;

to

be

16. Noting with concern that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls may be
contronted with multiple and intersectional forms of discrimination in their country of
origin, during their journey and in their country of destination and stressing the need for
an inclusive and intersectional approach that takes into account the difterent situations
and personal characteristics of migrant. refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls;
17. Ricngnising that while existing international human rights standards apply to all persons,
additional efforts should be made to assess the prevention and protection gaps that arise
from insufficient implementation, information about and monitoring of existing laws and
policies as regards migrant, reftigee and asylum-seeking women and girls;
18. Recognising with grave concern, that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and
girls are vulnerable persons often exposed to serious forms of gender-based violence in
their countries of origin, during their journey, in transit and/or in destination countries,
which constitute a serious violation of their human rights, and that they face difficulties
and structural barriers in overcoming such violence;
19. Acknowledging the positive contribution that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking
women and girls bring to European societies and communities;
20. Aware of the gender-related barriers that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls face in terms of integration, participation, equal access to rights, services,
leadership and meaningful participation, and of the need to tacilitate their integration and
full participation in the economic, social, civic, political and cultural life, including
providing pathways to regularization where applicable;l
21. Ra-ommends that the governments of member States:
I. Take legislative or other measures to promote and apply the Guidelines included in the
Appendix of this Recommendation, aimed at ensuring that migrant. refugee and
asylum-seeking women and girls can effectively access and exercise their rights;
2.

Ensure that this Recommendation, including its Appendix., is translated and
disseminated (in accessible formats) among relevant authorities and stakeholders,
which are encouraged to take measures to implement it;

3,

Monitor progress in the implementation of this Recommendation and regularly inform
the competent Council of Europe steering committee(s) and bodies of the measures
undertaken and the progress achieved in this field.
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Draft Appendix
Definitions

I.

For the purpose of [his recommendation:
‘Migrant’: a person who leaves one country or region to settle in another, of ten in search
of a better life, including citizens of Council of Europe member Stales with a migrant
background, and stateless women and girls.
‘Migrant women’ or ‘women’ includes both women and girls under 18 years of age.
‘Asylum seeker’: a person who intends to make, or who has made, an application for
international protection.
‘International Protection’: Protection as a refugee under the 1951 Geneva Convention
Relating to the Status of Refugees as amended by its 1967 Protocol (hereafter “1951
Convention”) or any alternative form of international or European humanitarian,
subsidiary or temporary protection.
‘Refugee’: a person who meets the definition at Article l(A)(2) of the 1951 Convention.

II.
I.

Horizontal issues
Member states should take into account the horizontal issues mentioned hereunder
for all measures put forward in this Appendix.

Non-discrimination, Intersectional issues, elimination of stereotypes
Member States should ensure that all applicable measures are secured without
discrimination on any ground, including those measures to protect the rights of
migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girP victims of gender-based
violence and trafficking in human beings.
Member States should apply an intersectional approach in all measures referred to in
3.
2.

this Appendix, notably bearing in mind the specific needs of women and girls with
disabilities, girls, older women, pregnant and nursing women, women travelling alone
or with children, lesbian, bisexual and transgender women, women of ethnic or of
other minority background and survivors of gender-based violence, trafficking or
4.
5.

torture.
“Firewalls” should be created between the legal status of undocumented women and
their rights to access justice, protection, health and education.
Within both migrant and host countries and communities, member States should:
5.1 pay special attention to measures aimed at dismantling gender stereotypes and
other forms of stereotypes, including those based on migrant status, culture,
tradition and religion.

Hereunder regrouped under the terminology “migrant women”.
lirewalls are “measures to prevent state and private sector actors from effectively denying human
rights to irregularly present migrants and clearly prohibiting the sharing of the personal data of, or
other information about, persons suspected of irregular presence or work, with the immigration
authorities for purposes of immigration control and enforcement”, (FCN I Guner,, I Policy
Ntc.,iumcndation N it’ no sitcetitrding irrun:(arlv prtcnt micr.int Er’’rn Jicrimi:,ation —adopted on
16 March 2016.)
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5.2

implement awareness-raising and education
equality.

measures

to promote gender

GirLs
6.

Member States should adopt a child rights-based approach to migrant asylum-seeking
and rL’tugee girls, which is age-sensitive and takes account of the specific situations and
needs of girls, including ensuring suitable and safe alternalive care arrangements when

they are separated from their parents or caregiver.
7, Owing to migrant girls’ situation of heightened vulnerability to exploitation and abuse,
care arrangements should be aligned with those for non-migrant children, in mainstream
child proteclion sen’ices or institutions. Lnaccompanied and separated children should
be assigned a guardian.
8, Member States should ensure continued access to essential services for young women
refugees as they reach adulthood, including support for their integration and social
participation, and support for their transition to adultluxid beyond the age of IS. The aim
is to avoid, where applicable, abrupt interruption of access to education, healthcare, social
and integration services in host communities,

Information, empowerment, awareness raising and promotion of human rights
To empower migrant women and enable them to access their rights, they should be
provided with relevant, accessible and culturally sensitive information and advice in a
language that they understand, covering:
9.1 Their fundamental human rights and obligations as set out in the European
Convention on Human Rights and other relevant instruments, including whilst in
detention and reception facilities.
9.2
Reporting and complaint mechanisms, in case of abuse by State authorities or
private contractors acting on behalf of the State, including rights to civil remedies
and compensation.
9.3
Protection against all forms of violence, including domestic violence and
trafticking in human beings. This encompass-’ s general and specific assistance (i.e.
legal processes, support structures and sen-ices, support from NGOs and legal aid
available to victims in their residing country).
9.4 Available social services and welfare, notably: health (including sexual and
reproductive health and wellbeing), access to education, language training.
housing and employment, participation in social, political, economic and culturat
life,
II) Member States should facilitate the access of migrant women It, digital services and
connection including the Internet, in particular if services and information are available
solely or largely in digital format.

9.
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Access to justice including legal aid
II. Migrant women should have access lo national and internalional complainl mechanisms
and remedies to effectively exercise their righls and/or ad upon violations of their rights,
including access to legal aid.
12. Member States should ensure Ihat migrant women are adequately supported as
defendants, victims or witnesses throughout any criminal and civil procedures.
13. An intersectional and gender-sensitive approach should be taken when assessing migrant
women and girls’ credibility in judicial and administrative procedures, in particular when
decisions have an impact on their migration status,
Detention
14. In the event (hat administrative detention is used which should only be as a measure of
last resort separate safe zones should be provided for women and girls within detention
facilities.
15. Age- and gender-sensitive healthcare and hygiene services in detention facilities, as well
asappropriateactivitiesduring the timespent indetention, should be provided to migrant
women.
16.\1ember Stales should ensure that law enforcement measures in detention facilities are
age- and gender-sensitive, and that migrant women have access to a complainl system.
17. The presence of women among border, migration and other police or custody staff, as well
as among sectal workers and interpreters, should be promoted.
-

-

Artificial intelligence, automated decision-making, and data protection
18, Member Slates should ensure that a human rights impact assessment, with a gender
equality perspective, is conducted before the introdtlction of arlificial intelligence and
automated decision-making systems in the field of migration.
19. Any use of artificial intelligence and aulomated decision-making systems by the public
sector and its service providers/contractors, should not cause any discrimination, be
operated consislently with privacy principles, be transparent. and have clear governance
mechanisms, in the context of:
19.1 border and immigration control decision- making, including as to entry or relum;
19.2 migration management, including the use of biometric information;
19.3 policing and security of migrant “-omen, and -‘n’ices related to protection or
prevention of crimes; and
19.1 the provision of services
including health, welfare, housing. employment,
language training and education It) migrant women.
21). Migrant women should be given the opportunity to participate in discussions around the
developmenl and deployment of new technologies affecting them.
21. Searing in mind migrant women’s particular vulnerabilities, the deliberate or inadvertent
disclosure of their data within the host community or through transfer to the country of
origin could place them at risk of serious human rights abuses. Relevant authorilies should
therefore:
21.1 ensure theconfidentiality and security of such data;
-

-
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21.2 agree not to transter any such data to the country ot origin without the explicit
consent of the affected person/s.
Co-operation with civil society
22. Member States should actively support, including financially, and co-operate with
migrant women and women’s rights organisations which uphold the universal human
rights of migrant women, defend and empower them.
2.Mechanisms should be established to ensure that migrant women’s organisations are
consulted, in particular when devising migration, asylum and integration policies which
affect them.
24. Member States should also take measures to ensure that civil society organisations active
in supporting migrants and asylum seekers would have know-how for addressing the
specific needs of migrant women, supporting them in detending their rights and
empowering them to reach their full potential.
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Data cotlection, research and monitoring
21. Member States should support the collection of age- and sex-disaggregated data on
migration and asylum issues, ensuring compliance with applicable data protection
requirements.
25. Research, monitoring and evaluation of migration, integration and asylum policies from
a gender equality pers’ctive, in particular in relation to preventing any violation of
women’s fundamental rights, should be supported and adequately resourced at all levels.
26. The data collected and the results of research and evaluation of migration, integration and
asylum policies from a gender equality perspective should be used for the further
development and adjustment of public policies in these fields at all levels.

Iii.

Protection

27. Member States should protect migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women from all

forms of violence against women. This encompasses domestic violence, sexual
harassment, sexual violence including rape, trafficking, forced marriage, crimes
committed in the name of so-called ‘honour’, forced abortion and sterilisation, female
genital mutilation, sexual exploitation, economic, physical, and psychological violence.
28. A multi-agency approach, inclusive of migrant women’s organisations, should be adopted
as regards matters relating to their protection.
29. Comp2tent authorities and staff should be trained and qualified to enable them to;
29.1 promptly identify, refer to relevant authorities and provide protection. treatment
and care for migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls who are
victims of trafficking and violence;
29.2 be aware of the difficulties that migrant women may face in disclosing events of
gender-based violence, due to insecure migration status, lack of knowledge of
legal rights and stigma and support them in this regard.
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30. Professional interpreters trained in gender-based violence and trafficking in human
beings should be available to assist migrant women seeking protection, whilst making
initial complaints, throughout 11w justice process and in seeking reparations.
31. Mechanisms should be in place in state- and privately-mn institutions, such as reception,
transit and detention centres, police stations, prisons, child-care institutions, schools and
hospitals, to enable incidents of sexual aod gender-based violence to be reported to and
by staff or officers, including access to age- and gender-sensitive telephone helplines and
procedures for referral to other appropriate agencies, and for medical and psychological
treatment
32. Member Stales should ensure access for migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women to
shelters for women victims of violence, regardless of their migration status.
33, General and specialist support services, counselling, psychological support and health
care, including sexual and reproductive health care and specific post-rape care, also for
those accommodated in transit, reception and accommodation facilities, should be
provided to victims of violence and trafficking in homan beings in their countries of
origin, in transit or in destination countries.
31. Risk assessment and risk management of violence against migrant women should be
conducted, taking specific account of their potential enhanced vulnerability owing to
insecure migration status and intersectional vulnerabilities.
35. Access to free legal advice and assistance, comprising legal aid, should be provided in
order to support migrant women victims of violence through criminal and civil
proceedings, including the pursuit of compensation claims and legal redress against the
perpetrators.
36. Member States should allow migrant women access to national compensation schemes,
rehabilitation assistance, measures or other programmes aimed at social assistance and
the integration of victims of violence against women or trafficking in human beings, on
the same conditions as nationals.
37. Member States shoold develop specific measures to address the sexual exploitation of
migrant women, in particular the demand for such exploitation, including punitive,
preventive and educational measures.
38. Member States should ensure that migrant women do not suffer any penalty, including
loss of migration status, as a consequence of their exploitation as victims of trafficking in
human beings or of forced marriage.
39. Measores should be taken to protect migrant women from hate speech and sexism.
40, Member States should ensure that culture, custom, religion, tradition or so-called ‘honour’
shall not be considered as justification for any exploitation or acts of violence against
women or girls.
State of emergency and crisis management
41. In situations of public health crisis, humanitarian crisis and crisis related to climate
change, member states should take into account the increased risk of violence, including
domestic violence, poverty and homelessness for migrant women. Member States should
therefore adopt the following measures:
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41.1 take into consideration the situation and needs of migrant women in crisis
management and recovefl’ measures, including with respect to access to rights,
and notably the right to health;
41.2 ensure that measures taken during a crisis and ensuiog slate of emergency
conform with inlernational obligations related to the human rights of migrant
vomen;
11.3 ensure the participation of migrant women aod relevant civil society
organisations, in decision and polin--making in these situations.
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IV.

Arrival

Pre-athval informatiDn

42. Member Stales should ensure that immigration procedures, including those before arrival
such as visa issuing procedures, are age’ and gender-sensitive.
43. Information should be provided to migrant women about the conditions enabling the legal
entry and slay’ in a member State’s territory.
Transit and reception facilities
44. Relevant authorities should ensure that reception and screening arrangements are ageand gender-sensitive. The screening process should, in particular, facilitate the
identification of victims of human trafficking and gender-based violence at the earliest
possible opportunity and ensure that women’s protection claims are processed efficiently.
45. Reception and accommodation centres should be located in areas where women are safe

46.

17.

48.

49.

51).

and can access relevant services, including health, social and legal assistance, schools and
shopping facilities.
The specific needs and safety concerns of victims of sexual violence, domestic violence,
human trafficking, torture, or other forms of physical and psychological violence and any
other relevant special needs tor example pregnancy, disability or specific health needs
should be taken into account when determining residential placements and access to
services.
Staff should be trained in women’s human rights and gender equality-related issues, and
the presence of professional women social workers, interpreters, police officers and
guards should be ensured in these facilities.
Separate sleeping areas should be provided for single women with or without children
(up to age 18), as well as safe spaces and clean, separate, well-lit shower and toilet facilities
for women.
Women in transit and reception facilities should have access to a complaint system,
whereby complaints are investigated and referred to the police where relevant, including,
where appropriate, access to legal aid and ensuring regular visits by mobile courts and
court officers.
In cases where service-providers are contracted by a member state to deliver sen’icL’s and
accommodation to migrant women, prcKedures should be in place, including regular
monitoring visits by trained migration officials, to ensure compliance with the standards
of protection for victims of violence.
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Asylum
51. Member States should adopl and implement gender-sensitive asylum laws, practices
and procedures.
al Women should be able In access asylum and protection procedures at the borders and
elsewhere,
53. To ensure that gender-based violence against women is properly assessed within the
framework of the 1951 Convention member States should:
53.1 ensure that all forms of gender-based violence are recognised as a form of
persecution within the meaning of Article tAr) of the 1951 Convention;
53.2 ensure a gender-sensitive interpretation of the 1951 Convention ‘grounds’ for
asylum including the recognition of gender as a basis for the existence of a
particular social group;
53.3 provide comprehensive gender-specific guidelines for all stages of the asylum
process including reception and support senices, screening. determination of
safe’ countries, detention, status determination, adjudication and returns;
53,4 ensure border police, migration officials, asylum officers, decision-makers and
interpreters receive training in respect of the guidelines mentioned at [53.3I.
54. Women asylum officers should be available to women applicants.
55. Separate interviews for women and men from the same family should be made possible.
also in the absence ot children, and their confidentiality shoutd be guaranteed.
36. In processing and determining asylum claims, regard should be given to:
56.1 the applicant’s own personal circumstances; and to
56.2 relevant, gender-specific, country of origin information, notably access to justice.
including both the legal framework and its implementation: available social,
economic and other support; and any discrimination and/or patriarchal attitudes
women are likely to encounter.
57. Member States should ensure that women have access to comptementary/subsidian’
protection. where necessan’.
—

Cross-border measures
58. Member States should participate in resettlement and relocation programmes and
implement legal pathways to ensure a safe transit for women and girls.
59. Specific assistance and humanitarian resettlement programmes should be funded for
women victims of gender-based violence.
60. Member States should set up and implement eFfective cross-border protection
mechanisms for victims of gender-based viotence.

V.

Residence and Integration

Access to healthcare services,

including sexual and reproductive healthcare

61. Authorities should ensure that healthcare provision is age and gender sensitive.
62. Affordable, quality and gender-sensitive health services, encompassing mental, sexual

and reproductive heatthcare, including during pregnancy. as welt as hygiene products,
should be provided for migrant women on the same basis as for nationals, regardless of

.
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their migration status. Such access should not be dependent on obtaining the authorisation
of the migration authority or of a spouse, partner, parent or other relative, Or guard ian.
63. Migrant girls should be provided with access to age-appropriate sexual and reproductive
health information and services.
61. Taking into account language and cultural barriers, member States should ensure that
women give prior, free and informed consent to any medical treatment.

Social services, social security and housing
63. In all decisions relating to the safety and welfare of migrant women, including decisions
taken by social services and in respect of social security, their needs should be the primary
consideration.
66. Member States shoold ensure that migrant women are given a treatment not less
favourable than that accorded to nationals regarding access to housing and rents.
Integration, social, cultural and political participation
67. Member States should ensure that any child born in their territory of a stateless ‘voman
is entitled to have their birth registered and to be granted citizenship.
68. Owing to persisting stereotypes and existing inequalities in access to civic rights and
participation in political decision-making, which are even more serious for migrant
women, member States should take steps to ensure that migrant women who are entitled
to vote and stand for election in local, regional, national or European elections are aware
of their HghLs and encouraged to participate.
69. Recognising that the ability to communicate in the host country’s language is essential for
integration in all aspects, Member States should ensure language training to migrant
women and girls and therefore promote their empowerment and protection.
70. Authorities should encourage and support initiatives aimed at empowering migrant
women and girls within their families, in their communities and in society at large, by
developing their self-confidence and self-determination and by protecting women and
girls from negative social control. This could include participation in local, cultural,
women’s or other associations, sports clubs, youth clubs and others.
71. Public and private coaching, mentoring and other support programmes aimed at migrant
women should be set up and supported, and positive role models promoted.
72. The positive contribution made by migrant women to society should be highlighted and
encouraged.
Education, vocational training and life-long learning
73, Authorities should take measures to reach those migrant girls who may have been
prevented from accessing education in their countn- of origin, ensuring the provision of
education or day care, preferably within mainstream educational structures.
74. Member States should take steps to facilitate the recognition and validation of migrant
womens existing vocational and academic qualifications and work experience in practice.
including through initiatives such as the Council of Europe European Qualifications
l’assport for Refugees.
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75. literacy, language and digital skills courses should be provided to migrant women
corresponding to their needs and as soon as possible after their arrival in the host country.
76. Migrant women should be able to enjoy any further or higher education, vocational
training, retraining and rehabilitation facilities provided by the competent services and
available for national workers.
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Employment

77. Member States should take specific and targeted measures to promote access to
employment for migrant women, including at an early stage in the migration process,
including safe and legal routes to employment pre-arrival.
78. Member States should consider removing barriers to work after a woman asylum-seeker
has been present in the territory for a length of time.
79. Member States should implement the provisions of relevant national and international
standards directed at protecting migrant women carrying out domestic work from
discrimination and abuse.
80. In respect of at least those migrant women who are permitted to work under the national
law of member States, the latter should:
80.1. take measures to regulate and improve migrant women’s working conditions and
to eliminate all forms of exploitation and discrimination;
80,2. support and assist migrant women to access the labour market through selfemployment and entrepreneurship, by providing them with the same
opportunities for training, microcredit, start-up loans and business development
as for national workers, and support volunteering, internship and job placement
programmes;
80.3. in order to facilitate access to the labour market, take steps to ensure that migrant
workers have access to work/life balance measures including maternity, paternity
and parental leave, flexible working where possible, and ensure access to and
enjoyment of child-care facilities on an equal footing with national workers; and
80.4. ensure that women migrant workers who are made redundant and are compelled
to leave the country of employment or return to their country of origin retain all
their acquired rights.

Residence permits
SI. Member States should ensure that migrant women and girls who are granted a residence
permit on the basis of a family relationship are entitled to the same social, economic and
labour-related rights and entitlements as the principal residence permit holder,
82. Migrant women should be made aware of any entitlement to a renewable independent
residence permit, for example due to their status as victim of human trafficking, victim of
gender-based violence, relationship breakdown, or other particularly difficult
circumstances.
83. Member States should ensure that migrant women are granted a residence permit if their
stay is necessary for criminal investigations or proceedings.
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84. Member Slates should facilitate the possibility for victims of forced marriage brought into
another country or the purpose of 11w marriage and who, as a result, have lost their
residence status in the country where they habitually reside, to retain such status.
85. Migrant women present in a country for a long time, including stateless women and girls
should be provided security of residence on an independent basis.

Family reunion
86. Recognising that tamily reunion can be both a secure pathway to safety for migrant
women, and a protective factor in the host state, member Stales should safeguard the right
In family reunion for migrant women in accordance with obligations under the European
Convention on Human Rights and international law. In this respect, member States
should:
86.1, adopt a wide definition of family’, consistent with the links and dependencies
relied on by migrant women:
86.2. ensure that women and girls are aware of their right to family reunion anti receive
access to legal advice and assistance to pursue that right: and
86.3. consider accepting or seeking the transfer of asylum claims to enable the family
reunion of migrant women and girls separated on their journeys.

VI. Returns
87, While returns should always be in safety and dignity and preferably voluntary,

involuntary returns must be in line with the principle of iu’it-refl’i,Ien,t’ttt.
88. States should ensure that migrant. refugee and asylum seeking women who are in need
of protection, regardless of their status or residence, are not returned under any
circumstances to any country where their life would be at risk or where they might be
subjected to torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
89. Recognising the particular difficulties that victims of gender-based violence face in fully
disclosing the grounds for their international protection claim, member States should:
89.1. ensure a gender-sensitive prtwess that protects women against the risk of
rL’ñ!uIL’INL’nt;

89.2. ensure that accelerated and non-suspensive procedures do not result in migrant
women being unable to put forward their claims for protection, resulting in
refiut,h’ote,ii.

9t). Member States should ensure the suspension of expulsion measures of migrant women
based on their dependant status on a spouse, partner or parent, in order to enable them to
have the possibility to apply for an independent residence permit.
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Draft Recommendation on the international protection and aferzuard of [Holy
See: Protectinu the rights pfl migrant, refugee, asylum- IBelgium: 4
international protectoni seeking women riizhts Uprovisional title)
I. The Committee of Ministers, under the terms of Article 15.b of the Statute of the Council
of Europe,
2. Considering that the aim of the Council of Europe is to achieve a greater tinily between
its Mmember States, inter alia, by promoting common standards and developing actions
in the field of human rights;
3. Recalling that gender equality is central to the protection of human rights, the
functioning of democracy and good governance, respect for the rule of law, and the
promotion ot sustainable development and of well-being for all;
4.

Considering the profnund changes in migration patterns and in the situation of migrant
refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls. the fact that the number of displaced
people has reached its highest ever in recent years and the significant developments in
gender equality- and migration and asylum-related concepts. policies and legal
instruments at all levels;

5.

Wishing therefore to review and update its Recommendation No. R(79)ll) to Mmember
states on women migrants, henceforth replaced by the present instrument;

6.

Noting with appreciation the efforts and activities undertaken by States to
accommodate the needs of migrant refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls;J

7.

Bearing in mind the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Frtdoms (fl’S No.5, 1950) and its Protocols, in the light of the relevant case law of the
European Court of Human Rights, the European Social Charter (ETS No. 35, 1961,
revised in 1996, Em No. 163), the Council of Europe Convention on Action against
Trafficking in Human Beings (CETS No. 197, 2005), the Council of Europe Convention
on the Protection of Children against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse (CTh No.
201, 2007) and the Council ni Europe Convention on Preventing and Combating
Violence against Women and Domestic Violence (CETS No. 210, Istanbul Convention,
2011);

8.

Recalling the United Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugee (1951); the
International Labour Organisation Convention 189 on Domestic Work (2011); the United
Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(‘CEDAW”, 1979) and its Optional l’rotoccil (1999); as well as CEDAW General
Recommendation No 31) on women in conflict prevention, conflict and past-conflict
situations (2013); CEDAW General Recommendation No. 32 on the gender-related
dimensions of refugee status, asylum, nationality and statelessness of women (2014); and

,.
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CEDAW General Recommendation No. 35 on gender-based violence against women,
updating General Recommendation No. 19 (2017); CEDAW Recommendation No.38 on
trafficking in women and girls in the context of global migration (2020); the United
Nations Convention on the Rights ot the Child (1989) and its Optional Protocols (2000);
and the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006);

;J

9. [Recalling the relevant measures contained in the UN Global Compact on Refugees (2019)
and in the UN Global Compact for Safe, Ord&v and Regular Migration (2018), aImed
promoting gender equality and empowering migrant. refugee and asylum-s
women and girls
ri tnt. -o.—nd i. .,t ‘nrntinilE
and at ending all forms of sexd
gender-based violence, trafficking in psis, exploitation and sexual abuse, and harmful
practiCes
10. Having regard to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees “Guidelines on
International Protection: Gender-Related Persecution within the context of Article IA(2)
of the 1951 Convention and/or its 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees”. of 7
slav 2002;
II. Taking account of the Council of Europe Gender Equality Strategy 2018-2023 and its
strategic objective to protect the rights of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls;
12. Acting in accordance with the Council of Europe Action Plan (in protecting vulnerable
persons in the context of migration and asylum in Europe (21)21-2025) notably its
strategic objective to identify and address vulnerabilities throughout asylum and
migration procedures;
13. Recognizing the multidimensional reality of the situations of migrant, refugee and
asylum-seeking women and girls and beating in mind the importance of the overall
application and impact of the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
on them, in particular Sustainable Development Goal 5 (“Achieve gender equality and
empower all women and girls”); Sustainable Development Goal 10 (“Reduce inequality
within and among countries’), with the target to “facilitate orderly, safe, regular and
responsible migration and mobility of people, including through the implementation of
planned and well-managed migration policies”; and Sustainable Development Goal 16
(‘Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable developmenl, provide access
to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels”);
14. Recalling the following Recommendations of the Committee of Ministers to Itonember
States of the Council of Europe: Recommendation Rec(2002)5 on the protection of
women against violence; Recommendation CM/Rec(20l0)lO on the role of women and
men in conflict prevention and resolution and in peace building, Recommendation
CM/Rec(2015)1 on intercultural integration, Recommendation CM/Rec (2019)1 on
preventing and combating sexism ls w!1 as relevant resolutions and reoniiendabons

.
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of the l’arlnmtntary Asstmbly of the Congrt ss of Mc gional and Local Authorities and of

the Conference of INCOs of the Council of Eurupe;j
15. Reaffirming that all human rights and fundamental freedoms are universal, indivisible,
interdependent and interrelated, and that their full enjoyment, without discrimination
on any ground, by migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls needs to be
guaranteed;
16. Noting with concern that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls may be

confronted with multiple and intersectional forms of discrimination in their country of
origin, during their journey and in their country of destination and stressing the need
for an inclusive and intersectional approach that takes mb account the different
situations and personal characteristics of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls;
17. Recognising that while existing international human rights standards apply to all

persons, additional efforts should be made to assess the prevention and protection gaps
that arise from insufficient implementation, information about and monitoring of
existing laws and policies as regards migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and
girls;
18. Recognising with grave concern, that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and

girls are vulnerable persons often exposed to serious forms of gender-based violence in
their countries of origin, during their journey, in transit and/or in destination countries,
which constitute a serious violation of their human rights, and that they face difficulties
and structural barriers in overcoming such violence;
19. Acknowledging the positive contribution that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking

women and girls bring to European societies and communities;
20. Aware of the gender-related barriers that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women

and girls face in terms of integration, participation, equal access to rights, services,
leadership and meaningful participation, and of the need to facilitate their integration
and full pirtitiption in thc Iconomic sod ii Li’ It poll it il and cultural lift indudmg
providing pathways to wguiarization where applicable;I
21. Recommends that the governments of member States:
1.

Take legislative or other measures to promote and apply the Guidelines included in
the Appendix of this Recommendation, aimed at ensuring that migrant, refugee and
asylum-seeking women and girls can effectively access and exercise their rights;

2.

Ensure that this Recommendation, including its Appendix, is translated and
disseminated (in accessible formats) among relevant authorities and stakeholders,
which are encouraged to take measures to implement it;

.‘
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Monitor progress in the implementation of this Recommendation and regularly
inform the competent Council of Europe steering committee(s) and bodies of the
measures undertaken and the progress achieved in this field.
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Draft Appendix
1. Definitions
For the purpose of this recommendation:
‘Migrant’: a person who leaves one country or region to settle in another, often in search
of a better life, including citizens of Council of Europe \hssember States with a migrant
background, arid stateless women and girls.
‘Migrant women’ intl girls or ‘women’ includes both women and girls under IS years
of age.
‘Asylum seeker’: a person who intends to make, or who has made in application for
international protection.
‘International Protection’: Protection as a refugee under the 1951 Geneva Convention
Relating to the Status of Refugees as amended by its 1967 Protocol (hereafter “1951
Convention”) or any alternative form of international or European humanitarian,
subsidiary or temporary protection.
‘Refugee’: a person who meets the definition at Article I (A)(2) of the 1951 Convention.

11. Horizontal issues
Member states should take into account the horizontal issues mentioned hereunder
for all measures put forward in this Appendix.
Non-discrimination, Intersectional issues, elimination of stereotypes
Member States should ensure that all applicable measures are secured
without discrimination on any ground, including those measures tn protect the
rights of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girlr’ victims of genderbased violence and trafficking in human beings.
Member States should apply an intersectional approach in all measures referred to in
3.
this Appendix, notably bearing in mind the specific needs of women and girls with
disabilides, girls, older women, pregnant and nursing women, women travelling
alone or with children, lesbian, bisexual and transgender women, women of etlmsq
or of other minority background and survivors of gender-based violence, traffiddn
or torture.
4,
“Firewalts” should be created between the legal status of undocumented micrant,
‘eft test’ and isv I tin i sn’ women and their rights to access justice, protection,
health and education,
2.

1-lercunder regrouped under the terminology “migrant women”.
(:irewalls are “measures to prevent state and private sector actors from effectively denying human
rights to irregularly present migrants and clearly prohibiting the sharing of the persenat data of, or
other information about, persons suspected of irregular presence or work with the immigration
authorities for purposes of immigration control and enforcement”, lit Id (t,’iti’r,’l
k,’,[,innit’nclattr,n \ Ii’ on safeujrdm” imizularlv rr-coI nsor,inlc h”’ni Jisi rioinatjon adopted
on 16 Mardi 2016.)
—
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Within both migrant and host countries and communities, Mniember States should:
5,1 pay special attention to measures aimed at dismantling gender stereotypes and
other forms of stereotypesjp I_s.hLsi.mJniiikn. including those based on
migrant and rift coo status, culture, tradition and religion.
5.2 implement awareness-raising and education measures to promote gender
equality In ii ti Sn L’s t eon do r— b.i t’d v it si ti ‘Co.

Girls
6. Member States should adopt a child rights-based approach to migrant, asylum-seeking
and refugee girls, which is age-sensitive and takes account of the specific situations and
needs of girls, including ensuring suitable and safe alternative care arrangements when
they are separated from their parents or caregiver.
7. Owing to migrant girls’ situation of heightened vulnerability to exploitation and abuse,
care arrangements should be aligned with those for non-migrant children, in mainstream
child protection services or institutions. Unaccompanied and separated children should
be assigned a guardian.
S. Member States should ensure continued access to essential services for young women
refugees as they reach adulthood, including support for their integration and social
participation, and support for their transition to adulthood beyond the age of 18. The
aim is to avoid, where applicable, abrupt interruption of access to education, healthcare,
social and integration services in host communities.

Information, empowerment, awareness raising and promotion of human rights
9. To empower migrantJoh

nld3jyiums’okmg women and enable them to access

their rights, they should be provided with relevant, accessible and culturally sensitive
information and advice in a language that they understand, covering:
9.1 Their fundamental human rights and obligations as set out in the European
Convention on Human Rights and other relevant instruments, including whilst
in detention and reception facilities.
9.2 Reporting and complaint mechanisms, in case of abuse! or ‘on,lt’r1,a,’d
violence by State authorities or private contractors acting on behalf of the State,
including rights to civil remedies and compensation.
9.3 Protection against all forms of endtr-ed violence, including domestic
violence and trafficking in human beings. This encompasses general and specific
assistance (i.e. legal processes, support structures and services, support from
NGOs and legal aid available to victims in their residing country).
9.4 Available social services and welfare, notably: health (including sexual and
reproductive health rjgh(s and wellbeing), access to education, language
training, voratiori;sI training, skit R dci lowuni tr.uniog housing and
employment, participation in social, political, economic and cultural life.
10 Member States should facilitate the access of migrant,_oja
iPid asylum ‘gjng
women to digital services and connection including the Internet, in particular if services
and information are available solely or largely in digital format.

..
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Access to justice including legal aid
11. Migrant,_n’!Mgc .ini] isvlti n is’’ kin women should have access to national and
international complaint irpeniin mechanisms and remedies to effectively exercise their
rights and/or act upon violations of their rights, including access to legal aid.
12. Member States should ensure that migrant women are adequately supported as
defendants, victims or witnesses-h —lan-drn throughout any criminal and civil
procedures.
13. An intersectional and gender-sensitive approach should be taken when assessing
migrant women and girls’ crL’dibilitv in judicial and administrative procedures, in
particular when decisions have an impact on their migration -sod reIn ‘is’ status,
-

Detention
14. In the event that administrative detention is used which should only be as a measure of
tl s’’,’ost ri, lion ot separate safe zones should be provided! niand at ‘rv for
last resort
women and girls within detention facilities.
15, Age- and gender-sensitive healthcare and hygiene services in detention facilities, as well
as appropriate activities during the time spent in detention, should be provided to
migrant md olticoc women.
16. Member States should ensure that law enforcement measures in detention facilities are
age- and gender-sensitive, and that migrant and refoizeo women have access to a
complaintJjpellri’ system.
17, The presence of women employees among border, migration and other police or custody
staff, as well as among social workers and interpreters, should be promoted.
-

—

Artificial intelligence, automated decision-making, and data protection
18. Member States should ensure that a human rights impact assessment, with a gender
equality perspective, is conducted before the introduction of artiticial intelligence and
automated decision-making systems in the field ol migration.
19. Any use of artificial intelligence and automated decision-making systems by the public
sector and its service providers/contracton., should not cause any discrimination, be
operated consistently with privacy principles, be transparent, and have clear governance
mechanisms, in the context of:
19.1 border and immigration control decision- making. including as to entry or
return;
19.2 migration management, including the use of biometric information;
19.3 policing and security of migrant, r’’fii ito .uid is’. :1 n iso’ dii women, and
services related to protection ande+ prevention of crimes; and
19.4 the provision of services
including health, welfare, housing, employment,
language training and education
to migrant. ri Ii ‘tte ,irsd -isv ls: it —‘i’
women ‘itt ci ris.
20. Migrant women should be given the opportunity to participate in discussionsmi
dcs’isinn isiaking around the development and deployment of new technologies affecting
them.
-

—

Rght

-________________________________________

—

—
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21. Bearing in mind migrant. reli i,’,’, and ,a, liii i o’kL:3.’ women’s particular
vulnerabilities, the deliberate or inadvertent disclosure 1)1 their data within the host
community or through transfer to the country of origin could place them at risk of
serious human rights abuses. Relevant authorities should therefore:
21.1 ensure the confidentiality and saurity of such data:
21.2 agree’ounnnt not to transfer any such data to the counts-v of origin without the
explicit consent of the affected person/s.
Co-operation with civil society
22. Member States should actively support, including financially, and co-operate with
migrant hail n-fiig--vomen and women’s rights organisations which uphold the
universal human rights of migrant ,iia,l r,’liiu,, women, defend and empower them.
23. Mechanisms should be established to ensure that migrant and r,’li:c--’ women’s
organisations are consulted, in particular when devising migration, asylum and
integration policies which affect them.
Data collection, research and monitoring
21, Member States should support the collection of age- ind sex-disaggregated data on
migrationi-uhi” and asylum issues, ensuring compliance with applicable data
protection requirements.
25. Research, monitoring and evaluation of migration, integration and asvtum policies from
a gender equality perspective, in particular in relation to preventing any violation of
women’s fundamental rights, should be supported and adequately resourced at all

-.
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levels.
26. The data collected and the results of research and evaluation of migration, integration
and asylum policies from a gender equality perspective should be used for the further
development and adjustment of public policies in these fields at all levels.

111.

Protection

27. Member States should protect migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women from all

forms nf violence against women This encompasses dJneiic violence, sexual
harassrna’tt, sexual violenFe ft•cluding rape. sexpot ao,ault, ‘o’’iial ‘ptoitali,,n sad
ftaffiddng, forced marriage asmc committtd in thL namt nt—es i41e4-honour trimes
forced abortion and sterilisahon, female genital mutilation, rhuai ciploitnuan;
economic, physical, and psychological violence.
2. A multi-agency approach. inclusive of migrant aod rctuc’” women’s organisations,
should be adopted as regards matters relating to their protection.
29. Competent authorities and staff should be trained and qualitied to enable them to:
29.1 promptly identify, e1imatinn of the ri— refer to relevant authorities and
provide protection, treatment and care for migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking
victims of trafficking and gcnslcr-hac,’d violence;
women and girls who are
that migrant women may face in disclosing events of
of
the
difficulties
be
aware
29.2
gender-based violence, due to insecure migration and ,,‘1uite status, lack of

— —
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knowledge of legal rights and : Lt.stigmah1iE1U and support them in this
regard.
Professional interpreters, intl 01 ti’it. ol ti.i nil mcdi.’ hr, trained in gender-based violence
and trafficking in human beings should be available to assist migrantjjticcc and
ac;Jttm seekioq women seeking protection, whilst making initial complaints, throughout
the justice process and in seeking reparations.
Mechanisms should be in p12cc in stale- and privately-mn institutions, such as rL’ceplion.
transit and detention centres, police stations, prisons, child-care institulions, schools and
hospitals,c.onclinig s c,itrc—. ‘.hcltci’s to enable incidents of sexual and gender-based
violence to be reported to and by staff or officers, including access to age- and gendersensitive telephone helplines and precedures for referral to other appropriate agencies,
and for medical and psychological treatment.
Member States should ensure access for migrant. refugee and asvlum-st’eking women to
shelters for women victims of violence, regardless of their migration status.
General and specialist support services, counselling, psychological support and health
care, including sexual and reproductive health care and specific post-rape cart-, also for
those accommodated in transit, reception and accommodation facilities, should be
provided to victims of ap,4vr-hacd violence and trafficking in human beings in their

countries of origin, in transit or in destination countries.
31. Risk assessment and risk management of violence against migrant_u±igciin
women should be conducted, taking specific account of their potential enhanced
vulnerability owing to insecure migrationrJo-t’c status and intersectional
vu Inc rabih ties.
35. Access tn free legal advice_mid—ond :_rHIao—’mpri. m4Jn’ legal aid, should be
provided in order to support migrant. ,ul ii cc and i—. iLl ni ‘ikin women victims of
gitfrr-bacd violence through criminal and civil proceedings including the pursuit of
compensation claims and legal redress against the perpetrators.
36..\lember States should allow migrant, rnrwccdmd
him -c,’kix’ women access to
national cumpensation schemes, rehabilitation assistance, measures or other
programmes aimed at social assistance and the integration of victims of violence against
women or trafficking in human beings, on the same conditions as nationals.
37. Member States should develop specific measures to address the sexual exploitation of
migrantmfm’c’e anti a In ni ceikin women, in particular the demand for such
exploitation, including punitive, preventive and educational measures.
3$. Member States should ensure that migrant women do not suffer any penalty, including
loss of migration, arid nh,
status, as a consequence of their exploitation as victims of
trafficking in human beings or of forced marriage.
39. Measures should be taken to protect migrantjvlugcc antI
thanuesikwg women irom
hate speech and sexism.
10.Stember States should ensure that culture, custom, religion, tradition or so-called
‘honour’ shall not be considered as justification for any exploitation or acts of violence
against women jlfrW girls.
‘,‘

‘
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State of emergency and crisis management
41. In situations of public health crisis, humanitarian crisis and crisis related to climate
change, Mn*ember S”tates should take into account the increased risk of condor-based
violence, including domestic violence, poverty and homelessness for migrantJigt1
.ss• In ii ts Liii women. Member States should therefore adopt the following
50
measures:
41.1 take into consideration the situation and needs of migrant. r,’fssiuc and
asvlums’t’king women in crisis management and recovery measures,
including with respect to access to rights, and notably the right to health;
41.2 ensure that measures taken during a crisis and ensuing state of emergency
conform with international obligations related to the human rights of migrant
and refugee women;
41.3 ensure the participation of migrant, refslsa’f’ anti a%yhlm s’ekmL women and
relevant civil society organisations, in decision and policy-making in these
situations.

IV.

Arrival

Pre-arrival information
42. Member Slates should ensure that immigration procedures, including those before
arrival such as visa issuing procedures, are age- and gender-sensitive.
43. Information should be provided to migrant and n’twti. women about the conditions
enabling the legal entry and stay in a Mmember State’s territory.
—

—

Transit and reception facilities
44, Relevant authorities should ensure that reception and screening arrangements are ageand gender-sensitive. The screening process should, in particular, facilitate the
identification of victims of human trafficking and gender-based violence at the earliest
possible opportunity and ensure that women’s protection claims are processed
efficiently.
45. Reception and accommodation centres should be located in areas where women are safe
and can access relevant services, including health, social and legal assistance, schools
and shopping facilities.
46. The specific needs and safety concerns of victims of sexual violence, domestic violence,
human trafficking, torture, or other forms of physical and psychological violence and
any other relevant special needs for example pregnancy, disability or specific health
needs should be taken into account when determining residential placements and access
to services.
47. Staff should be trained in women’s human rights-4+.d gender equality-related issuesjjgcl
,iruma and the presence of professional women social workersbkn
mediators, interpreters, police officers and guards should be ensured in these facilities.
48, Separate sleeping areasdormit_‘ut— should be provided for single women with or
without children (up to age 18), as well as safe spaces and clean, separate, well-lit
/shower and toilet facilities for women.

.
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49. Women in transit and reception facilities should have access to a complaintzgLtipJ
system. whereby complaints are investigated and referred to the police where relevant,
including, where appropriate, ccess to legal aid and ensuring regular visits by mobile
courts and court officers.
50. In cases where service-providers are contracted by a \jniember State to deliver services
and accommodation to migranL r,fticeinJ 1. on: - k:;e women, procedures should
be in place. including regular monitoring visits by trained migration otficials, to ensure
compliance with the standards of protection for victims of violence.
Asylum
51. Member Slates should adopt and implement gender-sensitive asylum laws, practices
and procedures.
Women 4mH:ifis should be able to access asylum and protection procedures at the
borders and elsewhere,
53. To ensure that gender-based violence against women is properly assessed within the
framework of the 1951 Convention member Stales should:
53.1 ensure that all forms of gender-based violence are recognised as a form of
persecution within the meaning of Article lA(2) of the 1951 Convention;
53.2 ensure a gender-sensitive interpretation of the 1951 Convention ‘grounds’ for
asylum including the recognition of gender as a basis tor the existence of a
particular social group;
53.3 provide comprehensive gender-sensitke specific guidelines 4*-alI stages of
the asylum process including reception and support services, screening,
determination of ‘safe’ countries, detention, status determination, adjudication
and returns;
53.4 ensure border police, migration officials, asylum officers, decision-makers,
twotl[unLnit1Li and interpreters receive training in respect of the
guidelines mentioned at [53.3I.
51. Women asylum officers should be available to women applicants.
55. Separate interviews for women and men from the same family should be made possible,
also in the absence of children, and their confidentiality should be guaranteed.
56. In processing and determining asylum claims, regard should be given to:
56.1 the applicant’s own personal circumstances md ndiicti’.t si’mdnLLlsi’i’
and to
56.2 relevant, gender-specific, countiy of origin information, notably access to justice,
including both the legal framework and its implementation; available social,
economic and other support; and an%’ discrimination and/or patriarchal attitudes
women are likely to encounter.
57. Member States should ensure that women have access to complementary/subsidiary
protection. where necessary.
Cross-border measures
56. Member States should participate in resettlement and relocation programmes and
implement legal pathways to ensure a safe transit for women and girls.

-
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59. Specific assistance and humanitarian resettlement programmes should be funded for
women victims of gender-based violence.
60. Member States should set up and implement effective cross-border protection
mechanisms for victims of gender-based violence.

V. Residence and Integration
Access to healthcare services, including sexual and reproductive healthcare
61. Authorities should ensure that healthcare provision is age and gender sensitive.
62. Affordable, quality and gender-sensitive health services, encompassing menial, sexual
and reproductive healthcare, including during pregnancy, as well as hygiene products,
should be provided for migrantj’’fi.’zcc md asvlo m sei’king women on the same basis
as for nationals, regardless of their migration nr r4’f112&’t’ stalus. Such access should not

be dependent on obtaining the authorisation of the migration authority or of a spouse,
partner, parent or other relative, or guardian.
63. Migrantml .‘ffigj girls should be provided with access to age-appropriate sexual and
reproductive health information and services.
64. Taking into account language and cultural barriers, Mrnember States should ensure that
women give prior, free and informed consent to any medical treatment.
Social services, social security and housing
65. In all decisions relating to the safety and welfare of migrant women, including decisions
taken by social services and in respect of social security, their needs should be the
primary consideration.
66. Member States should ensure that migrant women are given a treatment not less
favourable than that accorded to nationals regarding access to housing and rents.
Integration, social, cultural and political participation
67. Member States should ensure that any child born in their territory of a stateless woman
is entitled to have their birth registered and to be granted citizenship.
68. Owing to persisting stereotypes and existing inequalities in access to civic rights and
participation in political decision-making, which are even more serious for migrant,
relugi’.’ in ,lsylti ml e,’kiug women, Minember States should take steps to ensure that
migranLwlu.za’ md ylum suukio women who are entitled to vote and stand for
election in local, regional, national or European elections are aware of their rights and
encouraged to participate.
69. Recognising that the ability to communicate in the host country’s language is essential
for integration in alt aspects, Member States should ensure language training to migrant
women and girls and therefore promote their empowerment and protection.
70. Authorities should encourage and support initiatives aimed at empowering migrant
women and girls within their families, in their communities and in society at large, by
developing their self-confidence and self-determination and by protecting women and
girls from negative social control. This could include participation in local, cultural,
women’s or other associations, sports clubs, youth clubs and others.
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71. Public and private coaching, mentoring and other support programmes aimed at
migrant women should be set up and supported, and positive role models promoted.
72. The positive contribution made by migrant women to society should be highlighted and
encouraged.
Education, vocational training and life-long learning
73. Authorities should take measures to reach those migrant and refugee girls who may
have been prevented from accessing education in their country of origin, ensuring the
provision of education or day care, preferably within mainstream educational structures.
74. Member States should take steps to facilitate the recognition and validation of migrant
women’s existing vocational and academic qualifications and work experience in
practice, including through initiatives such as the Council of Europe European
Qualifications Passport for Retugees.
75. Literacy, language and digital skills courses should be provided to migrant. rits
n.vltini ceikinc women corresponding to their needs and as soon as possible after their
arrival in the host countn’.
76. Migrant n:fog1j’.i oiLlcvlom %cekmg women should be able to enjoy any further Or
higher education, vocational training, retraining and rehabilitation facilities provided by
the competent services and available for national workers.
Employment
77. Member Stales should take specific and targeted measures to promote access to
employment for migrant mu refog1e women, including at an early stage in the
migration process, including safe and legal routes to employment pre-arrival.
78. Member States should consider removing barriers to work after a woman asylum-seeker
has been present in the territory for a length of time.
79. Member States should implement the provisions of relevant national and international
standards directed at protecting migrantjgp uee n : Jnm.±’gLtu; women carrying
out domestic work from discrimination and abuse.
80. In respect of at least those migrant sjj1jm’women who are permitted to work under
the national law of member States, the latter should;
80,1. take measures to regulate and improve migrant
working
conditions and to eliminate all forms of exploitation and discrimination;
80.2. support and assist migrant and rm’tucee women to access the labour market
through self-employment and entrepreneurship. by providing them with the
same opportunities for training, microcredit, start-up loans and business
development as for national workers, and support volunteering, internship and
job placement programmes;
80.3. in order to facilitate access to the labour market, take steps to ensure that
iemptovn’ have access to work 1ife balance
migrant 0 lrefu’eo workers
measures including maternity, paternity and parental leave, tiexible working
liniariwhere possible, and ensure access to and enjoyment of child-care facilities
on an equal frx’ting with national workers; and

-
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80.4. ensure that women migrant and rcftwcworkers who are made redundant and
are compelled to leave the country of employment or return to their country of
origin retain all their acquired rights.

Residence permits
81. Member Slates should ensure that migrant women and girls who are granted a residence
permit on the basis of a family relationship are entitled to the same social, economic and
labour-related rights and entitlements as the principal residence permit holder
82. Migrant women should be made aware of any entitlement to a renewable independent
residence permit, for example due to their status as victim of human trafficking, victim
of gender-based violence, relationship breakdown, or other particularly ditficult
circumstances.
83. Member States should ensure that migrant women are granted a residence permit if their
stay is necessan’ for criminal investigations or proceedings.
84. Member States should facilitate the possibility for victims of forced marriage brought
into another country for the purpose of the marriage and who, as a result, have lost their
residence status in the country where they habitually reside, to retain such status.
#5. Migrant women present in a country for a long time, including stateless women and
girls should be provided security of residence on an independent basis.

Family reunion
86. Recognising that family reunion can be both a secure pathway to safety for migrant ansi
rtIutztc women, and a protective factor in the host cnuotrv+i, Mrnember States should
safeguard the right to family reunion for migrant an4nii-cr_women in accordance
with obligations under the European Convention on Human Rights and international
law. In this respect, member States should:
#6,1, adopt a wide definition of ‘family’, consistent with the links and dependencies
relied on by migrant and r,’F[:ccv “omen:
#6.2. ensure that women and girls are aware of their right to family reunion and
receive access to legal advice and assistance to pursue that right; and
86.3. consider accepting or seeking the transfer of asylum claims to enable the
family reunion of migrant women and girls separated on their journeys.

VI. Returns
87. While returns should always be in safety and dignity and preferably voluntary,
involuntary returns must be in line with the principle of owi—refinilout’n(.
88. States should ensure that migrant, refugee and asylum seeking women who are in need
of protection, regardless of their status or residence, are not returned under any
circumstances to any country where their life would be at risk or where they might be
subjected to torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
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89. Recognising the particular difficulties thai victims of gender-based violence face in fully
disclosing the grounds for their international protection claim, member Slates should:
89.1. ensure a gender-sensilive process that protects women against the risk of
rcThuk,iw,st;
89.2. ensure that accelerated and non-suspensive procedures do not result in migrant
women being unable to put lot-ward their claims [or protection. resulting in
retoidenwnl_
90. Member States should ensure the suspension of expulsion measures of migrani onsi
n•tnvomen based on their dependani status on a spouse. partner or parent. in order
in enable them to have the Rssibilitv to apply for an independent residence permit.
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Draft Recommendation on Illoly See: Protecting the rights of] migrant, refugee,
asylum- [Belgium: and international Drotection] seeking women [(provisional title)
1.

The Committee of Ministers, under the terms of Article 15.b of the Statute of the Council
of Europe,

2.

Considering that the aim ot the Couiicil of Eu rope is to achieve a greater unity betwee nits
member States, inter alia, by promoling common standards and developing actions in the
field of human righb;

3.

Recalling that gender equality is central to the protection ot human rights, the tunctioning
of democracy and good governance, respect for the nile of law, and the promotion of
sustainable development and of well-being for all;

4.

Considering the profound changes in migration patterns and in the situation of migrant
refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls, the fact that the number of displaced
people has reached its highest ever in recent years and the significant developments in
gender equality- and migration and asylum-related concepts, policies and legal
instruments at all levels;

5. Wishing therefore to review and update its Recommendation No. R(79) 10 to member
states on women migrants, henceforth replaced by the present instrument;
6.

(Noting with appreciation the efforts and activities undertaken by States to accommodate
the needs of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls;l

7.

Bearing in mind the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms (ETS No. 5, 1950) and its Protocols, in the light of the relevant case law of the
European Court of Human Rights, the European Social Charter (ETS No.35, 1961, revised
in 1996, ETS No. 163). the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in
Human Beings (CETS No. 197, 2(X15), the Council of Europe Convention on the Protection
of Children against Sexual Explnitation and Sexual Abuse (CETS No, 201, 2007) and the
Council of Europe Convention on l’reventing and Combating Violence against Women
and Domestic Violence (CETS No. 210, Istanbul Convention, 2011);

8.

Recalling the United Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugee (1951); the
International Labour Organisation Convention 189 on Domestic Work (2t11 U; the United
Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(“CEDAW”, 1979) and its Optional Protocol (1999; as well as CEDAW General
Recommendation No 30 on women in conflict prevention, conflict and post-conflict
situations (2013); CEDAW General Recommendation Nt,. 32 on the gender-related
dimensions of refugee status, asylum, nationality and stateles:sness of women (2014); and
CEDAW General Recommendation No. 33 on gender-based violence against women,
updating General Recommendation No. 19(2(117); CEDAW Recommendation No.38 on
trafficking in women and girls in the context of global migration (2020); the United
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Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) and its Optional Protocols (2000);
and the United Nations Convention on the Rights of I’ersons with Disabilities (2006);
9. [Recalling the relevant measures contained in the UN Global Compact on Refugees (2018)
and in the UN Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration (2018). aimed at
promoting gender equality and empowering migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls, and at ending all forms of sexual and gender-based violence, trafficking in
persons, exploitation and sexual abuse, and harmful practices ;1
10. Having regard to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees “Guidelines on
International Protection: Gender-Related l’ersecution within the context of Article IA(2)
of the 1951 Convention and/or its 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees”, of 7
May 2002;
11. Taking account of the Council of Europe Gender Equality Strategy 2016-2023 and its
strategic objective to protect the rights of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls;

12. Acting in accordance with the Council of Europe Action Plan on protecting vulnerable
persons in the context of migration and asylum in Europe (2021-2025) notably its strategic
objective to identify and address vulnerabili ties throtighou t asylum and migration
procedures;

13. Recognizing the multidimensional reality of the situations of migrant, refugee and
asylum-seeking women and girls and bearing in mind the importance of the overall
application and impact of the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
on them, in particular Sustainable Development Goal 5 (“Achieve gender equality and
empower all women and girls”); Sustainable Development Goal 10 (‘Reduce inequality
within and among countries”), with the target to “facilitate orderly, safe, regular and
responsible migration and mobility of people, including through the implementation of
planned and well-managed migration policies”; and Sustainable Development Goal 16
(“Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to

justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels”);
14, Recalling the following Recommendations of the Committee of Ministers to member
States of the Council of Europe: Recommendation Rec(2002)5 on the protection of women
against violence; Recommendation CM/Rec(2010)10 on the role of women and men in
conflict prevention and resolution and in peace building, Recommendation
CM/Rec(2015) I on intercultural integration, Recommendation CM/Rec (21)19)1 on
preventing and combating sexism las well as relevant resolutions and recommendations
of the Parliamentary Assembly, of the Congress of Regional and Local Authorities and of
the Conference of )NGOs of the Council of Europe;j
15. Reaffirming that all human rights and fundamental freedoms are universal, indivisible,
interdependent and interrelated, and that their full enjoyment, without discrimination on
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any ground, by migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls needs to be
guaranteed;
16. Noting with concern that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls may be
confronted with multiple and intersectional forms of discrimination in their country of
origin, during their journey and in their country of destination and stressing the need for
an inclusive and intersectional approach that takes into account the different situations
and personal characteristics of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls;
17. Recognising that whileexisting international human rights standards apply to all persons,
additional efforts should be made to assess the prevention and protection gaps that arise
from insufficient implementation, information about and monitoring of existing laws and
policies as regards migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls;
18. Recognising with grave concern, that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and
girls are vulnerable persons often exposed to serious forms of gender-based violence in
their coun tries of origin, during their journey, in transit and/or in destination countries,
which constitute a serious violation of their human rights, and that they face difficulties
and structural barriers in overcoming such violence;
19. Acknowledging the positive contribution that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking
women and girls bring to European societies and communities;
20. Aware of the gender-related barriers that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls face in terms of integration, participation, equal access to rights, services,
leadership and meaningful participation, and of the need to facilitate their integration and
full participation in the economic, social, civic, political and cultural life, including
providing pathways to regularization where applicable;I
21, Recommends that the governments of member States:
1. Take legislative or other measures to promote and apply the Guidelines included in the
Appendix of this Recommendation, aimed at ensuring that migrant, refugee and
asylum-seeking women and girls can effectively access and exercise their rights;
2.

Ensure that this Recommendation, including its Appendix, is translated and
disseminated (in accessible formats) among relevant authorities and stakeholders,
which are encouraged to take measures to implement it;

3.

Monitor progress in the implementation of this Recommendation and regularly inform
the competent Council of Europe steering committee(s) and bodies of the measures
undertaken and the progress achieved in this field.
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Draft Appendix
I.

Definitions

For 11w purpose of this recommendation:
‘Migrant’; a person who leaves one country or region to settle in anolher, often in search
of a betler life, including citizens of Council of Europe member Slates with a migrant
background, and stateless women and girls.
‘Migrant women’ or ‘women’ includes both women and girls under 18 years of age.
‘Asylum seeker’: a person who intends to make, or who has made, an application for
international protection.
‘International Protection’: l’rotection as a refugee under the 1951 Geneva Convention
Relating to the Status of Refugees as amended by its 1967 Protocol (hereafter “1951
Convention”) or any alternative form of international or European humanitarian,
subsidiary or temporary protection.
‘Refugee’: a person who meets the definition at Article 1(A)(2) of the 1951 Convention.

II.
1.

Horizonlal issues
Member stales should take into account the horizontal issues mentioned hereunder
for all measures put forward in this Appendix.

Non-discrimination, Intersectional issues, elimination of stereotypes
2.

3.

Member States should ensure that all applicable measures are secured without
discrimination on any ground, including those measures to protect the rights of
migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girt’ victims of gender-based
violence and trafficking in human beings.
Member States should apply an intersectional approach in all measures referred to in
this Appendix, notably bearing in mind the specific needs of women and girls with
disabilities, girls. olderwomen, pregnant and nursing women, women travelling alone
or with children, lesbian, bisexual and transgender women, women of ethnic or of
other minority background and survivors of gender-based violence, trafficking or

4.
5,

torture.
“Firewalls” should be created between the legal status of undocumented women and
their rights to access justice, protection, health and education.
Within both migrant and host countries and communities, member States should:
5.1 pay special attention to measures aimed at dismantling gender stereotypes and
other forms of stereotypes, including those based on migrant status, culture,
tradition and religion.

‘I lereunder regrouped under the terminology “migrant women”,
Firewalls are “measures to prevent state and private sector actors from effectively denying human
rights to irregularly present migrants and clearly prohibiting the sharing of the personal data of, or
other information about, persons suspected of irregular presence or work, with the immigration
authorities for purposes of immigration control and enforcement”, (T ‘CR I G,’,,er,,I
en in mejid a ti ‘n N In in ‘a lie ml i’d inc i ‘regi, Ia r lv p r’:scn I ni era n t fr ,‘ ii scriin i ni Ii’ in adopted nn
16 March 2016,)
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implement awareness-raising and education measures to promote gender
equality.

Girls
6. Member States should adopt a child rights-based approach to migrant, asylum-seeking
and refugee girls, which is age-sensitive and takes accounl of the specific situations and
needs of girls, including ensuring suitable and safe alternative care arrangements when
they are separated from their parents or caregiver.
7. Owing to migrant girls’ situation of heightened vulnerability to exploitation and abuse.
care arrangements should be aligned with those [or non-migrant children, in mainstream
child protection services or institutions. Unaccompanied and separated children should
be assigned a guardian.
H, Member States should ensure continued access to essential services for young women
refugees as the’ reach adulthood, including support for their integration and social
participation, and support for their transition to adulthtx,d beyond the age of IS. The aim
is to avoid, where applicable, abrupt interruption of access to education, healthcare, social
and integration ‘‘rvices in host communities.

Information, empowerment, awareness raising and promotion of human rights
9. To empower migrant women and enable them to access their rights, they should be
provided with relevant, accessible and culturally sensitive information and advice in a
language that they understand, covering:
9.1 Their fundamental human rights and obligations as set out in the European
Convention on Human Rights and other relevant instruments, including whilst in
detention and reception facilities.
9.2
Reporting and complaint mechanisms, in case of abuse by State authorities or
private contractors acting on behalf of the State, including rights to civil remedies
and compensation.
9.3 Protection against all forms of violence, including domestic violence and

9.4

tratficking in human beings. This encompasses general and specific assistance (i.e.
legal processes, support structures and services, support from NGOs and legal aid
available It, victims in their residing country).
Available social services and welfare, notably: heallh (including sexual and
reproductive health and wellbeing), access lo education, language training,
housing and employment, participation in social, political, economic and cultural
life.

II) Member States should facilitate the access of migrant women to digital services and
connection including the Internet, in particular if services and information art- available
solely or largely in digital format.
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Access to justice including legal aid
11. Migrant women should have access to national and international complaint mechanisms
and remedies to effectively exercise their rights and/or act upon violations of their rights,
including access to legal aid.
12. Member States should ensure that migrant women are adequately supported as
defendants, victims or witnesses throughout any criminal and civil procedures.
13. An intersectional and gender-sensitive approach should be taken when assessing migrant
women and girls’ credibility in judicial and administrative procedures, in particular when
decisions have an impact on their migration status.
Detention
11. In the event that administrative detention is used which should only be as a measure of
last resort separate safe zones should be provided for women and girls within detention
facilities.
15. Age- and gender-sensitive healthcare and hygiene services in detention facilities, as well
as appropriate activities during the timespent in detention, should be provided to migrant
women.
16. Member States should ensure that law enforcement measures in detention facilities are
age- and gender-sensitive, and that migrant women have access to a complaint system.
17, The presence of women among border, migration and other police or custody staff, as well
as among social workers and interpreters, should be promoted.
-

-

Artificial intelligence, automated decision-making, and data protection
18. Member States should ensure that a human rights impact assessment, with a gender
equality perspective, is conducted before the introduction of artificial intelligence and
automated decision-making systems in the field of migration.
19. Any use of artificial intelligence and automated decision-making systems by the public
sector and its service providers/contractors, should not cause any discrimination, be
operated consistently with privacy principles, be transparent, and have clear governance
mechanisms, in the context of:
19.1 border and immigration control decision- making, including as to entry or return;
19.2 migration management, including the use of biometric information;
19.3 policing and security of migrant women, and services related to protection or
prevention of crimes; and
19.4 the provision of services including health, welfare, housing, employment,
language training and education to migrant women.
20. Migrant women should be given the opportunity to participate in discussions around the
development and deployment of new technologies affecting them.
21. Bearing in mind migrant women’s particular vulnerabilities, the deliberate or inadvertent
disclosure of their data within the host community or through transfer to the country of
origin could place them at risk of serious human rights abuses. Relevant authorities should
therefore:
21.1 ensure the confidentiality and security of such data;
-

-
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21.2 agree not to transfer any such data to the countn’ of origin without the explicit
consent of the affected person/s.

Co-operation with civil society
22. Member States should actively support, including financially, and co-operate with
migrant women and women’s rights organisations which uphold the universal human
rights of migrant women, defend and empower them.
23. Mechanisms should be established to ensure that migrant women’s organisations are
consulted, in particular when devising migration, asylum and integration policies which
affect them.
Data collection, Tesearch and monitoring
24. Member States should support the collection of age- and sex-disaggregated data on
migration and asylum issues, ensuring compliance with applicable data protection
requirements.
25. Research, monitoring and evaluation of migration, integration and asylum policies from
a gender equality perspective, in particular in relation to preventing any violation of
women’s fundamental rights, should be supported and adequately resourced at all levels.
26. The data collected and the results of research and evaluation of migration, integration and
asylum policies from a gender equality perspective should be used for the further
development and adjustment of public policies in these fields at all levels.

III.

Protection

27. Member States should protect migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking womennnsLffls
from all forms of violence against womenamj.girk. This encompasses domestic violence,
sexual harassment, sexual violence including rape, trafficking, ,,irlv arid lorced marriage,
crimes committed in the name of so-called ‘honour, forced abortion and sterilisation,
female genital mutilation, sexual exploitation, economic, physical, and psychological
violence.
2S. A multi-agency approach, inclusive of migrant women’s organisations, should be adopted
as regards matters relating to their protection.
29. Competent authorities and staff should be trained and qualified to enable them to:
29.1 promptly identify, refer to relevant authorities and provide protection, treatment
and care for migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls who are
victims of trafficking and violence:
29.2 be aware of the difficulties that migrant womenjjntLmj may lace in disclosing
events of gender-baed violence, due to insecure migration status, lack of
knowledge of legal rights and stigma and support them in this regard.
3(1. Professional interpreters ,,,,d ‘ti Iti,r,,l ‘rid i,i!,’rs trained in gender-based violence and
trafficking in human beings should be available to assist migrant women .,r,I :irl seeking
protection, whilst making initial complaints, throughout the justice process and in seeking
reparations.
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31. Mechanisms should be in place in state- and privately-mn institutions, such as reception,
transit and detention centres, police stations, prisons, child-care institutions, schools and
hospitals, to enable incidents nf sexual and gender-based violence to be reported to and
by staff or officers, including access tn age-and gender-sensitive telephone helplines and
procedures for referral to other appropriate agencies, ind for medical and psychological
treatment.
32. Member States should ensure access for migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women a1
gkhto shelters for women victims of violence, regardless of their migration status,
33. Ceneral and specialist support services, counselling, psychological support and health
care, including sexual and reproductive health care and specific post-rape care, also for
those accommodated in transit, reception and accommodation facilities, should be
provided to victims of violence and trafficking in human beings in their countries of
origin, in transit or in destination coun tries,
34. Risk assessment and risk management of violence against migrant women md cilr,
should be conducted, taking specific account of their potential enhanced vulnerability
owing to insecure migration status and intersectional vulnerabilities.
33. Access to free legal advice and assistance, comprising legal aid, should be provided in
order to support migrant women and girk victims of violence through criminal and civil
proceedings, including the pursuit of compensation claims and legal redress against the

perpetrators.
36. Member States should allow migrant women md u)ris access to national compensation
schemes, rehabilitation assistance, measures or other programmes aimed at social
assistance and the integration of victims of violence against women md girlc or trafficking
in human beings,- on the same conditions as nationals,
37. Member States should develop specific measures to address the sexual exploitation of
migrant women, in particular the demand for such exploitation, including punitive,
preventive and educational measures.
38. Member States should ensure that migrant women do not suffer any penalty, including
loss of migration status, as a consequence of their exploitation as victims of trafficking in
human beings or of forced marriage.
39. Measures should be taken to protect migrant women from hate speech and sexism.
40. Member States should ensure that culture, custom, religion, tradition or so-called ‘honour’
shall not be considered as justification for any exploitation or acts of violence against
women or girls.
State of emergency and crisis management
11. In situations of public health crisis, humanitarian crisis and crisis related to climate
change, member states should take into account the increased risk of violence, including
domestic violence, poverty and homelessness (or migrant women. Member Slates should
therefore adopt the following measures;
41.1 take into consideration the situation and needs of migrant women in crisis
management and recovers measures, including with respect to access to rights,
and notably the right to health;
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41.2 ensure that measures taken during a crisis and ensuing state of emergency
conform with international obligations related to the human rights of migrant
women;
41.3 ensure the participation of migrant women and relevant civil society
organisations, in decision and policy-making in these situations.

TV.

Arrival

Pre-arrival information
42. Member States should ensure that immigration procedures, including those before arrival
such as visa issuing procedures, are age- and gender-sensitive.
13, Information should be provided 10 migrant women about the conditions enabling the legal
entry and stay in a member State’s territory.
Transit and reception faci)ities
44. ReIL-’vant authorities should ensure that reception and screening arrangements are ageand gender-sensitive. The screening process should, in particular, facilitate the
identification of victims of human trafficking and gender-based violence at the earliest
possible opportunity and ensure that women’s protection claims are processed efficiently.
15. Reception and accommodation centres should be located in areas where women are safe
and can access relevant services, including health, social and legal assistance, schools and
shopping facilities,
46. The specific needs and safety concerns of victims of sexual violence, domestic violence,
human trafficking, torture, or other forms of physical and psychological violence and any
other relevant special needs for example pregnancy, disability or specific health needs
should be taken into account when determining residential placements and access to
services.

47. Staff should be trained in women’s human righLs and gender equality-related issues, and
the presence of professional women social workers, interpreters, police officers and
guards should be ensured in these facilities,
48. Separate sleeping areas should be provided for single women with or without children
(up to age 18), as well as safe spaces and clean, separate, well-lit shower and toilet facilities
for women.

49. Women in transit and reception facilities should have access to a complaint system,
whereby complaints are investigated and referred to the police where relevant, including,
where appropriate, access to legal aid and ensuring regular visits by mobile courts and
court officers.

50. In cases where servke-providers are tootraLted by a member stale to deliver services and
accommodation to migrant women, procedures should be in place, including regular
monitoring visits by trained migration officials, to ensure compliance with the standards
of protection for victims of violence.
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Asylum
51. Member States should adopt and implement gender-sensitive asylum laws, practices
and procedures.
52. Women should be able to access asylum and protection procedures at the borders and
elsewhere.
53. To ensure that gender-based violence against women is properly assessed within the
framework of the 1951 Convention member Stales should:
53.1 ensure that all forms ot gender-based violence are recognised as a lorm of
persecution within the meaning of Article lA(2) of the 1951 Convention;
53.2 ensure a gender-sensitive interpretation of the 1951 Convention grounds for
asylum including the recognition of gender as a basis for ihe existence of a
particular social group;
53.3 provide comprehensive gender-specific guidelines for all stages of the asylum
process including reception and support services, screening, determination of
‘safe’ countries, detention, status determination, adjudication and returns;
53,4 ensure border police, migration officials, asylum officers, decision-makers and
interpreters receive training in respect of the guidelines mentioned at I53-3I.
54. Women asylum officers should be available to women applicants.
55. Separate interviews for women and men from the same family should be made possible,
also in the absence of children, and their confidentiality should be guaranteed.
56. In processing and determining asylum claims, regard should be given to:
56.1 the applicant’s own personal circumstances; and to
56.2 relevant, gender-specific, country of origin information, notably access to justice,
including both the legal framework and its implementation; available social,
economic and other support; and any discrimination and/or patriarchal attitudes
women are likely to encounter.
57. Member States should ensure that women have access to complementary/subsidiary
protection, where necessary.
Cross-border measures
58. Member States should participate in resettlement and relocation programmes and
implement legal pathways to ensure a safe transit for women and girls.
59. Specific assistance and humanitarian resettlement programmes should be funded for
women victims of gender-based violence.
60. Member States should set up and implement effective cross-border protection
mechanisms for victims of gender-based violence.

V.

Residence and Integration

Access to hcaLthcare services, Including sexual and reprodudilve healthcare
61. Authorities should ensure that healthcare provision is age and gender sensitive.
62. Affordable, quality and gender-sensitive health services, encompassing mental, sexual
and reproductive healthcare, including during pregnancy. as well as hygiene products,
should be provided for migrant women on the same basis as for nationals, regardless of
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their migration status. Such access should not be dependent on obtaining the authorisation
of the migration authority or of a spouse, partner, parent or other relative, or guardian.
63. Migrant girls should be provided with access to age-appropriate sexual and reproductive
health information and services.

64. Taking into accounl language and cullural barriers, member States should ensure that
women give prior, free and informed consent to any medical treatment.
Social services, social security and housing
65. In all decisions relating to the safety and welfare of migrant women, including decisions
taken by social services and in respect of social security, their needs should be the primary
consideration,
66. Member States should ensure that migrant women are given a treatment not less
favourable than that accorded to nationals regarding access to housing and rents.
Integration, social, cultural and political participation
67. Member States should ensure that any child born in their territory of a stateless woman
is entitled to have their birth registered and to be granted citizenship.
68. Owing to persisting stereotypes and existing inequalities in access to civic rights and
participation in political decision-making, which are even more serious for migrant
women, member States should take steps to ensure that migrant women who are entitled
to vote and stand for election in local, regional, national or European elections are aware
of their rights and encouraged to participate.
69. Recognising that the ability to communicate in the host country’s language is essential for
integration in all aspects, Member States should ensure language training to migrant
women and girls and therefore promote their empowerment and protection.
70. Authorities should encourage and support initiatives aimed at empowering migrant
women and girls within their families, in their communities and in society at large, by
developing their self-confidence and self-determination and by protecting women and
girls from negative social control. This could include participation in local, cultural,
women’s or other associations, sports clubs, youth clubs and others.
71. l’ublic and private coaching, mentnring and other support programmes aimed at migrant
women should be set up and supported, and positive role models promoted.
72. The positive contribution made by migrant women to society should be highlighted and
encouraged.
Education, vocational training and life-long learning
73. Authorities should take measures to reach those migrant girls who may have been
prevented from accessing education in their country of origin, ensuring the provision of
education or day care, preferably within mainstream educational structures.
74. Member States should take steps to facilitate the recognition and validation of migrant
women’s existing vocational and academic qualifications and work experience in practice,
including through initiatives such as the Council of Europe European Qualifications
Passport for Refugees.
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75. Literacy, language and digital skills courses should be provided to migrant women
corresponding to their needs and as soon as possible after their arrival in the host country.
76. Migrant women should be able to enjoy any further or higher education, vocational
training, retraining and rehabilitation facilities provided by the competent services and
available for national workers.
Employment
77. Member States should take specific and targeted measures to promote access to
employment for migrant women, including at an early stage in the migration process,
including safe and legal routes to employment pre-arrival.
78. Member States should consider removing barriers to work after a woman asylum-seeker
has been present in the territory for a length of time.
79. Member States should implement the provisions of relevant national aod international
standards directed at protecting migrant women carrying out domestic work from
discrimination and abuse.
80. In respect of at least those migrant women who are permitted to work under the national
law of member States, the latter should:
80.1. take measures to regulate and improve migrant women’s working conditions and
to eliminate all forms of exploitation and discrimination;
80,2. support and assist migrant women to access the labour market throogh selfemployment and entrepreneurship, by providing them with the same
opportunities for training, microcredit, start-up loans and business development
as for national workers, and support volunteering, internship and job placement
programmes;
60.3. in order to facilitate access to the labour market, take steps to ensure that migrant
workers have access to work/life balance measures including maternity, paternity
and parental leave, flexible working where possible, and ensure access to and
enjoyment of child-care facilities on an equal footing with national workers; and
80.4. ensure that women migrant workers who are made redundant and are compelled
to leave the country of employment or return to their country of origin retain all
their acquired rights.

Residence permits
81. Member States should ensure that migrant women and girls who are granted a residence
permit on the basis of a family relationship are entitled to the same social, economic and
labour-related rights and entitlements as the principal residence permit holder.
82. Migrant women msi .gith should be made aware of any entitlement to a renewable
independent residence permit, for example due to their status as victim of human
trafficking, victim of gender-based violence, relationship breakdown, or other particularly
difficult circumstances.
83. Member States should ensure that migrant women are granted a residence permit if their
stay is necessary for criminal investigations or proceedings.
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81. Ntembor States should facilitate the possibility for victims of forced marriage brought into
another country for the purpose of the marriage and who as a result, have lost thei
residence status in the country where they habitually reside, to retain such status.
85. Migrant women present in a country for a long time, including stateless women and girls
should be provided security of residence on an independent basis.

Family reunion
86. Recognising that family reunion can be both a secure pathway to safety for migrant
women, and a protective factor in the host stale, member Slates should safeguard the right
to family reunion for migrant women in accordance with obligations under the European
Convention on Human Rights and international law. In tlus respect, member States
should:
86.1. adopt a wide definition of ‘family, consistent with the links and dependencies
relied on b’ migrant s’omen;
86.2. ensure that women and girls are aware of their right to family reunion and receive
access to legal advice and assistance to pursue that right; and
86.3. consider accepting or seeking the transfer of asylum claims to enable the family
reunion of migrant women and girls separated on their journeys.

VI. Returns
87. While returns should always be in safety and dignity and preferably voluntary,
involuntary returns must be in line with the principle of ;uu-rcI1uah’nteiif.
68. States should ensure thaI migrant, refugee and asylum seeking women who are in need
of protection, regardless of their status or residence, are not returned under any
circumstances to any cnuntry where their life would be at risk or where they might be
subjected to torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
89. Recognising the particular difficulties that victims of gender-based violence face in fully
disclosing the grounds for their international protection claim, member States should:
89.1. ensure a gender-sensitive process that protects women against the risk of
refitdeniet, t;
89.2. ensure that accelerated and non-suspensive procedures do not result in migrant
women being unable to put forward their claims for protection, resulting in
rtftnikrneirt.
90. Member Stales should ensure Ihe suspension of expulsion measures of migrant “omen
based on their dependant status on a spouse, partner or parent, in order to enable them to
have the possibility to apply for an indendent residence permit.
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Draft Recommendation on IHoly See: Protecting the rights of I migrant, refugee,
asylum- IBelgium: and international protection] seeking women t(provisiontil
title)
I. The Committee of Ministers, under the terms of Article 15.b of the Statute of the Council
of Europe,
2.

Considering that the aim of the Council of Eu rope is to achieve a greater unity betwtn
ts member States, inter ala by promoting common stand ntis and developing actions in
lie field of human righis;

3.

Recalling that gender equality is central to the protection of human rights, the
functioning nf democracy and good governance, respect for the rule of law, and the
promotion of sustainable development and of well-being fnr all;

4.

Considering the profound changes in migration patterns and in the situation of migrant
refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls, the fact that the number of displaced
people has reached its highest ever in recent years and the significant developments in
gender equality- and migration and asylum-related concepts, policies and legal
instruments at all levels;

5. Wishing therefore to review and update its Recommendation No, R(79)10 to member
states on women migrants, henceforth replaced by the present instrument;
6.

Noting with appreciation the efforts and activities undertaken by States
accommodate 11w needs of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls;I

7.

Bearing in mind the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms (ETS No. 5, 1950) and its Protocols, in the light of the relevant case law ot the
European Court of Human Rights, the European Social Charter (ETh No. 35, 1961.
revised in 1996, ETh No. 163), the Council of Europe Convention on Action against
Trafficking in Human Beings (CETh No, 197, 21X)5), the Council of Etiripe Convention
on the Protection of Children against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse (CETS No.
201, 2007) and the Council of Europe Convention on l’reventing and Combating
Violence against Women and Domestic Violence (CETS No. 211), Istanbul Convention,
2011);

8.

Recalling the Lnited Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugee (1951); the
International Labour Organisation Convention 189 (in Domestic Work (21111); the United
Nations Coovention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(“CEDAW”, 1979) and its Optional Protocol (1999); as well as CEDAW General
Recommendation No 30 on women In conflict prevention, conflict and post-conflict
situations (2013); CEDAW General Recommendation No. 32 on the gender-related
dimensions of refugee status, asylum, nationality and statelessness of women (2014); and
CEDAW General Recommendation No. 35 on gender-based violence against women,
updating General Recommendation No. 19 (2017); CEDAW Recommendation No.38 on

to
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trafficking in women and girls in the context of global migration (2020); the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) and its Optional l’rotocols (2000);
and the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006);
9. [Recalling the relevant measures contained in the UN Global Compact on Refugees (2018)
and in the UN Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration (2018), aimed at
promoting gender equality and empowering migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking
women and girls, and at ending all forms of sexual and gender-based violence,
trafficking in persons, exploitation and sexual abuse, and harmful practices;]
10. Having regard to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees “Guidelines on
International Protection: Gender-Related Persecution within the context of Article IA(2)
of the 1951 Convention and/or its 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees”, of 7
May 2002;

11. Taking account of the Council of Europe Gender Equality Strategy 2018-2023 and its
strategic objective to protect the rights of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls;
12. Acting in accordance with the Council of Europe Action Plan on protecting vulnerable
persons in the context of migration and asylum in Europe (2021-2025) notably its

strategic objective to identify and address vulnerabilities throughout asylum and
migration procedures;
13. Recognizing the multidimensional reality of the situations of migrant, refugee and
asylum-seeking women and girls and bearing in mind the importance of the overall
application and impact of the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
on them, in particular Sustainable Development Goal 3 (“Achieve gender equality and
empower all women and girls”); Sustainable Development Goal IC (“Reduce inequality
within and among countries”), with the target to “facilitate orderly, safe, regular and
responsible migration and mobility of people, including through the implementation of
planned and well-managed migration policies”; and Sustainable Development Goal 16
(“Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access
to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels’);
14. Recalling the following Recommendations of the Committee of Ministers to member
States of the Council of Europe: Recommendation Rec(2002)5 on the protection of
women against violence; Recommendation CM/Rec(2t110) tO on the role of women and
men in conflict prevention and resolution and in peace building, Recommendation
CM/Rec(2tfl5)1 on intercultural integration, Recommendation CM/Rec (2019)1 on
preventing and combating sexism las well as relevant resolutions and recommendations
of the Parliamentary Assembly, of the Congress of Regional and Local Authorities and of
the Conference of INCOs of the Council of Ettrope;j
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IS. Reaffirming that all human rights and fundamental freedoms are universal, indivisible,
interdependent and interrelated, and that their full enjoyment, without discrimination
on any ground, by migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls needs to be
guaranteed;
16. Noting with concern that mirant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls may be
confronted with multiple and intersectional forms of discrimination in their country of
origin, during their journey and in their countn’ of destination and stressing the need
for an inclusive and intersectional approach that takes into account the different
situations and personal characteristics of migrant. refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls;
17. Recognising that while existing international human rights standards apply to all
persons, additional efforts should be made to assess the prevention and protection gaps
that arise from insufficient implementation. information about and monitoring of
existing laws and policies as regards migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and
girls;
18. Recognising with grave concern, that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and
girls are vulnerable persons often exposed to serious forms of gender-based violence in
their countries of origin, during their journey, in transit and/or in destination countries,
which constitute a serious violation of their human rights, and that they face difficulties
and structural barriers in overcoming such violence:
19. Acknowledging the positive contribution that migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking
women and girls bring to European societies and communities;
20. Aware of the gender-related barriers that migrant. refugee and asylum-seeking women
and girls face in terms of integration, participation, equal access to rights, services,
leadership and meaningful participation, and of the need to facilitate their integration
and full participation in the economic, social, civic, political and cultural life.
providing path’.vay to regukr’athn whac ayphabc:I
21. Recommends that the governments of member States:
1. Take legislative or other measures to promote and apply the Guidelines included in
the Appendix of this Recommendation, aimed at ensuring that migrant, refugee and
asylum-seeking women and girls can effectively access and exercise their rights;
2.

Ensure that this Recommendation, including its Appendix, is translated and
disseminated (in accessible formats) among relevant authorities and stakeholders,
which are encouraged to take measures to implement it;

3.

Monitor progress in the implementation of this Recommendation and regularly
inform the competent Council of Europe steering committee(s) and bodies of the
measures undertaken and the progress achieved in this field.
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Draft Appendix
1.

Definitions

For the purpose of this recommendation:
‘Migrant’: a person who leaves one country or region to settle in another, often in search
of a better life, including citizens of Council of Europe member States with a migrant
background, and stateless women and girls.
Migrant women’ or ‘women’ includes both women and girls under 18 years of age.
‘Asylum seeker’: a person who intends to make, or who has made, an application for
international protection.
‘International Protection’: Protection as a refugee under the 1951 Geneva Convenlion
Relating to the Status of Refugees as amended by its 1967 Protocol (hereafter ‘1951
Convention”) or any alternative form of international or European humanitarian,
subsidiary or temporary protection.
‘Refugee’: a person who meets the definition at Article 1(A)(2) of the 1951 Convention.

II.

Horizontal issues
Member slates should take into account the horizontal issues mentioned hereunder
for all measures put forward in this Appendix.

I.

Non-discrimination, Intersectional issues, elimination of stereotypes
Member States should ensure that all applicable measures are secured without
discrimination on any ground, including those measures to protect the rights of
migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girP victims of gender-based
violence and trafficking in human beings.
3.
Member States should apply an intersectional approach in all measures referred to in
this Appendix, notably bearing in miod the specific needs of women and girls with
disabilities, girls, cider women, pregnant and nursing women, women travelling
alone or with children, lesbian, bisexual and transgender women, women of ethnic
or of other minority background and survivors of gender-based violence, trafficking
or torture.
2.

4.

“Firewalls” should be created between the legal status of undocumented women
and their rights to access justice, protection, health and education.

5.

Within both migrant and host countries and communities, member States should:
5.1 pay special attention to measures aimed at dismantling gender stereotypes and
other forms of stereotypes, including those based on migrant status, culture,
tradition and religion.

lereunder regrouped under the terminology ‘migrant women”.
Firewalls are “measures to prevent state and private sector actors from effectively denying human
rights to irregularly present migrants and clearly prohibiting the sharing of the personal data of, or
other information about, persons suspected of irregular presence or work, with the immigration
authorities for purposes of immigration control and enforcement”, (FCRI Gcncr,,l [“lit;
2
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implement awareness-raising and education measures to promote gender
equality.

Girls
6. Member States should adopt a child rights-based approach to migrant, asylum-seeking
and refugee girls, which is age-sensitive and takes account of the specific situations and
needs of girls, including ensuring suitable and safe alternative care arrangements when
they are separated from their parents or caregiver.
7. Owing to migrant girls’ situation of heightened vulnerability to exploitation and abuse,
care arrangements should be aligned with those for non-migrant children, in mainstream
child protection services or institutions. Unaccompanied and separated children should
be assigned a guardian.
8. Member States should ensure continued access to essential services for young women
refugees as they reach adulthood, including support for their integration and social
participation, and support for their transition to adulthood beyond the age of 18. The
aim is to avoid, where applicable, abrupt interruption of access to education, healthcare,
social and integration services in host communities.

Information, empowerment, awareness raising and promotion of human rights
9. To empower migrant women and enable them to access their rights, they should be
provided with relevant, accessible and culturally sensitive information and advice in a
language that they understand, covering:
9.1 Their fundamental human rights and obligations as set out in the European
Convention on Human Rights and other relevant instruments, including whilst
in detention and reception facilities,
9.2 Reporting and complaint mechanisms, in case of abuse by State authorities or
private contractors acting on behalf of the State, including rights to civil
remedies and compensation.
9.3 Protection against all forms of violence, including domestic violence and
trafficking in human beings. This encompasses general and specific assistance
(i.e. legal processes, support structures and services, support from NGOs and
legal aid available to victims in their residing country).
9.4 Available social services and welfare, notably: health (including sexual and
reproductive health and wellbeing), access to education, language training,
housing and employment, participation in social, political, economic and
cultural life.
10 Member States should facilitate the access of migrant women to digital services and
connection including the Internet, in particular if services and information are available
solely or largely in digital format.
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Access to justice including legal aid
11. Migrant women should have access Io national and international complaint mechanisms
and remedies to effectively exercise their rights and/or act upon violations of their rights,
including access Io legal aid.
12. Member States should ensure that migrant women are adequately supported as
defendants, victims or witnesses throughout any criminal and civil procedures.
13. An intersectional and gender-sensitive approach should be taken when assessing
migrant women and girls’ credibility in judicial and administrative procedures, in
particular when decisions have an impact on their migration status.
Detention
14. In the event that administrative detention is used which should only be as a measure of
last resort
separate safe zones should be provided for women and girls within
detention facilities.
15. Age- and gender-sensitive healthcare and hygiene services in detention facilities, as well
as appropriate activities during the time spent in detention, should be provided to
migrant women.
16. Member States should ensure that law enforcement measures in detention facilities are
age- and gender-sensitive, and that migrant women have access to a complaint system.
17. The presence of women among border, migration and other police or custody staff, as
well as among social workers and interpreters, should be promoted.
-

-

Artificial intelligence, automated decision-making, and data protection
18. Member States should ensure that a human rights impact assessment, with a gender
equality perspective, is conducted before the introduction of artificial intelligence and
automated decision-making systems in the field of migration.
19. Any use of artificial intelligence and automated decision-making systems by the public
sector and its service providers/contractors, should not cause any discrimination, be
operated consistently with privacy principles, be transparent, and have clear governance
mechanisms, in the context of:
19.1 border and immigration control decision- making, including as to entry or
return;
19.2 migration management, including the use of biometric information;
19.3 policing and security of migrant women, and services related to protection or
prevention of crimes; and
19.4 the provision of services including health, welfare, housing, employment,
language training and education to migrant women.
20. Migrant women should be given the opportunity to participate in discussions around
the development and deployment of new technologies affecting them.
21. Bearing in mind migrant women’s particular vulnerabilities, the deliberate or
inadvertent disclosu re of their data within the host community or through transfer to the
country of origin could place them at risk of serious human rights abuses. Relevant
authorities should therefore:
21.1 ensure the confidentiality and security of such data;
-

-
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21.2 agree not to transfer any such data to the country of origin without the explicit
consent of the affected person/s.
Co-operation with civil society
22. tember Slates should actively support, including financially, and co-operate with
migrant women and women’s rights organisations which uphold the universal human
rights of migrant women, defend and empower them.
23. Mechanisms should be established to ensure that migrant women’s organisations are
consulted, in particular when devising migration, asylum and integration policies which
affect them,
Data collection, research and monitoring
24. Member Slates- should support the collection of age- and si’x-disaggregated data on
migration and asylum issues, ensuring compliance with applicable data protection
requirements.
25. Research, monitoring and evaluation of migration, integration and asylum policies from
a gender equality perspoctive, in particular in relation to preventing any violation of
women’s fundamental rights, should be supported and adequately resourced at all
levels.
26. The data collected and the results of research and evaluation of migration, integration
and asylum policies from a gender equality perspective should be used for the further
development and adjustment of public policies in these fields at all levels,

III.

Protection

27. Member States should protect migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women from all
forms of violence against women. This encompasses domestic violence, sexual
harassment, sexual violence including rape, trafficking, forced marriage, crimes
committed in the name of so-called ‘honour’, forced abortion and sterilisation, female
genital mutilation, sexual exploitation, economic, physical, and psychological violence.
28. A multi-agency approach, inclusive of migrant women’s organisations, should be
adopted as regards matters relating to their protection.
29. Competent authorities and staff should be trained and qualified to enable them to:
29.1 promptly identify, refer to relevant authorities and provide protection, treatment
and care for migrant. refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls who are
victims of trafficking and violence;
29.2 be aware of the difficulties that migrant women may face in disclosing events of
gender-based violence, due to insecure migration status, lack of knowledge of
legal rights and stigma and support them in this regard.
30. Professional interpreters trained in gender-based violence and trafficking in human
beings should be available to assist migrant women seeking protection, whilst making
initial complaints, throughout the justice process and in seeking reparations.
31. Mechanisms should be in place in state- and privately-mn institutions, such as reception,
transit and detention centres, police stations, prisons, child-care institutions, schools and
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hospitals, to enable incidents of sexual and gender-based violence to be reported to and
by staff or officers, including access to age- and gender-sensitive telephone helplines and
procedures for referral to other appropriate agencies,
for medical and psychological
treatment.
32. Member Stales should ensure access for migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women to
shelters for women victims ol violence, regardless of their migration status.
33. General and specialist support services, counselling, psychological support and health
care, including sexual and reproductive health care and specific post-rape care, also for
those accommodated in transit, reception and accommodation facilities, should be
provided to victims of violence and trafficking in human beings in their countries of
origin, in transit or in destination countries.
34. Risk assessment and risk management of violence against migrant women should be
conducted, taking specific account of their potential enhanced vulnerability owing to
insecure migration status and intersectional vulnerabilities.
35. Access to free legal advice and assistance, comprising legal aid, should be provided in
order to support migrant women victims of violence through criminal and civil
proceedings, including the pursuit of compensation claims and legal redress against the

perpetrators.
36. Member States should allow migrant women access to national compensation schemes,
rehabilitation assistance, measures or other programmes aimed at social assistance and
the integration of victims of violence against women or trafficking in human beings, on
the same conditions as nationals.
37. Member Slates should develop specific measures to address the sexual exploilalinn of
migrant women, in parlicular the demaid for such exploitation, incloding punitive,

preventive and educational measures.
38. Member States should ensure that migrant women do not suffer any penalty, including
loss of migration status, as a consequence of their exploitation as victims of trafficking in

human beings or of forced marriage.
39. Measures should be taken to protect migrant women from hate speech and sexism.
41). Member States shoold ensure that culture, custom, religion, tradition or so-called
‘honour’ shall not be considered as justification for any exploitation or acts of violence
against women or girls.

State of emergency and crisis management
41. In situations of public health crisis, humanitarian crisis and crisis related to climate
change, member states should take into account the increased risk of violence, including
domestic violence, poverty and homelessness for migrant women. Member States should
therefore adopt the following measures:
41,1 take into consideration the situation and needs of migrant women in crisis
management and recover,’ measures, including with respect to access to rights,
and notably the right to health;
41.2 ensure that measures taken during a crisis and ensuing state of emergency
conform with international obligations related to the human rights of migrant
women;
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41.3 ensure 11w participation of migrant women and relevant
organisations, in decision and policy-making in these situations.

IV.

civil society

Arrival

Ike-arrival information
42. Slumber Stales should ensure that immigration procedures, including those before
arrival such as visa issuing procedures, are age- and gender-sensitive.
43. Information should be provided to migrant women about the conditions enabling the
legal entry and stay in a member State’s territory.
Transit and reception facilities
44. Relevant authorities should ensure that reception and screening arrangements are ageand gender-sensitive. The screening process should, in particular, facilitate the
identification of victims of human trafficking and gender-based violence at the earliest
possible opportunity and ensure that women’s protection claims are processed
efficiently.
15. Reception and accommodation centres should be located in areas where women are safe
and can access relevant services, including health, social and legal assistance, schools
and shopping facilities.
46. The specific needs and safety concerns of victims of sexual violence, domestic violence,
human trafficking, torture, or other forms of physical and psychological violence and
any other relevant special needs for example pregnancy, disability or specific health
needs should be taken into account when determining residential placements and access
to services.
47. Staff should be trained in women’s human rights and gender equality-related issues,
and the presence of professional women social workers, interpreters, police officers and
guards should be ensured in these facilities.
48, Separate sleeping areas should be provided for single women with or without children
(up to age IS), as well as safe spaces and clean, separate, well-lit shower and toilet
facilities for women.
49. Women in transit and reception facilities should have access
whereby complaints are investigated and referred to the
including, where appropriate, access to legal aid and ensuring
courts and court officers.
50. In cases where service-providers are contracted by a member
and accommodation to migrant women, procedures should

to a complaint system,
police where relevant,
regular visits by mobile

state to deliver senices
be in place, including
regular monitoring visits by trained migration officials, to ensure compliance with the
standards of protection for victims of violence.

Asylum
51 Member States should adopt and implement gender-sensitive asylum laws, practices
and procedures.
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52. Women should be able to access asylum and protection procedures at the borders and
elsewhere.
53. To ensure that gender-based violence against women is properly assessed within the
framework of the 1951 Convention member States should:
53.t ensure that all forms of gender-based violence are recognised as a form of
persecution within the meaning of Article tA(2) of the 1931 Convention;
53.2 ensure a gender-sensitive interpretation of the 1951 Convention ‘grounds for
asylum tnctudmg the recognition of gender as a basis for the existence of a
particular social group;
53.3 provide comprehensive gender-specific guidelines for all stages of the asylum
process including reception and support services, screening, determination of
‘safe’ countries, detention, status determination, adjudication and returns;
53,4 ensure border police, migration officials, asylum officers, decision-makers
and interpreters receive training in respect of the guidelines mentioned at
53. Women asylum ofticers should be available to women applicants.
55. Separate interviews for women and men from the same family should be made possible.
also in the absence of children, and their confidentiality should be guaranteed.
56. In processing and determining asylum claims, regard should be given to;
56.1 the applicant’s own personal circumstances; and to
56.2 relevant, gender-specific, country of origin intormation, notably access to justice,
including both the legal framework and its implementation; available social,
economic and other support; and any discrimination and/or patriarchal altitudes
women are likely to encounter.
57. Member States should ensure that women have access to rt’fuccc st,itos procedure a
well as complementary/subsidiary protection, where necessary.
Cross-border measures
58. Member States should participate in resettlement and relocation programmes and
implement legal pathways to ensure a safe transit for women and girls.
59. Specific assistance and humanitarian resettlement programmes should be funded for
women victims of gender-based violence.
60. Member States should set up and implement effective cross-border protection
mechanisms for victims of gender-based violence,

V.

Residence and Integration

Access to hcalthcare services, including sexual and reproductive healthcare
61. Authorities should ensure that healthcare provision is age and gender sensitive.
62. Affordable, quality and gender-sensitive health services, encompassing mental, sexual
and reproductive healthcare, including during pregnancy, as well as hygiene products,
should be provided br migrant women on the same basis as for nationals, regardless of
their migration status. Such access should not be dependent on obtaining the
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authorisation of the migration authority or of a spouse, partner, parent or other relative,
or guardian.
63. Migrant girls should be provided with access to age-appropriate sexual and
reproductive health information and services.
64. Taking into account language and cultural barriers, member States should ensure that
women give prior, free and informed consent to any medical treatment.
Social services, social security and housing
65. In all decisions relating to the safety and welfare of migrant women, including decisions

taken by social services and in respect of social security, their needs should be the
primary consideration.
66. Member States should ensure that migrant women are given a treatment not less
favourable than that accorded to nationals regarding access to housing and rents.
Integration. social, cultural and political participation
67. Member States should ensure that any child born in their territory of a stateless woman
is entitled to have their birth registered and to be granted citizenship.
68. Owing to persisting stereotypes and existing inequalities in access to civic rights and
participation in political decision-making, which are even more serious for migrant
women, member States should take steps to ensure that migrant women who are
entitled to vote and stand for election in local, regional, national or European elections
are aware of their rights and encouraged to participate.
69. Recognising that the ability to communicate in the host country’s language is essential
for integration in all aspects, Member States should ensure language training to migrant
women and girls and therefore promote their empowerment and protection.
70. Authorities should encourage and support initiatives aimed at empowering migrant
women and girls within their families, in their communities and in society at large, by
developing their self-confidence and self-determination and by protecting women and
girls from negative social control. This could include participation in local, cultural,
women’s or other associations, sports clubs, youth clubs and others.
71. Public and private coaching, mentoring and other support programmes aimed at
migrant women should be set up and supported, and positive role models promoted.
72. The positive contribution made by migrant women to society should be highlighted and
encouraged.
Education, vocational training and life-long learning
73. Authorities should take measures to reach those migrant girls who may have been
prevented from accessing education in their country of origin, ensuring the provision of
education or day care, preferably within mainstream educational structures,
74. Member States should take steps to facilitate the recognition and validation of migrant
women’s existing vocational and academic qualifications and work experience in
practice, including through initiatives such as the Council of Europe European
Qualifications Passport for Refugees.
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75. Literacy, language and digital skills courses should be provided to migrant women
corresponding tn their needs and as soon as possible after their arrival in the host
country.
76. Migrant women should be able Io enjoy any further or higher education, vocational
training retraining and rehabilitation facilities provided by (lie competent services and
available br national scorkers.
Employment
77. Member States should lake specific and targeted measures to promote access to
employment for migrant women, including at an early stage in the migration process.
including safe and legal routes to employment pre-arrival.
7S. Member States should consider removing barriers to ‘cork alter a woman asylum-seeker
has been present in the territon’ for a length of time.
79. Member States should implement the provisions of relevant national and international
standards directed at protecting migrant women carrying out domestic work from
discrimination and abuse.
80. In respect of at least those migrant women who are permitted to ‘cork under the national
law of member States, the latter should:
801. take measures to regulate and improve migrant women’s working conditions
and to eliminate alt forms of exploitation and discrimination;
80.2. support and assist migrant women to access the labour market through self’
employment and entrepreneurship, by providing them with the same
opportunities for training, microcredit, start-up loans and business development
as for national workers, and support volunteering, internship and job placement
programmes;
80.3. in order to facilitate access to the labour market, take steps to ensure that
migrant workers have access to work/life balance measures including maternity-,
paternity and parental leave, flexible working where possible, and ensure access
to and enjoyment of child-care facilities on an equal footing with national
workers; and
80.4. ermure that women migrant workers who are made redundant and are
compelled to leave the countn’ of employment or return to their country of
origin retain all their acquired rights.

Commented tEBlI: Implementation of this
rerommendatron nay be imporsibie, depending on the
!cauired rights

Residence permits
81. Member States should ensure that migrant women and girls who are granted a residence
permit on the basis of a family relationship are entitled to the same social, economic and
labour-related rights and entitlements as the principal residence permit holder.
82. Migrant women should be made aware of any entitlement to a renewable independent
residence permit, for example due to their status as victim of human trafficking, viclim
of gender-based violence, relationship breakdown, or other particularly difficult
circumstances.
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83. Member States should ensure that migrani women are granied a residence permit if their
stay is necessary for criminal invesilgations or proceedings.
84. Member Stales should facilitate the possibility for victims of forced marriage brought
into another country for the purpose of the marriage and who, as a result, have lost their
residence status in the country where they habitually reside, to retain such status.
85. Migrant women present in a country for a long time, including stateless women and
girls should be provided security of residence on an independent basis.

Family reunion
86. Recognising that family reunion can be both a secure pathway to safety for migrant
women, and a protective factor in the host state, member States should safeguard the
right to family reunion for migrant women in accordance with obligations under the
European Convention on Human Rights and international law. In this respect, member
States should:
86.1. adopt a wide definition of family’, consistent with the links and dependencies
relied on by migrant women;
86.2. ensure that women and girls are aware of their right to family reunion and
receive access to legal advice and assistance to pursue that right; and
86.3. consider accepting or seeking the transfer of asylum claims to enable the
family reunion of migrant women and girls separated on their journeys.

VI. Returns
87. While returns should always be in safety and dignity and preferably voluntary,
involuntary returns must be in line with the principle of ,ioii.refiui,Ien,eiit.
68. States should ensure that migrant, refugee and asylum seeking women who are in need
of protection, regardless of their status or residence, are not returned under any
circumstances to any country where their life would be at risk or where they might be
subjected to torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
89. Recognising the particular difficulties that victims of gender-based violence face in fully
disclosing the grounds for their international protection claim, member States should:
89.1. ensure a gender-sensitive process that protects women against the risk of
rtiuleiiwot;
89.2. ensure that accelerated and non-suspensive procedures do not result in migrant
women being unable to put forward their claims for protection, resulting in
refindenien I.

90. Member States should ensure the suspension of expulsion measures of migrant women
based on their dependant status on a spouse, partner or parent, in order to enable them
to have the possibility to apply for an independent residence permit.

